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INTRODUCTION
la the following thesis I have attempted to illustrate 
words of e hundred years ago with appropriate photographs of 
present-day remains of an era* The years covered in the major 
sections are 1831 to 1848; the subject is slavery and abolition 
in Hew England* The main sections of the thesis are concerned 
with four individuals who were of vital importance:
William Lloyd Garrison, an avowed abolitionist, who 
fought with words, spoken words at antislavery meetings, and 
written words in his newspaper. The Liberator.
Prudence Crandall, a white woman, who fought against 
violent prejudice for the right to educate colored children in 
a small town in Connecticut*
Frederick Douglass, an escaped slave, who, like Garrison, 
used the spoken and written word, but from d m  point of view of 
one who had been a slave.
John Quincy Adams, ex-president of the United States, 
who successfully fought, in the United States House of 
Representatives, for the right to petition*
These four persons were brought face to face with the 
issue of slavery, and they dealt with it in personal and 
individual ways. They were chosen for their different view
vi
points and areas of struggle —  from politics to education.
the Liberator was the most renowned antislavery paper. 
Selections from it fora the test of the major part of this 
thesis. Coaplete bound editions of The Liberator aay be found 
in the Boston Public Library, Main Branch, Copley Square. With 
the peralssion of the Supervisor I was able to photograph 
portions of the paper.
The photographs herewith show soae of what remains 
today of the abolitionist aoveaent in central Mew England. The 
thesis originally was planned as a photographic essay on 
abolition and slavery in Mew England. However, plans had to be 
revised for I discovered that it is not easy to find memorials 
of the period that lend themselves to photography, and, there* 
fore, a photographic essay was deemed impossible. Apparently 
there has been little interest in retaining items of historical 
Interest connected with this subject. A recent example is to 
be found in Mew Bedford, Massachusetts, Ifatil about three 
years ago the bouse belonging to Frederick Douglass still stood 
in its original spot. I was shown the place where it stood —  
it is now a public parking lot. As a result of this kind of 
destruction, 1 found that most of what I could photograph were 
headstones, plaques, statues, and houses of national interest
vii
such as the John Quincy Adams hems, Unfortunately, Z was unabli 
to obtain permission to photograph the Frederick Douglass home 
in Anacostia, D. C. However, X have photographed what X could, 
and the photographs are placed so that they may carry as full a 
share of the message as possible.
Before the major sections of the thesis there are three 
chapters of introductory information. The first chapter deals 
with the subject of slavery from a national point of view. The 
second chapter is also national in scope but pays particular 
attention to four aspects of the controversy that were Of pecu­
liar interest to the four individuals considered: the freedom o 
speech, the freedom to publish, the right of petition,and the 
freedom to teach. The third chapter is more specific still in 
that it deals with Massachusetts in particular, although the 
state could not be entirely separated from the nation. Following 
these chapters there is a prologue to the four main sections.
This prologue is in the form of an illustrated story. The 
story of Amos Fortune, a Negro brought to Boston by slave- 
traders during the 1700* a, provides an appropriate introduction 
and mood setter. The narrative provides for the reader the 
climate that caused people such as William Lloyd Garrison to be 
so totally opposed to slavery.
vlli
I used a tfalsflex twin reflex caaera exclusively la 
taking all photographs other than those of the Liberator, the 
fills used was Tri-X and Panatosd.c*X« To photograph The Liberator
I used a 4X5 Graphic View, with two flood leaps. The film used 
was Kodak Contrast Process Panchromatic.
THE LIBERATORS
Chapter I 
Slavery aad Abolition
Slave trading was a profitable business in the Aaerican 
colonies, and remained so even after the country becaae an 
independent Republic. In 1697 the slave trade, which had been 
the Monopoly of a few English eonpanies, was opened to all 
British subjects. With this event there developed a "triangular 
trade."
Molasses, brought from the west Indies to Hew 
Ragland, was Manufactured into run, which was 
shipped to the African coast, where it was used 
in the purchase of slaves, the slaves were then 
brought to the West ladies and there exchanged 
for acre aolasses, which was then brought back 
to Hew England, to nafce wore run, to acquire 
aore slaves, to exchange for aore aolasses,and 
so on.1
The first official atteapt to end the slave trade was
during die first Continental Congress in 1774. The Congress
drew up a Declaration of Rights which stated that the slave
2trade was to be discontinued. The British refused to give in
to the Aaericaa daslands. In 1776 a coaalttee, headed by 
Jefferson, draw up the Declaration of Independence. The original 
declaration included a "passage which censured the British 
people as well as their rulers, aad another which severely 
arraigned the King for forcing slave trade upon the colonies."3
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Congress struck these two passages from the Declaration hut 
adopted the remainder. Thus slavery and the slave trade were 
allowed to continue*
With the independence of the colonies several problems 
arose* One of the first necessities was the drawing up of a 
Constitution* The Philadelphia Convention was called, with 
each state sending representatives. One of the vital questions 
was how to determine the amount of representation of each state 
in Congress* It was decided after scam debate to have a Senate 
in which each state would be represented equally —  two people 
from each state -- and a Bouse of Representatives, the number 
of representatives to be determined by the population of the 
state. It was determined early that each state should be 
assessed taxes in accordance with the population* This gave 
rise to another problem. How were the slaves in the southern 
states to be counted —  as property or as persons? The South, 
naturally, wanted to count the slaves as persons when it cane 
to representation in the Bouse and as property when it came to 
taxes* The North wanted the reverse. An "utterly illogical 
solution was found in the decision to count five slaves as equal 
to three whites both la the apportionment of representatives
A
and in the assessing of direct taxes* This became known as 
the "Three-fifths" Compromise*5 The Convention also agreed than
the importation of slave* should not ba forbidden before the 
year 1808, although Congress night levy a tax of ten dollars 
a head for each person imported.®
the slave trade was forbidden in 1808. Several years 
before this, however, northern states began taking independent 
action against slavery. In 1770 and 1780 Vermont and 
Massachusetts prohibited slavery by constitutional provisions, 
and the other northern states followed suit.7 When New Jersey 
made slavery illegal in 1804 '*not a slave state remained north 
of the Mason and Dixon line.”® For a while it appeared that 
slavery would die a natural death in the South. Then came the 
discovery that cotton could be grown profitably by utilising 
slave labor. With this discovery slavery became, again, of 
prime importance to the South. How important slaves became in 
the South can be shown by the increase in the monetary value of 
the slave. In 1815 a good field hand could be bought for $250,
Qin 1835 an equally good man would oost no less than $600. Thus 
with the advent of the cotton crop, the institution of slavery 
was revived. North and South split. It is interesting to note 
also that by 1819 the North and the South were evenly split in 
the number of free and slave states: eleven free states and 
eleven slave states.
In the Senate representation was, of course, equal. The
'4*
was sot true of the Bouse of Representatives* In population 
the North had grown far more quickly than the South. "In fact, 
the Northwest had been peopled In large part by emigrants from
the South.,.10 1820 there were 89 representatives froa the
slave states and 123 froa the free states.*1 this inequality 
becaae more important politically with each admission of a new 
state.
When Missouri, created out of land acquired under the 
Louisiana Purchase, applied for statehood in 1819 as a slave 
state, the question of "whether and where" the extension of 
slavery was permissible caused heated debate in Congress. 
Solutions to the problem were suggested but nothing was finally 
decided upon when Congress adjourned in February 1819. With 
the convening of the next Congress in December 1819, however, 
the situation was altered. Maine was applying for statehood 
also, but as a free state, the Senate listened to a proposal 
by Senator J. B. Thomas of Illinois which set a dividing line 
for free and slave states. A committee composed of members 
from both houses was appointed to study the question; the resulf 
was a recommendation that the dividing line be accepted.
In March 1820 President James Monroe approved the
Missouri Enabling Act (the Missouri Compromise”), this Act 
provided, in part, "that in all territory ceded by France to
-5*v
the United States...which lies north of thirty-six degrees end 
thirty Minutes north latitude, not included within the Units 
of the state (of Missouri),•••slavery...shall be, and is hereby 
forever prohibited."^
The severe difference of opinion between North and 
South revealed by the discussion over the admission of Missouri 
served as a forshadowing of events to cone. The question of 
slavery in the United States had merely been circumvented for a 
tine* Someday the reckoning would cone. The problem would 
have to be fully faced and a definite decision made.
As has already been shown, some states, and a few 
ambers of Congress, were in favor of abolishing slavery. Some 
individuals not in the public eye were also interested in 
abolition, but antislavery agitation was mild and the public as 
a whole did not consider slavery a vital issue. Slavery had 
not yet been singled out as a reform worthy of undivided 
attention.
With the advent of the nineteenth century a spirit of 
humanitarian reform was unleashed. The reform that swept the 
North was a
compound of idealism, liberalism, humanitarianism, 
and transcendentalism, a general movement which 
sought to perfect human institutions. Educational, 
religious, and penal reform) temperance crusades) 
struggles for women's rights, for peace, for health 
and serenity —  all these indicated a suddenly_________
6renewed sense of social responsibility toward 
the poor, the helpless, the wayward, and the 
slave, reflecting a significant change in the 
public attitude toward social problems*13
The cause of abolition never really lost touch with
these other reforms, although eventually it overshadowed then*
In the beginning, most antislevery advocates were in favor of
"colonisation, gradual enancipatlon, or nanunission schemes,
since the immediate emancipation of slaves was usually deemed
undesirable or impractical.”!* These antislavery agitators
formed state societies, the first of which was organised in
Pennsylvania in 1777.^ There were societies in "all states
except in lew England, the deep South, and Indiana until 1630.
In 1794 the American Convention for the Abolition of Slavery
and Improving the Condition of the African Race began its 
meetings, and was to become a strong force in antislavery 
sentiment* It was replaced in 1817 by the American Colon ixatioi i 
Society which founded the Liberia colony and seat many slaves 
to this colony*!7
Besides these state societies there were individuals 
who spent their energies advocating emancipation. One of these 
was Benjamin Lundy, a Quaker abolitionist, who published The 
Genius of universal Emancipation from 1812 to 1 8 3 6 * Lundy 
covered miles of the southern United States on foot organising 
antislavery societies and gathering information for his news*
paper. The theory of gradually, favored by Lundy and the 
societies, characterized the antislavery Movement until 1830. 
After this date gradualism was no longer effective and aggressivjje 
antislavery agitation began.
Ob  January 1, 1831, the first issue of the abolitionist 
newspaper The Liberator was published. It may be said that the 
aggressive abolition movement began on this day. The editor of 
The Liberator was William Lloyd Garrison of Ncwburyport,
Massachusetts. Garrison, who had moved to Boston, proposed "a 
crusade fas harsh as truth' and 'as uncompromising as j u s t i c e . ^  
Garrison might be called the original crusader for "Immediate'9 
emancipation. In his eyes there could be no compromise. Every 
slave should be freed immediately. The social, political and 
economic problems which were besiad to follow Immediate 
emancipation were of no concern to him. Be was Interested In 
freeing the slave •• nothing more. This extreme immedlatist 
doctrine was just one segment of the total abolitionist move­
ment and was advocated by Garrison and his followers more or 
less exclusively.
Noa*Garrlsonlans such as Arthur and Lewis Tappan who 
led the New York group, and James G. Bimey and Theodore Weld 
who led the western group, understood the difficulties inherent 
in the Immedlatist doctrine and the impossibility of convincing
8the public of its effectiveness. In 1833 the Hew York Anti
Slavery Society was organised and adopted as its official ala
"Immediate emancipation, gradually accomplished."2® This was
not only a compromise difficult to understand, it was almost
impossible to publicise. Another compromise was effected by
the western Lane Seminary group led by Theodore Weld. Their
definition of abolition was "gradual emancipation, immediately 
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begun." This compromise, although not totally satisfactory,
quieted the public abhorrence of Garrisonian inmediatlsm.
Anti-slavery societies were organised in Boston, Mew
York, Philadelphia, Providence, and five cities in Ohio. To all
these groups the New York society extended an invitation to
meet in convention in Philadelphia in December 1833, The
convention was held, and a constitution drawn up for a national
society —  The American Anti Slavery Society.
By means of a complex system of interlocking 
directorates, control of the national, state, 
and local groups was vested in a small group 
of leading abolitionists, the committee 
secretaries and the agents....22
The most important function of the new society was to 
organise, support, and spread the immediatlst doctrine. At once 
a pamphlet and periodical campaign was begun. The agents, 
specially trained and assigned to work in areas suited to their 
individual backgrounds and talents, were left to organize
9-
subsidlary or local societies. In the beginning there were
23sixteen of these agents. By 1836 there were seventy. From 
Ohio to Maine a network of state and local societies sprang up, 
all loosely connected to the national society.
In New England the societies were concentrated in 
eastern Massachusetts, Portland, Maine and New Hampshire, 
Connecticut and New Jersey were resistant to antislavery for 
several years. The movement was strong in Philadelphia, Ohio, 
and the region south of Lake Ontario to Buffalo.^ Some of the 
more powerful societies (especially in New York and Ohio) 
published their own papers and sent out their own agents. These 
became almost Independent of the national society.
The societies were always plagued with problems, the 
most pressing of which were financial. They were always short 
of funds. In 1840 the Garrison group split with the national 
society over political differences. Garrison was for moral 
suasion and the national society was for political action.
There were still many people who believed that coloni­
zation was the only practical method of dealing with the problei i 
of slavery. Just how impractical it was is shown by its 
complete lack of success.
In forty years of activity It transported about 
11,000 Negroes at a cost of more than a million 
dollars; the birth rate (in the United States) 
replaced the number within a month. Merely to
10
remove four aillion slaves in the South, 
disregarding the renewal of the population by 
birth, was obviously a hopeless task, end an 
idea never seriously entertained by aost anti- 
slavery thinkers.25
the idiocy of the idea was one of the causes of the disintegration
of the Colonisation Society.
The abolitionists were highly verbal people and ex­
pressed their ideas clearly and frequently to the public. 
Although different abolitionists emphasised various principles 
they all agreed on certain basic objections to the institution
of slavery.
Slavery, it was argued^ was against Christianity*, 
constitutional fights, and common law; it 
violated moral and ethical law, and denied the 
natural rights philosophy of equality. As an 
economic system, it was wasteful, unjust, and 
productive of poverty.26
The arguments, then, that the abolitionists used to convince
the public of the basic wrongness of slavery were based upon
. religious, political, legal, moral, economic, ethical and social
principles. So effictive was their propagandising that 
eventually an overwhelming majority of the people shared their
conviction. Their arguments reached to the spiritual centers of 
the individuals with whom they were dealing. They reawakened
consciences long since dormant. But support was not total until
the Civil Iter, which brought abolitionist, antiabolitionist and
ERRATUM. Page 11, last sentence ... "There was,..." should 
read "There were ,..."
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neutral into nominal agreement.
In the beginning of the aboiltionlat movement opposition 
was strong in the North. A common criticism of the abolitionlatp 
was that they created disturbance and disrupted the peace. John 
Quincy Adams said in the House of Representatives in 1839, that 
the American Anti Slavery Society was ''pouring oil into the 
summit of a smoking crater."^ The abolitionists were charged 
with fanaticism, socialism, heresy and anarchism, among other 
things. There charges were somewhat supported, in the public 
mind, by Garrison's notorious unorthodoxy and support of "no 
government" anarchy. Although many abolitionists disagreed 
with him, his attitudes were often accepted as characteristic 
of all abolitionists. Garrison's anti-church attitude was par­
ticularly damaging in this time of sweeping social reform. The 
Massachusetts Anti Slavery Society, which Garrison founded, 
believed that "steeped in blood and pollution as that American 
church is, it becomes us to turn from it with loathing and
abhorrence.««28 It was this type of statement that did much to
support the anti-abolitionist arguments, and to repulse the morcj 
conservative antislavery supporter. Such out-and-out extremism 
was difficult for the "moderates" to accept. It was violent 
and it forced the individual to assume a position apart; it 
separated him from the comfort of the crowd. There was, howsveij
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enough aggressive people to asks up the small nucleus that
effectively forced the issue of slavery before the American
public* They refused to evade the issue, and eventually the
American government and the American public were forced to deal
with the issue.
The proslavery arguments often ran parallel to Northern
objections. The Southerner said, for instance, that slavery was
sanctioned by the Bible —  it had God-given sanction. Also, he
argued, since the Negro was childlike and irresponsible, and
certainly an inferior being, the paternalistic features of the
institution were safest for him. The Negro was protected from
a life with which he was not mentally endowed to deal.
Politically, by vesting control of government 
in the educated, wealthy class whose stake in 
society preordained stability, it avoided the 
disorders attendant to more widely dispersed 
democratic control, and by relieving the white 
man of responsibility for menial and degrading 
tasks, fostered in him a spirit of true 
republican equality, lastly, slavery was 
Justified on the simple bpt tremendously 
effective grounds that its continued existence 
was of vital necessity to the safety of the 
life as well as the civilization of the Southern 
white man.29
The South attempted, out of necessity, to defend slavery by
discrediting the abolitionist movement, and to "identify the
30slave system with the preservation of American principles."
Since slavery was sanctioned by the Bible, it followed that the
-13-
abolltlonlsts, by attacking slavery, ware anti-Bibla. Since 
the abolitionists vara connected with other social reforms, 
they were* according to the Southern view, out to disturb the 
peace and order of the nation*
the South was convinced that the abolitionists were 
confined amalgamstionists • Pictures were circulated in the 
South portraying "as Nehemiah Adams phrased it, white woaen and 
black men 'in unequivocal relations. these pictures had 
tremendous effect upon the smderate Southerner* the separation 
of the races was of extrema importance. One slaveholder said, 
"because we are unwilling to arualgamate with them, and desire 
to keep our teutonic blood pure.. White supremacy must, at
all costs, be maintained*
the poor shite also feared the freedom of the Negro. Wish 
the Negro lavor force let loose upon the community, the white 
laborers* wages would be immediately reduced, the Negro and 
white laborer would be on equal footing, work-wise and socially, 
this situation was not to be tolerated.
In the South, also, there was always the fear of the 
"Black Terror." the "Black terror," or slave uprising, was a 
compelling argument against abolitionism* the Negro population 
of the South was far larger than the white population —  the 
Southern white knew this and was afraid* the fear was consi-
-14-
derably Increased by the Nat Turner incident, and culminated in 
the raid on Harper's Ferry in 1859.33 The fear of slave up­
risings "became perhaps the most important factor in conditioning 
Southern thought."3* The South constantly accused the abolition 
lets of working to incite the slave population to revolt. This 
was certainly a ridiculous accusation. In the first place, what 
abolitionist literature was available in the South was received 
by white people. In the second place, the slaves could not 
read the literature that was available, and were in no position 
to hear abolitionist speakers. In the third place, it was not 
too long after the beginning of the aggressive phase of 
abolition began that the South stopped abolitionist literature 
from entering the South and passed legislation barring aboli­
tionists from speaking, teaching, printing or even thinking in 
the South. But the fear of the "Black Terror" persisted and 
grew.
The abolitionists, of course, consistently denied any 
intent to incite slave revolts. They stated that their only 
objective was to convince the slaveholder that slavery was 
wrong and that abolition was the only course. "Garrison, the 
most feared of all abolitionists, was a non-resistant pacifist, 
and the farthest the abolitionists went was to devise means of 
helping slaves escape.
155
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Over the years, both in the North and die South, public
opinion and attitude was changed, crystalised and solidified by
propaganda. In the South public opinion was solidly proslavery.
Gamaliel Bailey printed two quotations from 
the Richmond Enquirer side by side in 1855.
In 1832, at the height of the Virginia legis­
lative debates, the Enquirer called the slave 
system "a dark and growing evil.” In 1855, it 
thought slavery ”a natural and necessary and 
hitherto universal hub, element, or institu­
tion of society.” Hie contrast, representing 
more than twenty years of agitation, is 
graphic illustration of the effective work of 
the proslavery forces In the South.36
In the North, the abolitionist propaganda, aided and abetted 
by Southern actions, became more and more related to civil 
liberties in general, and this caused a cohesiveness of anti­
slavery thought in the North that was as solid as proslavery 
thought in the South.
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Chapter IX 
Fettered Freedom
I
Right to Petition
The first major controversies that enabled the
abolitionists to join their cause with the larger one of civil
liberties and human rights arose around the right of the
abolitionists to petition and to use the mails. Congress, by
declaration, recognised slavery as a local rather than a
national institution. The first petitions relating to slavery
were presented to Conress by the Pennsylvania Quakers in 1790,*
A special committee was organised to consider the petitions.
The Bouse of Representatives "declared Congress could neither
prevent the slave trade until 1808 nor interfere with slavery 
2
in any state." Subsequent petitions were received and usually 
buried in committee.
Most of the early petitions were related to the control 
of the internal slave trade and the treatment of slaves. Some 
were related to plans for gradual emancipation or colonisation. 
These came from southern colonisation groups, for the most part, 
After 1831, however, the petitions began coming from the North, 
from Garrisonian groups, and they came more and more frequently
18
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and la grtitir and greater numbers. Furthermore, the petitions 
became store violent and aggressive in tone and demands. As a 
result, southern reaction to the petitions became stronger, 
until finally the southern members of Congress were interpreting 
them as a definite threetLto their institution and their way of 
life. It was at this point that the abolitionists began pointing 
out that if the abolitionists were denied the right to petition 
there was not.telling who or what group would be next to be 
denied these rights guaranteed by the Constitution. The idea 
was gradually communicated to the public at large that it was 
WHITE people whose rights were being curtailed. It was this 
knowledge that brought many neutral people to the abolitionists 
side* This fact was brought into sharp focus in 1836.
In the House of Representatives a southern member 
stated that simply tabling the petitions was no longer satis­
factory to the South. He felt that the House should ”go on 
record 'that any attempt to agitate the question of slavery in 
the House is calculated...to endanger the union, and, if 
persisted la, to destroy, by a servile war, the peace and 
prosperity of the country.'”3 The result was a committee which 
met and presented to the Bouse three resolutions, one of which 
provided that "all petitions, msmorials, resolutions.
propositions, or papers relating in any way or to any extent
-20-
whatever to tho subject of slavery or the abolition of slavery
shell, without being printed or referred, be laid upon the tebls
end that no further action whatever be taken thereon,"* The
resolution was passed —  this was the first "gag-rule.” With
the passage of this gag-rule John Quincy Adams began his long
fight to preserve the right of petition.
John Quincy Adams, who had been President of the United
States and was now a representative from Massachusetts, was
not himself an antislavery supporter but he knew that the
gag-rule was dangerous, Zt was, he felt, a sign of the
beginning of the curtailing of civil rights and this he would
not stand for. He denounced the gag-rule in the House as "a
direct violation of the Constitution of the Uteited States, of
the rules of the House, and the rights of my constituents."5
The passage of the gag-rule was a firm stepping stone
for the abolitionists. They started a campaign to flood
Congress with petitions. They set up an organisation whose
business it was to circulate petitions throughout the anti-
slavery societies in the country.
Printed petitions, or directions for drawing 
them up, went from the Society's presses to 
the local and state groups, khieh in turn 
distributed then, solicited signatures, and 
returned them to the societies for transmission 
to state legislatures and Congress. The 
results were almost immediately evident. The
*21-
nuhber of petitions submitted to Congress 
during the first eighteen Months of the 
campaign increased from 23 to 300,000. The 
American Anti Slavery Society reported that 
during the year 1837-38, 412,000 petitions 
reached the House, and about two-thirds of 
that number the Senate.*
It was estimated that two million signatures were 
collected in the year 1838-39. Since there were no more than 
100,000 members of abolitionist societies it is clear that 
many of the signers were not abolitionists but defenders of the 
right to petition and as such had joined the abolitionists' 
cause.
Adams was almost alone in his fight against the gag-ruli t 
He battled to "sustain the right of petition in the citizen, 
and the freedom of speech la this House, and the freedom of the 
press, and of thought, out of it."7 Adams was interested in 
civil liberties rather than abolition, and he continued to 
present his petitions and have them heard and acted upon even 
though he himself did not believe in their contents. He felt 
that it was the right of every petitioner to be heard and that 
it was his duty, as aa elected representative of the people, to 
see that the petitions presented to him by his electors were 
presented and heard by the House.
In 1837 Adams presented to the House a petition from
twenty slaves which caused a bitter debate.
...Adam, a master of parliamentary debate, 
maneuvered the Southern maabera into denying 
slaves even the right of petitioning God, and 
free Begroes and anyone of 'poor moral 
character' the right of petitioning Congress 
on any matter. 'The next step,' said Adams, 
driving his point hose, 'will be to inquire g 
into the political beliefs of the petitioners.,s
It mas eventually discovered that the petition was a
petition for the retention of slavery. Immediately there mas
a move to censure Adams for creating a wrong impression, and
"injuring the dignity of the Bouse."9 After much debate the
motion mas defeated.
At the end of the 1836 session of Congress the first
gag-rule expired. In 1837 the second gag-rule, proposed by
Barnes, mas passed. The Massachusetts legislature Condemned the
Barnes resolution. It resolved:
that the resolution above named is an assumption 
of power and authority, at variance with the 
spirit and intent of the Constitution of the 
Halted States, and injurious to the cause of 
freedom and free institutions; that it does 
violence to the inherent, absolute, and 
inalienable rights of man; and that it tends es­
sentially to impair those fundamental principles 
of natural justice and natural law which are 
antecedent to anv written constitutions of 
government.
With every session of Congress new gag-rules mere 
proposed and passed. As time went on the presenting of petltioi 
became a contest —  the abolitionists trying to find mays to
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get around the House rules end the southern block trying to
invent nee ways to silence then. All types of petitions were
presented that were related to slavery but did not actually
have slavery as their subject. These petitions were used as
points of attack on slavery itself.
In the House of Representatives there was by now a anal]
but verbal abolitionist block* "Adams, Slade of Vernont, and
JOshua R. Giddings were the chief offenders, Giddings having
arrived in the House in 1838 froa the western Reserve of Ohio
with instructions to bring abolition into national focus in any
way possible."** Tired, now, of introducing and passing new
gag-rules every session, 'the House
eventually adopted on January 28. 1840, after 
sons acrimonious debate, Johnson's resolutions 
as standing rule 21. This rule, operative until 
1844, was somewhat note stringent than its 
predecessors. Previous practice had been to 
receive but automatically table abolition 
petitions, whereas the new rule stated that they 
'shall not be received by this House, nor enter­
tained lunacy way whatever. * At the opening of 
each session until 1844 an attempt was made to 
repeal it and the attempt always failed; however, 
the guerilla tactics of Adams, Slade, and 
Giddings, who made each debate on the 21st rule 
a running battle, did much to publicise the 
abolitionist cause.*2
In early 1842 Adams presented to the House a petition 
from Haverhill, Massachusetts, "asking Congress to adopt
13measures breaking up the Union of free mad slave states."
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Adams felt that this petition should bo presented, hoard and 
acted upon, Za his view, the right to petition had nothing 
whatever to do with the contents of the petition, or his 
personal opinion of those contents. The South's answer was a 
resolution to censure Adams "accusing him of high breach of 
privilege, contempt, a proposition to commit perjury, and 
treason. After a debate which lasted almost eleven days, 
giving Adams and the abolitionists the opportunity to bring the 
petition question to the public eye, the South agreed to drop 
the resolution if the petition was tabled. Two months later, 
Giddlngs introduced another petition which brought forth 
another resolution ot censure. This was lost in procedure, but 
a second resolution to censure caused Giddlngs to resign. He 
returned, however, through a special election which gave him 
material support. The gag-rules never recovered from these 
set-backs and were repealed in the 1844-45 session of Congress.f5 
The Senate did not receive nearly as mamy petitions as 
did the House. When the controversy arose in the Bouse, many 
members of the Senate felt that the matter should not be dis­
cussed at all since that was exactly what the abolitionists 
wanted. However, John C. Calhoun felt that it should be 
discussed and decided whether or not Congress had any juris­
diction over the subject of slavery. So petitions were
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presented la January 1836. The debate letted until March when
a resolution, presented by Janes Buchanan of Pennsylvania, whlct
called for the reception of petitions but the ’’rejection of its
contents,”16 was accepted by the Senate. In spite of a few
procedure lasted in the Senate until the questioJ
was no longer controversial.
Within the Bouse, and to a lesser degree within 
the Senate, the members divided into four loosely 
defined groups over the natter of petitions, the 
abolitionist group, drawing its neubers wholly 
from the North, was snail, and it naturally 
opposed any attempt to suppress petitions dealing 
with slavery. Another faction, drawn neialy from 
the North but with a sprinkling of neabers from 
the upper South, followed the lead of the aboil* 
tionists, not because of their antislavery beliefs 
but because of their regard for the preservation 
of civil liberties. Against these two groups were 
arrayed the extremist Southerners, who believed 
the right of petition less important than the pro* 
tection of slavery, and a body of Northern and 
Southern middle-of-the-roaders, who favored the 
”gag” because of their dislike of abolition 
agitation*17
the abolitionists, of course, believed strongly that 
Congress not only had a right but a duty to accept and consider 
petitions. In answer to Hie argument by some members of 
Congress that Congress had no right to legislate for the 
abolition of slavery, the abolitionists responded that if 
slavery could be legislated into existence it oould be legis­
lated out of existence, therefore, because Congress made the
26
laws for die District of Columbia, It could make lews abolishing
slavery in the District.
"the lew," said Weld, "by cresting slavery, not 
only affirmed its existence to be within the 
sphere and under the control of legislation, 
hut also the conditions and terns of its existence, 
and the Question whether or not it should exist.
the southern block felt, on the other hand, that slaver^
was the business of the state where it existed and that Congresi
had no right to interfere in any way. Petition requesting
Congress to legislate for the abolition of slavery were therefore
out of order, the South was afraid that if it was admitted the
Congress had a right to discontinue slavery in the District
then it would follow that Congress had a right to abolish
slavery on a nation-wide basis, therefore, the South was
fighting not against the right of petition so such as it was
fighting for the preservation of its principal economic system.
In bhoosing the device of the gag-rule, however, the Sough
enabled the abolitionists to ally their cause *rLth the greater,
and more appealing, cause of civil liberties.
'
The petition controversy gave abolitionism its 
first opening wedge into national politics, and 
projected its representatives, men such as 
Glddings, Slade, and Adams, into national 
prominence. *>9
It is questionable that the right to petition itself 
was seriously endangered by the controversy. It is true,
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hon*v«r, that while Congress continued to accept petitions os
othor subjects it refused to accept petitions relating to
slavery. Xt m i  this foot that enabled tba abolitionists to
propoaa tba question of civil llbartiaa. tba American Anti
Slavary Society's Executive Ooaadttaa aakad tba publicj
Can tba Conatitution at tba aana tin* aacura 
liberty to you, and axpoaa ua to oppraaaion —  
giva you freedoai of speech, and lock our lipa -- 
raapact your right of petition, and treat oura 
with conteept? go, fallow-citixcns, wa want all 
be free, or all be slaves together.20
One of the great propaganda weapona of the abolitioniati 
—  "the charge that an aggraaaiva a lava-power cabal was 
cooepiring to deatroy all traditional llbartiaa by degrees"23—  
waa given credence by aouthero wilUngnaaa "to cenproad.ee a 
basic civil right in order to naintaln slavery.*'22 In 1836 
Char lea Senmer wrote of the first gag-rule:
go are becoming abolitionlata at the Horth fast; 
riots, the attanpta to abridge fraadosi of 
diacuealon, and the conduct of the South generally, 
have cauaad many to think favorably of inaedlate 
anancinatlon who have never before been inclined 
to it.23
Thus the South aeonad to be its own worst eneaqr. In
trying to protect their "peculiar institution" they increased 
reaction against it and thenwelvea. They gave fuel to the very 
fire they wished to extinguish.
XX
Use of the Mall*
Controversy over the right of the abolitionist* to use 
the mails developed at the seme time as the fight over the right 
to petition* The malls dispute also evolved into the larger 
concept of civil rights in general, and gave the abolitionists 
another strong arguing point* the controversy relating to the 
use of the mails, however, took on rather more personal aspects* 
the petition fight was confined to the floor of Congress; the 
war of the mails involved individuals, and involved them 
dramatically* Individual citisens were attacked, literally —  
run out of town, tarred and feathered, fined and jailed* Xt was 
a crime to carry any aatislavery material, to own a book that 
might have a page or a sentence of aatislavery sentiment, or 
even to write personal letters expressing antislavery opinion*
At first there was little opposition to antislavery 
publications* Lundy's Genius of Chiversa? ***
circulated through southern mails without Incident for many 
years* However, the Hat turner insurrection made the South 
aware of abolitionist propaganda and its possible effects* Soon 
after the turner incident Georgia "offered a $5,000 reward for 
the trial and conviction 'under the laws of this state, (of) thi
*28*
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editor or publisher of a certain paper called the Liberator. *"2*
It was not until 1835-36 that matters began to build to a
climax. The American Anti Slavery Society atarted an intensive
panphlet campaign to awaken the Horth and the South, they
built up a subscription list consisting of "congressmen,
ministers, theological students,state officials and legislators,
newspaper editors, justices of the peace, and prominent citiaeni
in all states,”25 who received the literature free. Dlstributioi
was through the mails until 1837 when a system of travelling
agents was developed.
On July 30, 1835, the first major incident took place
la Charleston, South Carolina. Rumour had it that a mail steams]
was carrying "incendiary" materials and a crowd forced open the
post office, took the packages and burned them publicly.26 A
committee was formed to
inspect the mails in cooperation with the post­
master and to burn any objectionable matter. In 
addition, the city council offered a reward of 
$1000 for the apprdheasion of any person bringing 
an incendiary publication into the city or 
distributing it, labelling any person who volun­
tarily received, harmonised in feeling with, or 
held communication with abolition societies, 
agents or publications, "an enemy of the state."
Postmaster Huger of Charleston immediately 
wrote to Amos Kendall, Postmaster General, asking 
for instructions for the disposal of future 
shipments of antislavery publications. At the 
same time he wrote Postmaster Gouvemeur of Blew 
York City, the point of origin of the offandlng
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liter* tur«, requesting him to bold all 
abolitionist papers addressed to Charleston 
until Kendall's ruling clarified the natter*
Kendall's reply, dated August 4, was indefinite.
He had no authority, he concluded, to exclude 
abolition literature from the sails or to pro­
hibit its transportation or delivery; yet, he 
continued, be would not direct Huger to deliver 
it. "I cannot sanction, and will not condaan, 
the steps you have t a k e n . h e  wrote. 'He owe 
an obligation to the laws, but a higher one to 
the coanualtiea in which we live.** The post- 
waster who stopped distribution of "inflsmaatory 
papers" would, he believed, "stand justified 
before the country and all aeaklad."27
All over the southern states similar committees were
formed and actions taken, newspaper publishers, such as Elijah
lovejoy of the St. Louis Observer, were denounced and three tenet
with violence. Although most of the southern meetings advocate*
action according to law, some, such as the one in Clinton,
Mississippi, ordered
censorship of all malls* including private 
letters; any persons who received or wrote 
"incendiary" materials would be fined ffOtc 
and refused aid by civil authorities "from 
any assault or violence that may be inflicted 
upon them by a justly incensed population"-- 
an invitation to mob violence.28
Although there were a few northern editors who already 
interpreted Kendall's ruling as a threat to an established 
civil liberty, most of the northern newspapers condemned the 
abolitionists for distributing their literature through the 
mails. Xn Massachusetts a
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meeting «t Faneuil Hell in Boston, August 22,
1833, condemned the abolitionists' use of the 
sails as "incendiary"} a nesting at Portland,
Maine, on August 15, 1833 declared the trees* 
mission of abolitionist literature by nail "an 
alarming perversion and abuse of this invaluable 
nediun of communication"} and a meeting in 
Philadelphia during the sane month reached a 
similar conclusion* Meetings in Hew York City}
Utica, Hew York} Bangor, Maine} Portsmouth,
Hew Hampshire} and Hewerk. Hew Jersey refleeted 
the temper of northern opinion. 29
It became norm and mere apparent as tine went on that 
the question involved an important principle —  "the right of 
a minority group to use the nails without censorship."30 The 
abolitionists picked up the challenge and used it to their 
advantage* The more restrictions that were placed upon then, 
the more material for their fight. In reaction 
position, many Northerners, heretofore anti-abolition in 
sentiment, joined the cause, in order to fight for the preser­
vation of a cherished freedom* When President Andrew Jackson
in 1835 suggested to Congress the "advisability of a federal 
law prohibiting the circulation of 'incendiary* publications 
intended to instigate the slaves to insurrection,"31 the 
Executive Committee of the American Anti Slavery Society replied 
They pointed out the ridiculousness of the accusations of the 
South* la the first place the Society was opposed to violence
and always had been} secondly, the literature was mailed to
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white people, not to sieves, idso were, for the most pert,
illlteretei end lastly, their publicetioas were open to inspec*
tion et sny time*
"We never intend," concluded the reply, "to 
surreiider the liberty of speech, or of (the) 
press, or of conscience —  blessings we have 
inherited from our fathers, and which we mean, 
so far as we are able, to transmit unimpaired 
to our children."32
Congress never passed legislation restricting use of 
the mails, primarily because they could not agree upon a method 
of restriction and because the tide of public opinion was 
shifting against any such restriction. The question of method 
involved the question of whether the control should be state 
or federal. The states, of course, did not want the control 
in federal hands for that might give Congress some implied 
control over the states, and yet there was not conclusive 
enough agreement to give the states control. There was still 
the question of the Constitutional right of Congress to impose 
such a restriction, for it implied a censorship of basic 
freedoms designated in the Bill of Rights —  the freedom of the 
press, ppeech and opinion. As the Dayton, Ohio, Republican 
said:
The next step will be to stop the circulation 
of all antimasonic papers, then those that are 
opposed to the administration. This done, and 
their censorship fairly established, we will
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become the white sieves of the masters of the 
black sleves o# the South. Lynch lew will be* 
cone the exclusive lew of the lend, end will 
be enforced against eay who dere to utter 
sentiments not In accordance with those of 
their nasters.33
In Hey 1835 the Bouse committee on the Post Office end
the Post Bonds brought in e bill that gave the post office a
definite policy based upon the principle of noninterference.
The bill which prohibited under penalty any postmaster from
detaining "any letter, package, pamphlet, or newspaper with
intent to prevent the delivery of same,"34 was passed in July.
Of this bill the Richmond Compiler said;
It can be seen that no law can ever be 
constitutionally passed for the purpose of 
restraining the fanatics of the North in their 
crusade against our right."
With the passage of this federal law, the southern 
states began to retaliate with legislation of their owe. They 
interpreted the federal law to mean that federal pewer ceased 
at the reception point and therefore, once received la a 
southern state, "incendiary" material could be dealt with as 
they saw fit. There was legislation authorising the arrest of 
a subscriber who, in the southern view, subscribed to a 
particular paper with the intent of helping abolition eocieties 
publications were publicly burned where they violated local 
law. State laws were supreme and antislavery publishers ran
34-
in to many difficult!** in reaching their southern subscribers*
Newspapers other than abolitionist newspapers were also destroys I
if they contained any "obj actionable" material.
I* U 38 eoplM of th. lrttlwr* ayllglom M u m I m  
containing an article called **Bible Slavery" was 
taken from the post office at Petersburg, Virginia, 
end burned* the Circleville, Ohio, Religious 
Telescope. published by the united Brethren, was 
condemned end burned in Glanvllle, Virginia, in 
1853* The Pittsburgh Dispatch was burned at Wirt 
Courthouse, Virginia; the Pittsburgh Saturday 
Visitor could not be delivered to subscribers in 
Charles town, Virginia; and the postmaster at 
Parkersburg, Virginia, refused to give subscribers 
copies of the Western Christian Advocate of 
daeinael. jaSDBE” ■ Fto«erlb«d i»
Virginia and North Carolina. Other Northern 
publications banned from the mails in Southern 
localities were the New York Herald, the New York 
Baale. the Philadelphia Saturday Evening Post* 
the Greenfield, Mass*, Canette. the New Bedford.
Mass., Mercurr. the Fhiiadelplil* Daily Republic, 
the Boston Courier, the Springfield, Mass*,
Republican, and the Boston Atlas. While Greeley's 
New York Tribune in particular was singled out 
for attack.
Thus, through statutes requiring the inspection of the 
mails the southern states effectively nullified the federal law* 
The South continued its attack on the mails extending it beyond 
newspapers and penphlets and into th* realm of personal mail —  
letters* By the 1840*s, however, th* abolitionists had 
virtually given up their mail campaign so that they were no 
longer seriously affected* However, they had used the contro- 
versy successfully to their own advantage and had succeeded
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once nore la bringing many people over to their side by making 
the issue one of civil liberties, sad therefore one of najor 
concern to ell people. In this way they also furthered their 
own cause —  the freeing of the slave. The lateaperaaee of 
southern reaction and the attendant national focus upon the use 
of the nails as a constitutional right publicised their cause. 
The controversy was not long in duration but it was significant 
in effect.
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26, 1836. The U. S. House o f Representatives adopted the following:
“ Resolved, That all Petitions, Memorials, Resolutions anti propo­
sitions relating in  any nay, or to any extent whatever, to the subject of 
Slavery, shall, without being either printed or referred, be laid on the 
table, and that no further action whatever shall be had thereon.” 
Yeas, 117. Nays, 68. It was a second time adopted, Jan. 18, 1837.
If we would not forever lose the right of petition, we must use it. 
This year, we ought, every one o f us, to petition Congress to abolish 
slavery in Dis. Col. and the Territories,—so to “ regulate commerce 
among the several states,” as toabolish the internal slave trade.—and 
to reject any proposition lor the admission of Texas ; and we should 
also petition our state governments to join their prayers with ours.
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The Liberator, December 29, 1844.
skilled m b  who produced joumalistieally expert newspapers. the 
paper* coataloed everything fro* verbatim report* on speeches 
la Congress, both pro aed anti-slavery, to advertisements for 
slava auctions. Extracts from proslavery hooks or editorial 
seleetloas from Southern newspapers were usually allowed to 
academe themselves without editorial comment, there wee aa 
smormeus excoange system aetweea eortors wnicn aximwsu xocai 
newspapers to carry Items of national interest.
Probably the five most influential papers were Garrison*i 
Boston the Liberator, which served from 1831 to 1865 as the 
semi-official organ of the Massachusetts Society and the voice 
of aatialavery Mew England} the Motional Anti Slavery Standard 
of Mew York City, published by the American Anti Slavery Society 
from 1842 to 1862; the Washing toe, D. C», Motional Era, organ 
of the American and Foreign Anti Slavery Society from 1847 to 
I860) the Pennsylvania Freeman, published in Philadelphia from 
1838 to 1854} and the Cincinnati Phllanthropiat. published by 
the Ohio Anti Slavery Society from 1836 to 1846.38 these papers 
M««i others like them. — a m otrona resentment in the oatieh. 
Hot only did they cause resentment but they kindled a fear. 
Whether It was justified or not the Southerner felt that the 
circulation of these newspapers would cauae slava revolts, this 
idea was so strong, and the fear ganeratad was so powerful, that
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19 «m  a asjor factor in the structure of Southern thought and 
opinion on freedoa of speech and the proas.
As tbs abolitionist press grow so grow tha Southarn 
fosr of lt9 and so also grow Southern restrictions la connactios 
with It. Hot was tho North in favor of tho abolitionist pross. 
Za 1635 a Boston aob forced Garrison to floo his printing shop 
via a back window. Tha sapor had to put his la tho d t p  jail 
as a safaty aoasuro, Thoro wars riots in Utica la 1635, in 
Cincinnati la 1636, and in Altos, Illinois is 1837 a sob killed 
Elijah Lovejoy, editor of tho Observer. Many la tho North wars 
in favor of sene logal restriction of tho abolitionist pross, 
sad assy editors of newspapers either refused to adult anti- 
slavery satorlal in their colunas or actively opposed the 
aatlslavery cause.
After 1640, however, there was little active Northern 
opposition to the abolitionist press. In the first place, It 
bocano obvious that the abolitionists did not intend nor were 
able to incite slave revolts* Secondly, the North begaa to 
realise that restriction of the abolitionist press (legislated 
in the South, and through aob law la the North and the South,) 
was a danger to the cherished liberty of the press. This lattei 
point was one that the abolitionists latched onto flrsly. Proa 
the beginning they stood flrsly upon their traditional and
•40*
constitutional rights sad constantly stated their privilege to
do so* they never retreated free that stead and never let
anyone forget that they had taken it* They showed that one of
the greatest evils of slavery one the suppression of speech and
opinion in regard to it in the South.
If the existence of slavery aeaat the denial of 
freedon of the press in the South, and possibly 
in the nation, the editor who attacked slavery 
was therefore, by plain logic, the defender of 
a free press* Placed upon this ground, the 
position of the abolitionist editor was well* 
nigh iaprcgnahle. By it his demands for the 
fullest Journalistic liberty, within reason, 
were made dearly Intelligible to the Northern 
public*39
One of the najor Incidents that produced a change in the 
Northern attitude was the ease of Jones 6* Birnoy* Birnoy, a 
slaveholder in Alabaaa, was converted, disposed of his slaves 
and became an abolitionist editor* He proposed establishing a 
newspaper. She Philanthropist. In Danville, Kentucky* A group 
of eitiaeos In that city asked him to postpone publication 
until the legislature had had time to act on "such journalistic 
ventures."*0 Birnoy refused and a mass meeting was called. At
this meeting it was decided that he had a right to publish but 
he could not publish "incendiary" material* Another group 
disagreed with this and emotions began to rise. Bixney’e printed
sold his dhep and the printer who succeeded him refused to
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prise the paper. So Birney made piass to have hi* paper pristod
is Cincinnati, Ohio* Before leaving for Cincinnati ho wrote eho
editor of the Ciseiaaoei Journal:
The subject of slavery sill be discussed. ...
(The people) will discuss it, and ask Its dis­
cussion from others, shoo they nay consider 
qualified to jfct j —  and they
may, In tines of public safety, be 'still as 
the breese* —  yet, attanpt to wrest from then 
the freedom of speech, the liberty of the 
Press, and thus to teat down the barriers 
erected by Patriotisn against the assaults of 
Despotism, and they will be found, as ever,
'dreadful as the stern.
The newspaper was founded in Cincinnati in January 1836 
and for four months was printed at HCw Richmond. Strong 
opposition began appearing almost immediately. Only Charles 
n— aond'a Oanette defended Blmey's right to publish even though 
Hanmoad did not agree with Bimey's Ideas. A mass meeting was 
held at which Birney explained his views stating that he merely 
wished to discuss and spread a constitutional reform, which was 
within his rights. But the meeting passed resolutions to 
censure. One of the major fears of the business men of Ohio was 
that if abolitionism was allowed to grow and spread in the 
state a Southern boycott would evolve which would hurt the 
economy. The Republican pointed out that the interests of the 
Ohio businessmen were deeply interwoven with the slave states. 
The same newspaper said on January 30 that the citizens "must
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&put down abolition and abolltioniata. peaceably if we caa. and
forcibly if we must."*2 Nothin* happened. however, until Julv
when a group of people broke into the Philaathrooiat offices
and destroyed gone type. Editorials appeared in many northern
papers deploring the abolitionist press and calling for some
action to restrict their activities. Gradually, once wore,
the issue becane larger than just whether abolitionists should
be allowed to print, the controversy evolved into one of civil
liberties, the right of a minority group to speak and publish.
After the July incident a group of citizens asked the Ohio Anti
Slavery Society, under whose sponsorship the Philanthropist was
published, it they meant to continue publication. The Society
said they did:
Ms have now, to some degree, from the force of 
ciretastaaee, committed to our custody the rights 
of every free man in Ohio, of their offspring, of 
our own. ...Ms have embraced with a full deter* 
minatlon by the help of God to maintain unimpaired 
the freedom of speech and the liberty of the press, 
the palladium of our rlahts.43
Another mass meeting was held July 21 where resolutions
were adopted to ware Birney against continuing publication. On
July 23 another meeting was held at which resolutions were
passed to the effect that:
slavery was an evil, but one for which the present 
generation was not responsible! that its existence 
was constitutional! that an abolitionist press in
43»
Cincinnati tteMtnid the city's prosperity; 
and that abolitionists la the olty were abusing 
the liberty of the press***
A eosasdttee was formed to inform Birney of the Meeting's
resolutions and to warn him again against publication • Birney
stated that they should take their warnings to the Anti Slavery
Society which published the paper* This was done* Neither side
being able to agree* a stalemate was reached* Then on July 30
a mob formed* The mob broke into the print shop* destroyed the
press and scattered the type* Then they went looking for Birney,
Unable to find him the mob went to the Negro section of town
where they wrecked a saloon and broke the furniture of two or
three houses* Birney's assistant had managed* under disguise*
to remove the forms set up for the next issue of the paper* and
the paper wai published on schedule from Wilmington* Ohio.*5
The Cincinnati violence was the first real* physical
attack on the abolitionist press* For the most part the
Cincinnati papers applauded the mob's action* but most other
Northern papers saw it for ihat it was* an attack on the freedom
J
of the press* Birney became a national figure almost overnight*
The battle of the press had begun*
William Cullen Bryant of the New York Evening 
Fast* in a long editorial* concluded* ,vWe hold 
that this coshination of the few to govern the 
many by terror of illegal violence is as wicked 
and indefensible as a conspiracy to rob on the
highway." the Salem, Ohio, landmark. of 
August 10, 1836, thought tho *obhoi "struck 
« heavier blow at tho liberty of speech, the 
freedom of the press, sod the right of free 
discussion, then any outrages of a similar 
character that have preceded it*"*4
Both north and South, however, antisbolitioniats
continued to try and get restrietive legislation passed to
control the abolitionist press* "In 1831 a Virginia group
requested Mayor Otis of Boston*. • to explore the possibilities
of legal action against those abolitionist presses operating la
Massachusetts, particularly that of The Liberator."*7 In 1835
Southern legislatures drafted resolutions to be passed to the
northern legislatures requesting that action be taken against
the abolitionist press* there was a fear, both in the North an
the South, that the growth of tho abolitionist pross would
tncroese the abolitionists1 strength among white men to the pola|
where the abolitionist power would bo such as to control state
legislatures end even dictate national adelnistration. Most
Northern newspapers reacted immediately In opposition to the
Southern resolutions crying out against the etteapt to curtail
the freedom of the press* the Boston Courier, for exmaplo,
stated that "the mere suggestion of legal interference with
48the press" would be "a signal for revolution" j end the New
York Plain Dealer warned that the North "would never surrender
»$t
the right of free discussion, on the subject of slavery, nor on
any other subject."^
The bitterest fight cane in Massachusetts, where 
the incumbent Whig party both favored antiaboll* 
tionist legislation and seened capable of passing 
it* Governor Edward Everett, la his nessage of 
1836, pointed out that anything "calculated to 
excite an insurrection anong the slaves, has been 
held by competent legal authority, an offense 
against the peace of this Commonwealth, which nay 
be prosecuted as a misdemeanor at coonon law,? 
and asked all citinens to abstain fron a discussion 
which night prove to be "the rock on which the 
Uhion will split." The abolitionists replied, "We 
can neither permit the gag to be thrust into our 
mouths by others, nor dean it the part of "patriotlan" 
to place it there ourselves. The more fiercely our 
rights are assailed, the closer we will hold then 
to our hearts*" The Southern memorials Everett 
referred to a five-man legislative oonnittee headed 
by one George hunt**®
The committee met and allowed a few abolitionists from 
the Anti Slavery Society to speak in defense, among then Samuel 
J* Hay, the corresponding secretary, and William Goodell.
God dell caused havoc at the meeting by denouncing the "slave* 
power" which was plotting to steal from the free statesa*those 
liberties brought to Massachusetts by the Pilgrims and cherished 
by their descendants** The real question, he cried, was 'one of 
liberty and rights ~  not black, but i&lte and black!*"51 The
1
»
committee hearings were given such wide publicity, however, that 
the committee could not, or would not, reeomeend any legislatles 
they just attacked the abolitionists "as disunlonlsts, agitators
!
i
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viiiOBiriii, as well as enemies of the peace and of the 
Constitution, ...m52
The wont significant case In the fight for freedom of 
the press, the case that did the most to solidify Northern 
feeling, the case that shocked the nation to its core was the 
ease of Elijah Love joy, the editor of the Observer la Alton, 
Illinois. Love joy was not an abolitionist in the fullest sense 
of the tern, but he often discussed the question of slavery in 
the eolunes of his newspaper. Love joy began printing his 
newspaper in St. Louis, Missouri, and the proslavery non of the 
town, finding his remarks unpalatable, took offense. A ness 
meeting ended by warning him to desist. This Lovejoy refused to 
do. In writing his answer to the eitisens of St. Louis, he 
salds
Today a public meeting declared that you shall 
not discuss slavery. Tomorrow another meeting 
decides it is against the peace of society that 
the principle of popery be discussed. ... The 
next day a decree Is Issued against speaking against 
distilleries,dram shops, and drunkenness. And so 
^  on to the end of the chapter. The truth is, ny
fellow eitisens, if you give ground a single inch, 
there is no stopping place.53
His reply was reprinted by abolitionists all over the 
country, and won him not only the support of the abolitionists 
but also the support of some of the men of St. Louis. However, 
in 1836 he wrote a series of editorials attacking the lynching
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■ob that had burned a Negro. Forced to loeve St. Louis, ' W a r
throat of personal injury,"54 ha noved to Alton, Ulinola.
Before noving ha dafinad hit position.
He « u  not an aboiltlonlat, nor did ha intend to 
publish an abolition papori however, he m s  
oppoaed to slavary, and would apeak against it 
when the oooaeion arose; sost of all, ha waa 
concerned with the Maintenance in Illinoia and 
the Want of the liberty at apeak, write, and 
publish. Prophetically he weota, "For one wa 
distinctly avow it as oar settled purpose, never, 
while life lasts, to yield to this new system 
of atteapting to destroy, by naans of nsb-vioieiscs, 
the right of ccnscience, the fraadan of opinion, 
and of the press.""
lanediately upon arrival in Alton his press was destroys i 
by a nab. He published fren a new one for wans tins without
■osh trouble. By IB37, however, he was firnly on the abolition* 
ista* side and the Observer was well on its way to baconing an 
abolitionist paper. Discord in Alton grewf a ness nesting was 
called which authorised a conaittee to warn bin, and he again 
refused to cease publication on the grounds of his constitutions L 
right to publish. In August a nob attacked his shop and his 
press was destroyed. He appealed to the public, on the grounds 
of Maintaining freedon of the press in Illinois, and the public
necessary for a new press, this 
third press was also 1mediately destroyed. Be appealed cnee 
wore for funds for s new press. The Illinois Anti Slevory
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Society M t  in October 1837 with Lovajey os ehairnm# they 
resolved that "the cone* of htaun rights, tho liberty of speech 
and of the press iisperitively (sic) t e n d s  thet the press of 
the Alton Observer be reestablished at Alton with its present 
editor*V56
the attorney general of Illinois held two anas nestings 
to try ted find sene way of suppressing the Observer, charging 
that the paver M*«»«t*M»oered th* «***>#>* **<} order of eoaeaitv> 
Although Lovejoy spoke at the neeHiig defending his right to 
publish* the neeting resolved* on Hovenber 3* that
«57
"no discussion of slavery* by any paper or editor* 
would be pernitted in Alton." Further* it was 
"downed indispensable to the peace and hameny of 
tsuis coneuaity that toe lasers ana influence ox 
the late editor of a>* Observer ms in**** be 
identified with any newspaper enterprise in thiocity*w5®
On wovanber S Love Joy’s fourth pross arrived in Alton* 
Knowing that tharo were plana to destroy it* Lovojoy placed it 
in a warehouse and gathered a hand of arnod supporters to guard 
it* On tho evening of Howsaher 7 e nob forned end narehed on 
the warehouse. Stones wars thrown brookint several windows, thasbbbpp^ b^ip ^^ ^^ b p p s b Sr e^“ b^^ b^ p^ ^^ pb bi^^ bb b^i b^b b^b b^b b^bp*^ b  *^ pb b^sp**^b^ b^ p^ ^^ p s o  b^ so o s s^obb
a shot was fired end one of tho nob foil* Stunned, the nob 
withdrew* Mayor Krun59 tanodiately asked the group in the
warehouse to surroador the press* This was refused* the nob 
returned and sat fire to the roof of tho wersheuse* Severs!
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of the defenders ran fron the warehouse firing shots end set 
up ladders to try end pat out the fire. Lovejoy, standing in 
the open doorway, was felled with five bullets. Not satisfied
with this, the nob, allowing his supporters to eseape, burned
>
the warehouse, danol&shed the press and threw it in the river, 
the death of lovejoy gave the abolitionist neveaant its first 
nartyr.
the North was stunned. Presses had been wrecked before
and editors had been nobbed, but noose had been killed. John
Quincy Adana said of Lovejoy*s death that it gave
"a shook as of an earthquake throughout this 
continent, which will be felt in the west distant 
region of the earth.” Ralph Waldo Baerson "sternly 
rejoiced that one was found to die for huaanity 
and the right of free speech and opinion.” the 
'Vaartyr of Alton" bccawa the topic of countless 
semens through the North, and few indeed were 
those who did not read or hear stories praising 
the editor as a nartyr to liberty.
the long-continued argunsnt of the abolition­
ists that slavery would either engulf liberty, or 
freedosi snuff out slavery, was beginning to bear 
fruit, to aany who had nendenned the abolitionists 
as radical, they were now not werely agitators for 
black freedosi, but defenders of traditional 
Anerican rights; as one abolitionist phrased it,
"large accessions were wade to the ranks of pro­
nounced and avowed abolitionists" agter the news 
from Alton spread. *0
Newspapers throughout the North with one accord deplored 
the action of the Alton nob. It was clear, finally, that the 
question was no longer one of the right of a ninority to publish
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hut of the right to publish freely any opinion, dissenting or 
otherwise. The groat American civil liberties, guaranteed in 
the Constitution, of freedom of speech and of the press were in 
danger* With one accord the North rose up to defend its rights* 
In Boston one hundred people requested permission of the city 
authorities to hold a memorial meeting in Faneull Hall* Permls* 
slon was refused on the grounds that the meeting might cause 
too much commotion* The denial caused a tremendous stir, more 
excitement was generated than would have been had permission 
been granted and the meeting held* Garrison, who had edged 
every column of The Liberator with black with the news of 
Lovejoy's death, expounded explosively on the denial* William 
Ellery Ghanaing. New England minister and theologian, wrote a 
letter to the Mayor and Aldermen of Boston which was reprinted 
in many newspapers. In the letter he said:
Has it come to this? Has Boston fallen so 
low? Are our fellow citizens to be murdered in 
the act of defending their property and of 
assuming the right of free discussion? And is 
it unsafe in this metropolis to express abhorrence 
of the deed? If such is our degradation, we ought 
to know the awful truth* ..."
The city fathers reversed their decision and the meeting 
was held. Hundreds of people went to the meeting, abolitionists 
and non-abolitionists, people who were merely interested in 
paying their respects to a man who had died protecting a
national freedom,
Aftar Lovejoy*g death the abolitionist press had no 
trouble in the north either in printing or in distributing the
sens* If the slightest hint of restriction appeared, the cry 
of 'martyr' vent up and opposition ended, loveJoy's death 
also lent "credence to the abolitionist claim that the fight foxj 
Negro freedom involved a struggle for white freedom, that the 
two were parts of the same whole."62
In the South restrictions on the press were not really 
forthcoming until about 1836 when the South reacted passionateljf. 
And all abolitionist literature was to be suppressed. At first 
public opinion was enough to keep antislavery publications to 
a minimum, but with the advent of the aggressive phase of the 
abolitionist movement and the turner incident, legislation bega^ 
to be passed. Governor McDuffie of South Carolina expressed 
the South's views when he told the legislature in 1835 that
editors and publishers of abolitionist publications "should be
put to death by legal means, without benefit of clergy."63 the
following legislation was passed:
the Maryland law of 18 AO, tightening its acts of 
1831 and 1836, provided ten to twenty years' im­
prisonment for circulation of incendiary matter, 
or for "making, printing, or engraving it, or 
assisting in such*" the Georgia code of 1835 
exacted the death penalty for printing and cir­
culating matter tending to excite slaves to
52
insurrection, the Virginia code of 1836 forbade 
any menber or agent of an abolition society to 
cone Into Virginia, Maintain his views, or print 
or circulate any Material tending to incite 
revolt. Postnasters and justices of die peace in 
Virginia could censor the nails, and any free 
vrtiite person possessed the power of arrest. The 
encoded Virginia law of 1849 Made it a crlne 
punishable by a year in jail and a fine not ex­
ceeding $500 to deny the right of ownership in 
slaves. For circulating Incendiary publications, 
Virginia exacted thitty-nine lashes for a first 
offense and death for a second.
north Carolina ruled that such offenses were 
punishable by lashing and a year's iaprlsonneat 
for the first, and death for a second violation, 
while Mississippi provided jail sentences arid 
fines for the circulation of "sentinents likely 
to produce discontent anong the colored class."
South Carolina placed a $1000 fine and one year 
in jail on the white nan who published or pos­
sessed abolition literature, and death for the 
third offense on the part of a free Negro; in 
1859 the state put the finishing touches to its 
law by staking it a crine to subscribe to or even 
to receive an abolition paper. Louisiana laws of 
1830 provided penalties for publishing, speaking, 
or writing, "in court, bench, stage, or pulpit," 
anything tending to excite slaves, and the revised 
code went further by Making it a high nisdeneaaor 
to write, publish, or speak anything ihlch tended 
"to destroy that line of distinction which the 
law has established between the several blesses of 
this ccMMunity," with a fine of $300 to $1000 and 
inprisoanent of six Months to three years. Tennessee 
and Alabana laws followed the Maryland and Virginia 
laws of 1836, while Kentucky passed no legislation 
governing the aatislayery press until 1860, after 
the John Brown raid,64
In actuality these laws were interpreted leniently by 
the Southern courts, the newspaper editors who were accused 
under these laws received light sentences, but the people the
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editors ferrited out as antislavery a n  were aot so lucky. The 
Southern newspapers became watchdogs, using their papers to 
sustain an element of public hysteria and suspicion until the 
most innocent traveller was suspect.
Newspapers were aot the only communications perused 
before distribution. Books sad magazines were carefully 
scrutinized9 Northern publishers put out separate editions for 
Southern consumption. The South, in its fear of the "Black 
Terror,” lost sight of the fact that its restrictions of the 
press were a direct infringement on the right of free white mem 
to speak and print. Slavery became such an obsession that 
Southern people could see no connection between the restriction 
of the press and civil liberties. The object of greatest 
importance was the preservation of slavery and the Southern 
way of life.
In the North, with public opinion solidly in favor of
freedom of the press, a definition of "freedom of the press"
was formed that has characterized the American press ever
since. As Edmund Quincy said:
If it were possible that the antislavery movement 
could fail of final success..., still this nation 
and the world would owe a lasting debt to it, for 
the vindication of the free press and free speech 
which they have achieved..., the great incidental 
victory of the aatislavery movement. 65
IV
fntdoi el Xxpresslon
9 m  I w t  passed la the South often oould not he aade 
to fit specific cases, and legal seats were often considered 
tee alow by the populace, this gave rise to an appalling 
phenomena i nob-law or lynch law* Mobs were not difficult to 
organise la the South, the tenper of the tines eeapled with 
the dread of racial analganation, Begro equality, and the threat 
of slave revolts aade the Southern people very susceptible to 
lyach»lew suggestion. Usually the ’nob* action was taken by 
what becano knows as vigilance n remittees. Vigilance cooaltteei 
or appointed at aass nestings of the public, 
they were given the power to raise funds, wake their own law 
and judge and punish offenders against it. Cownunities favored 
vigilance eeaaittees because they were based on the principle 
of self-protection, which appealed to all classes of whites.
With the advent of the vigilance connittees violence 
against individuals banana an almost coanon event, the 
connittees appear to have had no respect for the freedom of the 
individual. A minister was tarred and feathered! four people 
suspected of slave* tanpering, were whipped! one nan was 
ihipped and thrown out of a tows because he had a copy of the
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"TirTflriTIT lHggagt —  tha fact that ha said ha m a d  it
merely to wrap hit Blblas In waa of no The comnitteei
wara not interested Only in tha travailing aan hut in tha native 
Southerner alao. Noons could express even tha mildest anti* 
alcvery consent, thought, or idea without having a vigilance 
coundLttea tl^ f y  »tiyfyai><«>g <w action*
The abolitionists, of eourss, uaad any and all infer* 
nation they could find on tha vigilance conmittees and their 
activities^ At once there waa an outcry against the removal of 
another civil liberty **freeden of speech cad opinion* The 
abolitionists, and the rest of tha North, diacuaaed the life of 
tha white nan in tha South which waa, with the extensions of 
power given the vigilance counitteee as years want by, a life 
ef bondage much like that of the ftlava* A person lived in fear
Of couraa the north waa not fraa of Its mohe either 
But they wars not nearly as organised, and after a certain 
anouat of time the aholltiealete wara able to persuade the Nortfcj 
that nob violence against tha abolitionists was endangering 
the eivil liberties enjoyed hi the north* however, for nearly 
fifteen years mobs were both aatively assisted or condoned by 
officials of Northern cities and states. Northern nobs ware 
what tha abolitionists called "respectable mobs.*' Five abolitionists.
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Windell Phillips, Gmisott Oliver Johnson, Birncy, a d  GoodcU,
who lad ifeadlid wbi, igrad that they vert, as SeodiU aldt
.•tilthcr coMBtaaadi isitigifiid, or piUUttd  
by that description of eitlsens idle e a p l a a t l y  
consider thanselves end ere connonly denoninated 
the higher desses of society —  the aen of wealth 
of o#iice, of literature, of elegest leisure, 
including politicians, end that portion of the 
clergy who naturally associate with that class 
just described, or are dependent on then.67
Garrison believed that the northern nobs were backed
by several goupss
first, by nan who believed abolitionisn a threat 
to peace and order, nan who slnply disliked 
agitation} second, by non who, for business 
reasons, believed abolitionisn a threat to Southern 
trade connections} third, by those who believed 
abolitionists to be infidels, anti-Biblical, 
religiously unorthodox,} fourth, by these who 
feared r e d d  equality and analgaaation; and fifth, 
by those who believed the^entreversy, if unchecked, 
night break up the Otaion.®8
The only really violent nob in the North, beside the out 
that attacked Birney and killed Levejoy, was a nob in Philadel­
phia in 1831* This nob burned the newly built Pennsylvania 
Nall, and went on to attack the offices of the Pennavlvanla 
Frecwsn. a Negro school and orphans* hone.69 The burning of 
Pennsylvania Hall on top of the other two najor riots, gave 
pause to the antlabolltionist forces in the North* Although nob 
action continued in the North after this incident, it was 
rarely as violent. Usually if confined itself to egg throwing.
s
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l»w» blowing, sodMtfi, and constant harrying.
After 1840 neb violence la tha North lost tho sanction 
of tho "respectable” people as they bacana mot s aad wore 
firaly convinced that tha abolitionists wars correct in 
stating that thair eansa was Joined with that of civil liberty*
Tha abolitionists frsa tha start held every 
aoral advantage* They vara tha oppressed aad 
persecuted, tha defenders of free speech and free 
criticise, both cardinal principles of republican 
government, and the responsible eleeents of 
sodiety realised they mist respect these things 
as bulwarks of freedoe* {Am o  the abolitionists 
merged as guardians of hhite liberties, as well 
as crusaders for those of blacks, their cause 
gained immasurably in aoral strength. The 
influence of the era of nob violence, and the 
threat to free discussion occasioned by it, was 
a significant factor in csaontlnc support in the 
North for the antislavery aoveaent*7*
vAcademic Freedom
Nat Turner knew how to raad. This fact waa fully
realized by Southerners, and after the insurreetien they becaae
sore adamant than ever in their attitude toward educating the
Negro. Moat Southern states passed laws asking it a crine to
teach Negroes. Southern philosophy in this aatter was clearly
expressed in the Virginia Bouse of Delegates in 1832 s
We have, as far as possible, closed every avenue 
by which light can water...(their) winds. Zf we 
could extinguish the capacity to see the light, 
our work would be coopleted; they would then be 
on a level with the beasts of the field, and we 
should be safe.?!
It was felt in the South that every Negro who could read or was
in any way educated was dangerous. This applied to free Negroes
as well as slaves. In fact the free Negro was even wore
dangerous for he could eoanunieate to the slave not only the
advantages of freedom but die ways by which to achieve freedom.
There could be no discussion of sentiments unfavorable
to slavery in white schools in the South. Young whites were
taught that slavery was good, natural and right. There should
be no ideas expressed that might, at a later date, cause the
white youth to become conscience stricken, for this might lead
58
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to the destruction of the South. This suppression of academic 
freedom was not hard to achieve for Southern teachers tended to 
reflect public opinion* Host schools found little opportunity 
to introduce any ideas negative to the best interests of the 
South* All books that were imported from the North were care­
fully screened before they were distributed, and, as has been 
mentioned before, most Northern publishers produced expurgated 
editions for Southern consumption* In institutions of higher 
learning the possibilities of discussion were greater but here
\ ■
too suppression was fairly easily achieved* Most colleges and 
universities were dependent upon the comnunity and/or state 
for support and therefore were quite willing to cooperate with 
public opinion, and the demands of state legislatures. Student 
liberty of expression on the subject of slavery did not exist 
by 1950* The slaveholding power was thoroughly in control of 
Southern education.
The extent of control forced upon institutions of 
higher learning can be shown by the case of President Alden 
Partridge of Jerrerson College in Missouri• President Partridg* 
was forced to resign in 1832 because "of the unsoundness of his 
views on slavery."^ President David Nelson of Marlon College, 
Missouri, was forced to resign because of his antislavery views 
and because he offered *'$10,000 to begin a fund to indemnify
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masters for loss of slaves when end If emancipated."73 And in
1859 "President Bernard of Che University of Mississippi was
very nearly dismissed because he, with two faculty members,
voted to expel a student who had severely beaten Barnard's
Negro servant."7* President Barnard later said that
a Southern university was at the mercy of the 
Southern public, iritieh, through the legislatures 
or the trustees, could ruin the institution at 
a moment's notice on charges that might be false, 
or partly false, or the outgrowth of hysteria or
bigotry.73
In the end this suppression of freedom of discussion 
relating to slavery was disastrous for the South. Intelligent 
Southerners who, at first, had been able to be constructive 
critics of the slave system, were forced to remain completely 
silent. The mildest of criticisms immediately made the person 
suspect. Eventually, in the Southerner's opinion, slavery had 
no falts, only virtuosi the Southerner had nothing but praise 
for the slave system.
Before 1840 schools in the North also felt the pressure 
of Southern antiabolltionlst opinion. People influential in 
the North felt that schools that offended Southern feelings 
were a liability. The fear of a Southern economic boycott was 
prevalent and Northern business men, in order to show the South 
that they were either neutral or antiabolitionist, attempted to
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suppress offending tendencies in the schools. Legislation in 
the Berth provided for either no funds to educate free negroes 
or funds for segregated schools. The primary responsibility 
for educating the Negro in the north fell to the abolition and 
colonisation societies. These societies Maintained private 
schools.
Before 1830 New Haven, Connecticut, had two such 
schools; Boston, three; Portland, Maine, one; 
Philadelphia, three; New York, two; and probably 
a few aore existed in other cities. After 1830 
the impetus given to Negro education by the new 
abolition societies is shown in the fact that in 
Ohio alone, in 1837, the Ohio Anti Slavery 
Society Maintained twenty Negro schools.76
The schools were allowed to operate without ouch 
opposition. However, bi-racial schools caused a great distur­
bance in the North.
Noyes Aeadeay in Canaan, New Hanpshlre, admitted 
fourteen Negroes in 1834; in 1835 Its building 
was dragged frow its foundation into a swamp by 
300 men and 100 yoke of oxen after a town Meeting 
had decided that uthe Abolitionists Must be 
cheeked and restrained within Constitutional 
limits, or American liberty will find a speedy 
grave." Eleutherian Institute at Lancaster,
Indiana, which admitted white and Negro students, 
was frequently the target of attacks and finally 
was partially burned in 1850.77
The most renowned case of prejudice and resistance to 
bi-racial education in the North was the case of Prudence 
Crandall in Canterbury, Connecticut. (This ease is dealt with
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la detail later la the thesis.) Miss Crandall, of Quaker 
background, had a school for white girls. She admitted one 
Negro student which immediately aroused opposition among the 
townspeople. In the face of this opposition she closed her 
school end reopened it la early 1833 as a school for Negro 
girls only. la spite of treueadoos difficulties —  local stores 
refused her business, the town doctor refused medical aid, 
her well was polluted, and finally the legislature passed a bill 
which made her school illegal —  the school remained open for 
a year and a half and was then closed. The abolitionists used 
the Crandall school as a test case. The wide coverage given 
the case in the press served to bring the subject of education 
for all aad the right to teach to the eyes of the nation. The 
colonisation societies did not approve of the school either, 
for they wanted to educate the Negro not for life in the United 
States but in Liberia. The Crandall school snacked far too 
such of treating the Negro on an equal basis.
Abolition did not become an iaportaat issue in most 
Institutions of higher learning in the North. However, where 
It did become an issue opposition followed the sane pattern as 
in the South: legal aad social. Legal suppression of academic 
freedom was not too easily achieved in the North, but social 
suppression was fairly simple. The reasons for suppressing
«*A3*»
abolition disturbances were pr inertly economic. The North was 
•xtrawly afraid of a boycott of Northern bmlaiii by tba South 
College «id university boarda of trustees, sad legislatures, 
wasted to avoid a boycott at all costs and they wore sure that 
m y  abolition agitation would offend the South who would 
retaliate through economic pressures*
Faculties and adainistratioas of many Northern colleges 
were fully aware that Southern students cooprised a large part 
of their student bodies and so, of course, wanted to avoid any 
possible offense* The only open abolitionist institutions in 
the North in the 18309s were Oneida Institute in New York, and
70Oberlin Institute in Ohio*'9 Students in other Northern eollege||i 
forned abolition and colonisation societies but were usually 
suppressed by the faculty or adninlstratien* Anherst forned 
both societies but dissension between then was strong and the
faculty tried to get both sets to ooaflne their activities 
within certain rules. When they refused, they were officially 
suppressed* One sentence fron the faculty report was: "Indeed, 
we are not aware that any society such as yours sadists in any 
respectable College but our own in the land.**79 Andover 
theological Seninary had the sane problen but the adnlaistratiea 
reacted by also suppressing both groups*80
The western colleges were nore active and nore violent
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in their strugglc for freedou of acadeadc discussion. Western 
Reserve College is Ohio hod « strong abolition society. Fresideaft 
Stores m i  converted f n a  tho colonisation theory to thi theory 
of inaedlatisu by the Liber etor. Withe too young facuity 
anthers he becaae e well kaoaa abolitionist. The student
society seat out speakers through the c— unity, which action 
produced opposition froa the local colonisation society. The 
trustees, afraid of ecoaoaic reprisals, requested the suppres­
sion of agitation. Finally, Storrs left ia ill health and the 
two young faculty umbers resigned.81
The seat of hottest controversy was Lane ScaiBary ia 
Cincinnati in 1834. One of the Students, Theodore Weld, had 
heeeue an abolitionist chile at Oneida. He and soae other 
students decided to, through discussion, settle the controversy 
between the abolitionist and colonisation ideologies. A series 
of nestings were held, attended by the entire student body. The 
first set of nestings dealt with abolitionim and received an 
overwhelsdng vote of confidence. The next series dealt with 
colonisation which was voted dona. "Shortly afterwards the 
Lane students began to spend tine working with the negroes of 
Cincinnati, organising clubs and schools and preaching iaaediati 
abolition."82 The trustees of Lane were priaarily local 
business uea who were very each concerned with their trade
connections with slave state* serosa ths river* They were
uneasy shout the students1 activities end consulted President
Beecher. However, no action was taken at the tine* The local
press made cows eats. The Journal stated:
There nay be roon enough in the wide world for 
abolitionism and perfectionism. and nany other 
Ians* but a school, to prepare pious youth for 
preaching the gosoel, has no legitimate place 
for any of these*&3
The President if the Seninary left on a tour and while 
he was gone the situation became tease* The Beard of Trustees 
passed resolutions which, as wall as outlawing the abolition 
society la the school, outlawed "discussion and conduct among 
the students calculated to* • .excite party animosities, stir up 
evil passions amongst themselves or in the community, or involve 
themselves with the political concerns of the country***8* 
Although Beecher told the students that he did net intend to 
enforce these rules strictly, forty students withe Theodore Weld 
as their leader applied for dismissal sending the following 
declaration to the Trustees:
Free discussion, being a duty, is conse<|uently 
a right* and as such is inherent and inalienable*
It is our right. It was before we entered hone 
Seminary: privileges we might and did relinquish: 
advantages we might and did receive* But this 
right the institution "could neither give nor take 
away* ..."Proscription of free discussion is a 
sacrilege! It is boring out the eyas of the soul.
It is the robbery of mind* It is the buaial of
«•$$«»
truth. If iaititutiMi cannot stand upon this 
bread footing, 1st them fsll.^S
Although Beecher tried to hoop the students in the Seminary they
left to establish their own seminar. After four months they
were ashed to some to OberUn. Discovering that they would be
allowed to discuss any subject freely, and that Negroes would
enter Oberlin under the same requirements and on an equal basis
as whites, many of the Lane students agreed to go. Weld, howevef
became an abolitionist agent.
Although the major question involved in the Lene dispute
was, apparently, freedom of speeds and discussion, there were
two other factors that caused the trustees and community to
act in opposition to student abolition societies and student
discussions, there two factors were involved in the other
academic controversies in the North. One factor was the questiof
of economic security threatened, the North felt, by aay action
taken or spoken that could cause the South to take offense, the
second factor was that the abolitionists treated the Negro as
an equal, and racial equality was to be avoided if possible.
this last fact, the attitude of the abolitionist woward the
Negro, made the public more antagonistic toward the abolitionist
than anything else. Many people were in favor of freeing the
Negro but these sane people were not in favor of masting him on
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an equal plane, of accepting hie socially.
Oberlin Institute wee ueder quite serious etteok ee an 
abolition school, but the attempts to silence the school were 
unsuccessful* Several other colleges faced siailar disruptions 
but none were as dranatie as the Lane case* It appears that 
the Northern people in influential positions objected netseo 
auch to the abolitionists as such but to the Methods they used# 
When abolition entered into the church and into polities nost 
opposition to the academic freedom to discuss and speak die* 
appeared* It nay, therefore, be said that active opposition had 
ended by 1840*
70 sun op* It can be concluded that the abolitionists 
received their nost positive support from the general public 
whenever they could tie their cause in with the cause of civil 
liberty* On alaost every front they nanaged this. Their 
other ace was the moral right of their stand* and where they 
could get people to Ustsn they acquired the support they 
deserved* Eventually they managed to solidify public opinion 
la the North in their favor* The North took up the fight not 
so such on the grounds of emancipation, but on the grounds of 
emancipation as a part of civil liberties, bhich were threatened
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Abolition and 8 w  England
Hnw England «i a whole m i  very slow is btemiag involved 
is fibs abolitionist mvcamt. O m  of tbs rsssoas for tbis m i  
fbo fsct Chat slsvsry bad all but; disappeared sad few people 
wars* tbsrafore, personally lavolvsd or bad any parsoaal 
experience with it* ”It was sot till negroes bsgaa to appear 
m  tba Saw Saglaad platforms aad to ba hunted through tbs 
strasts of Saw Saglaad citiss that slsvsry sasmsd a parsoaal 
thing*1,1 Massachusetts was oaa of tbasa slow moving states, 
aad tba "cradle of liberty" was fairly riddlad with prajudlea* 
la 1830 Park Straat Church excluded a colored family 
Shiah bad lagal title to a paw*2 2a 1831 milieu Lloyd 
Garrisoa said in his Libarator that Massachusetts was advaaelag 
when, on July Pourth 1831 at tba Sabbath School Exhibition in 
Park Straat Church, "tba colored bays wars permitted to occupy 
paws oaa fourth of the way up tba sida aisle, tba mar eh of 
equality has certainly begun in Boston! the next stride, we 
trust, will carry them up to the pulpit*" Several occurrences 
such as tba Park Straat Church prejudice took place* When the 
Boston and Providence railroad was first opened it was opened 
cm a segregated basis with separate cars for negroes | "tba
*73»
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abolitionist cause fron tboir pulpits* Om  of thoso was 
Than dors Parker, a Unitarian ndnistar and an '"unyielding
g
abolitionist*” Ha was considered a radiaal by his follow 
churchnon and was, therefore, suspect* However, ha continuod 
to ********* with skill and fits* Another How Enaland devise was 
William Hilary Chanaiag who was eonvortod to tha abolitionist 
cause in 1036* His "deliberate and hearty adhesion to abolition 
*«*geve to tha causa a writar of high lltarary skill o d  a 
loader in tha conservative and faShlonabla Unitarian church,.,"' 
Boston in particular seaned to broad orators* Ona of 
tha nest influantial and aost faaous abolitionist orators was 
Wendell Phillips. Phillips was a nsnbar of a prominent Boston 
fanily( a graduate of Harvard Collage and Harvard taw School.
4s a young attorney ha was revolted by tha attanpted lynching oi 
Garrison in 1835, and after seeing the neb and its actions ha 
entered full force Into tha abolition cause* Ha was a speaker 
who was able to draw crowds and to sake than listen; ha was 
eloquent but spoke easily and la colloquial terns. Ha anargad 
as an orator in tha public aye with his protest in Faaettil Hall 
of the killing of tovajoy in 1837.8 Phillips was a good friend 
of Garrison's and followed his line of reasoning for the west 
part, althoggh he never advocated non-resistance. Unlike 
Garrison, he continued his fi^t for social raforns and for tha
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cause of the Negro beyond the Emancipation Proclamation and the
thirteenth Amendment. Hit interest In social reforms continued
until bis death In 1884.
Another speaker for the abolitionist cause was an
escaped slave, Frederick Douglass. Douglass made his first
appearance la Hew England as a speaker In 1841. Garrison was
at the meeting and was so overuhelned that after Douglass had
spoken Garrison stood up and asked the assembled crowd: "Have
we been listening to a thing, a piece of property, or to a 
9nan?" Douglass became an agent of the Massachusetts Anti
Slavery Society and travelled about the North recounting his
experiences as a slave and advocating the abolition of slavery.
the granting of Faneull Hall for the Love Joy manorial
meeting was quite an event and only happened after considerable
disturbance, the city authorities were against granting the
abolitionists peraissiott to use Faneull Hall, and had been
since tMwfwiiaflr of the movement in the Boston area. Li
August 1835 Faneull Hall was given, as Garrison put it, to the
"friends of slavery and slaveholders!"10 la the August 15, 1835
issue of the Liberator Garrison expressed his feelings about
this meeting:
...Better that the lightning of heaven should 
smite and devour the building —  better that the 
winds should scatter it la fragments over the
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the whole earth •• bittar thee an aarthqaaka
should CBftlllf it •• rti^ i t|u|t It flbottld b# Mifij 
for so whtllMid n d  detestable • purpose! Is 
the SPIRIT OF SEVENTf-SIX sewering beneath the 
ship of the slave-driver? Res BTRiKKR HILL no 
voice for a crisis like this? What! Is Faaeuil 
Hall to ring with curses upon the heads of those 
who plead for liberty sad equal rights —  for 
the saancipatioa of adllions of enslaved 
AMERICAN citizens! 0, deniable stain upon its 
falx fans, throughout ell tisw! let those who 
contemplate addressing that nesting in oppositiontO ***** rights Of t**fif Cftltfftd
countrymen, pause before it is too late —  than 
nanes and their nanories will be eovered with 
eternal infamy. No fiction, no sophistry, can 
hide the fact fron the intelligence of an 
inpartial posterity, that the eentenplated 
nesting is a nesting to take side with the
and against his victim —  to palliate 
couatenance a bloody despotism, and to plant 
a dagger in the boson of liberty!
In the following issue of August 22 Garrison said, in parts
Yesterday afternoon, this building was turned 
into worso then an Augean stabla, by tha 
pollutions of a pro-slavery nesting held for 
the first tine within its vsnsrsble wells*
Eventually, as Boston and its publie becane nore eccustonsd and 
sympathatic to tha abolition eeuso there was lass disturbance 
about the nestings* Finally, in February 1839 Faaeuil Hall was 
granted to tha abolitionists for the purpose of bolding an 
antislavery meeting* Tha abolitionists had won another round 
end they were nore then pleased. Garrison oppressed his joy in 
The Liberator of February!!, 1839, when he said in e double 
headline;
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MEETING IH FANEUIL uatj.
THE OLD CBAmjg OF LIBERTY RIGHT SIDE OF!
From that point on th« abolitionists had llttla difficulty la 
procuring Faaeull Hall* Meetings were held there and m* anti- 
slavery fair was held yearly is December to raise funds*
It Is interesting to note that Massachusetts, although 
she opposed the abolitionists, was fairly forward thinking in 
legislative areas* Massachusetts legislatures passed emancipa­
tion bills in 1778 and 1777 which were "based almost wholly 
upon the supposition that slavery was * contrary to the laws of 
nature* and to the 'natural and inalienable rights of human 
nature.*”11 On March 11, 1841 the Massachusetts House of 
Representatives adopted a series of resolutions "entering a 
solemn and indignant PROTEST against the congressional gag-lei# 
and densnding Its imnediate repeal in the name of the people of 
Massachusetts*"13 The Gosndttee on Slavery in the Massachusetts 
House at the same time presented a report and resolutions 
"calling for the immediate suppression of slavery in the District 
of Columbia, and of the inter-state slave trade} and also for 
the repeal of that portion of the marriage law, Milch punishes 
and degrades individuals on account of their complexion*"13 
la Congress in 1842 a bill was presented to sswnd the 
Charter of the city of Alexandria to extend the right of
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suffrage to all white sale citizens. X» the JUee 17* 1842
issue of The Liberator a report of part of the Congressional
proceedings was reprinted from m m  globe, a Washington paper*
The globe was reporting the speech of the Bepresentative from
Massachusetts, John Quincy Adams*
Mr* Adams aoved that it be conmitted to the 
Committee for the District of Columbia, with in* 
structions to strike out the word 'white,' in 
the clause relating to the qualifications of 
voters* •••
Dhder the provisions of the Constitution of 
his native Gonmonwealth, color was not the 
standard by which it is judged whether a human 
being possesses the rights of nan* He had 
constituents as black as Ethiopians, and as 
respectable as any he had* His friend and 
colleague who lately sat beside him, and who had 
to his great sorrow resigned his seat, (Mr.
Winthrop) had hundreds of African negroes for 
his constituents; an he depended upon their votes, 
as he did upon his white constituents* Through* 
out the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, there was 
no distinction of color for the enjoyneat of equal 
rights* Colored nan were capable of being elected 
to the State Legislature; and one was elected from 
one of their towns, though the election had been 
afterwards vacated*
He was claiming for the free colored citizens 
of Alexandria nothing more than was 
their race in his native oonmenwealth; and he 
hoped that he should have the votes of all his 
colleagues to sustain him*
Why should the tincture upon the skin deprive 
a man of those rights which gentlemen insisted 
upon giving to the vilest criminals, and to men in* 
capable, by their understanding and common sense, 
to distinguish between right and wrong?...As to 
that sacred principle proclaimed in the Declaration 
of Independence •* that all men are created free 
and equal, and endowed with certain inalienable
"*60**
rights, awog which « n  lift, liberty, and the 
pursuit of hsppiaess -• «  to that sacred 
principle, he subscribed to it in the fullest 
extent* • •
Even after the people of Massachusetts had become 
eccustooed to and in sympathy with the abolition Movement, 
there were some aspects of Garrisonian abolition that caused 
a negative response. One of these was Garrison's decision that 
the Constitution of the Ohited States was a proslavery document 
and was, therefore, funeral. Garrison felt that the pact 
between the states was "a covenant with death and an agreement 
with Hall,"1* and disunion,therefore, "became a moral 
necessity.”15 The Declaration of Independence was Garrison's 
guide. Although many abolit onists did not agree with him on 
other points this was one area where they all agreed. In 1862 
Garrison stated: 'The people of this state profess to believe 
in the Declaration of Independence. This is ay Abolitionism. 
Every man, therefore, who disclaims Abolitionism, repudiates 
the Declaration of Independence.”16 This was the one ground 
on which every antislavery man could agree.
The Hew England area, Messaobusetts in particular, led 
in the disunion agitation. With Garrison, Edmund Quincy and 
Wendell Phillips as their leaders, the Hew England Anti Slavery 
Society, and later the American Anti Slavery Society, adopted
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”No tteioa With Slaveholders" as their motto. Petitions for 
dilation n o n  circulated «od m r i  to Gongroii ond the itito 
legislatures with the motto «i thnir banner hold* It ii inter­
esting to noto that although the South was always threatening 
to aeeede it was the Northern antislavery soeieties that first 
seriously advoeated the disolving of the M o n *  Eventually, by 
baaing their srginmwts on natural and divine law, the abolition1* 
i ifei altered ehn accent of the slnverv irnininl'■ H r — w  v m i p v p i p a a  w w  w w m v w  n m * v  w j  a w n i m n p w e s
Their movemsnt beoans a holy orusada, not the 
struggle of a few men for the freedom of the 
blades, but a great moral battle for first 
principles, for Gad and liberty, for the divine 
and natural rights of nan* 17
With die advent of the underground railroad many people
in the Mew England area became aetlvely involved in the
abolition movement* Escaped slaves were forwarded on from Mow
Terk or Philadelphia, house by house, state by state. The
ebjeetive waa usually for thara they ware safa sinea the
fugitive slave laws did not Include Canadian extradition clauses
There were nosy routes involving oitios and snail towns*
Nathaniel Allen, an associate of Garrison who appointed himself
body-guard of Wendell Phillips, operated hie home in Medfleld
18as a 'station* on the underground railroad!*” William Jackson, 
grandson of a Massachusetts slaveholder, was a 'conductor* 
on thn underground railroad using his horns, the Jackson
NO UNION WITH SLAVEHOLDERS.
To TUB S e n a t e  a*nd H ouse or R e p r e s e n t a t i v e s  o r  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  :
The Memorial and Petition of the undersigned, inhabitants of the town of
in the State of respectfully represents as follows:
That vour memorialists, deeming staveholding a heinous sin, and convinced that slavery ought to be 
immediately and forever abolished, look upon the Constitution or the United States as enjoining obhga- 
u T s and duties which are incompatible with allegiance to God, and with the enjoyment of freedom and
CqTher'clauaes of that instrument to which they refer are. those relating to the slave basis of representa­
tion—those empowering Congress to suppress insurrection, and granting to the several States security
against domestic violence, and that allowing the recapture offugitive; slaves. -
The first of these, relating to representation, confers on a slaveholding community additional power for 
every slave held among them, and thus tempts them to continue to uphold the system. It has introduced 
an aristocratic element into the midst of our republican institutions, and thus enabled slaveholders to mo­
nopolize the offices and dictate the policy of government; to prostitute the strength and influence of the 
nation to the support of slavery here and elsewhere; to trample on the rights of the free States, and make 
the courts of the country their tools ; in the words of a distinguished statesman, ‘ It has made the pre­
servation, propagation and perpetuation of slavery, the vital and animating spirit of the national govern-
Those relating to ‘ insurrection* and ‘domestic violence,* though perfectly innocent in themselves, yet 
being made with the fact distinctly in view that slavery exists among us, do deliberately pledge the 
whole national force against the unhappy slave, if he imitate our fathers and resist oppression ; thus ma­
king us purtners in the guilt of sustaining slavery.
The last clause, relating to fugitive slaves, is a promise, on the part of the whole nation, to do that 
which God’s laws expressly condemn, and which every noble feeling of our nature repudiates with loath-
' ing and contempt.
These clauses your memorialists cannot engage to support; and though living under institutions which 
* profess to be founded on the consent of the governed, conscience forbids them to assent of the Constitu­
tion of the United States- They are consequently debarred from all active participation in the govern­
ment of their country.
Further, your memorialists are convinced, that the natural consequences of such a compromise as they 
have referred to, between right and wrong, have actually followed its adoption, in swift and frightful suc­
cession—to wit: the wide extension and vigorous growth of slavery and the slave trade—the multiplica­
tion of the victims of oppression from half a million to nearly three millions—the establishment by law, 
in one half of the country, of a vast system of lewdness, robbery, murder, and heathenism—the denial 
of the right of petition, and the free exercise of speech in Congress, the imprisonment and enslavement of 
Northern seamen in Southern ports, on account of their complexion—the complete subjugation of the 
general.government to the will and service of the aluve power—the utter corruption of the politics, morals 
and religion of the people—the robbery of the North of its hard-earned wealth, to u vast amount, and the 
degradation and impoverishment of Northern laborers—and, finally, the outlawry from one half of the re­
public, of every out-spoken and uncompromising friend of God and liberty.
In view of these facts, your memorialists, disclaiming citizenship, and repudiating the present Consti­
tution as a ‘ covenant with death and an agreement with hell,* ask you to take immediate measures by a 
National Convention, or otherwise, for dissolving the Union of these States.
The Liberator, December 29, 1844
43 *
Honestead, la Mewtea as a ’station* until he died is 1855.19 
lira* Lydia Mary Childs, once editor of the Maw York Anti*Slavery
Stsadard. aade her hone 3a Meat Mawtoa a ’station* after she
20aoved froa Mew York* the next ’station* after Meat Mawtoa 
was Bedford, Massachusetts. And so the fugitives ware aoved 
froa house to house uatil they readied Canada and safety#
the fugitive slave had a treasadeus appeal ia the north# 
the heated slave pursued by slave-catchers had a strong huasai- 
tariaa appeal, and produced la the average aaa a synpathy that 
could not come froa an abstract ideal# Also, the fugitive 
slave lent credence to the elahe of the abolitionists that 
there was a slavepower that was atteeptiag to extend slavery 
over the entire union. Capturing an needed slave in free 
territory was **but one step renewed froa bringing slaves Into 
It, there to hold thee#**21
It was often difficult for a free MOgro to prove his 
freedoa and there were eases where free MOgroes were forced 
into slavery because a slave-catcher laid claia to hia and he 
could not prove he was free. Contrary to the Aaerieaa principle 
that all asa were presuaed free, the Negro was presuaed a slave 
unless otherwise proven# Article XV, Section 2 of the 
Constitution of the united states provided thatt
3# Mo person held to service or labor in one
«.84»
Stitt •vtdrr the laws thirtof, escaping into 
«Mth«r, shall, la consequence of any law or
^ k C h d M U f c ^  a S | J  S h A fc  A M A s i k  I k A  j r n M  J l A i k  A M M  « J I  . j L ^ k M a i  A t g j d kT6gtiJL&ci»osi tuerai* g mi m c n m M  ixon t w o  
service or labor, but triball ba delivered up
M  »1 m4m of tbft PigtV to when t m h  gMnrfM
or labor map ba due.22
Neither tha Oonstltution aor tha fugitive alava law of
1793 made aay mention of color* although It was assuned that
tha provisions wara thara for tha purposa of making tha captura
of Negroes legal. Ooa oaaa which received nuch publicity in
BPiffm warn tha T itinr oaaa* lattair was ta^af1 captive in
Boston, tha judge refused a writ of habeas corona so the
abolitionists raised $400 to buy and thereby free him.23 there
wara other cases in Massachusetts nany of which involved Negroes
who escaped to tha North as sailors* The South refused to
allow free Negro sailers to go free in Southern ports, they
were placed in jail until tha ship sailed. Although these
cases caused a certain anonst of discussion it was not until
the fugitive Slave Law of 1850 that Northern resentnsnt was
really aroused* this law added conviction also to the
abolitionists' claim of a slavepowsr, and gave the abolitionists
a powerful propaganda weapon* the new law provided that:
circuit courts should choose eonmissioners to 
carry out the provisions of the act, possessing 
concurrent jurisdiction with the district and 
circuit court judges sad enpowered to issue 
warrants to owners or owners' agents for the 
reclamation of fugitives. In the event of trial
Iso deterslne the fugitive's status, tike 
eenslssiener heard the evidence sad greeted a 
certificate allowing the eueer or agent to 
rescue his if the decision nade his a slave —  
a ooselssloner's foe for decldlag in favor of 
the elaiaaat was $16, against, $5. The law 
forbade adsissloa of testtneay by the fugitive, 
required "all good citizens" to "aid in pronpt 
and efficient execution of this law," and 
allowed officers to "suneon bystanders to theiraid."24
Protests agaiast tills act were widespread. KLtit neutral 
citizens of the North the act had the sane effect as Love joy's 
death —  It brought this rallying to the abolitionists* • The 
abolitionists, of course, saw tikelr sonant and used it to its 
fullest, Charles Francis Adans, Ssnuel J. May, Theodore Parker 
and naey others node the point that the act was in exact 
conflict with Christian principles. "Judas Iscariot too, it 
was pointed out, was sorely fulfilling isnaa constitutional 
obligations! the aoral obligation of every Christian was to 
destroy the 1850 law,"25 Pros the pulpits, the podiuss, and 
the press the choice was given —  obey this law or obey the 
higher law of God. The advent of "higher law" principle 
appealed to sany noderate Northerners, and Baerson expressed 
C m  reaction of sany of then when he saids "X will wit obey it, 
by God."26 Another point expounded by the abolitionists was 
that the law opened the way for the kidnapping and snslawsnant 
of free Nagrees, and there were enough eases reported to
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substantiate claim*
With the advent of the Civil Kir, Massachusetts wu the 
first state to fora e Negro regiment. John A* Andrea, Governor 
of Massachusetts, mat to Weshingtcm seeking permission to reis« 
e colored regiment. Secretary Stanton so ordered hia. Returning 
to Massachusetts Governor Andrea ooanissioaed line-officers 
rcsflanadid bv csonaandera of Tirlsanfi in ****** field and h# 
personally wished to appoint* One of tho lattot was Captain
to the 2nd Maasachusatts Infantry, 
who arrived on February IS, 1863 to eesune command.27 Shew was, 
at the tine, twenty-three years of ago, the average ege of tho 
other offieers comlssioaed to tho roginent* Since tho Megro
population of Boeton could not furnish enough a n  to sake up e 
ragiaant, recruiting ana begun in end out of the state. 
Garrison, Phillips, Douglass, ministers and ethers spoke every* 
where requesting recruits to sign up. Recruits were enlisted 
Pennsylvania, Connecticut, end Hew York. Rochester’s 
first recruit aes Frederick Douglass' eldest sen.2® On May 28, 
18*3 the 54th Massachusetts marched through Boston in farewell 
Review and sot sail to join General David Banter in South
Caroline.29
the 34th's first battle ana on Janes Island, end from 
they went to join General Streams the assault on Fort
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Wagner* Fort Wagner m i ,  at the tine, the "strongest single 
earthwork known la tho history of war for*,”30 with a total fore* 
of Mvasttm hundred am. It oust he understood that at this 
tlae the prevailing opinion was that Negroes would never wake 
good fighting men, that they would run with the first shot* Kith 
the attack on Fort Wagner, unbeknownst to nan or officers, "the 
whole question of eaploylng three hundred thousand colored 
soldiers hung In the balance*"31 General Strong told Colonel 
Shaw 0 m  had been prenoted then he assuned counaad) he could 
lead his troops In the first assault if he wished* the assault 
was nade with the bayonet, with Colonel Shaw leading* Although 
Shaw and his non reached the ranparts they were repulsed before 
other troops could get there* Shaw, "gaining the raapart, stood 
there for a nanant with uplifted sward, shouting, 'Forward, 
Fifty-fourth!' and then fell dead, Shot through the heart, 
besides other wounds*"32 Shaw was buried on the battlefield 
beside hha nea, but the 54th, and later the 55th, Massachusetts 
fought throughout the Civil war*
Massachusetts, and Boston in particular, was responsible 
for nuch of the active abolition agitation and for inspiring 
other parts of the North, the voices of Garrison, Phillips, 
Sanuel J. May, Chancing, and other leaders wore heard all over 
the Berth* their arguments were sound, intelligently thought
J • M *
out aid delivered, sad left little roon for arguaeat. At the 
sane tine, Maaeachuaettt, end Boston in particular, was the 
teat of ouch prejudice against the Negro.
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Chapter IV 
As m  Fortune
The narrative of Am i  Fortune is o m A as a prologue to 
the aejor sections of the thesis for several reasons# Id the 
first place, Anos Fortune was brought fron Africa to America 
when a young boy. He cane on a slave ship and he nas auctioned 
off on a Boston wharf. He lived the rest of his life in the 
tfeited States, never going further south than Boston. Asms
nas a lUVCi
readers who do not know that there nas slavsholdiag in the 
Berth, Asms Fortune is used as concrete proof that there nere 
northern as nell as Southern slaves# He is of particular 
interest to this thesis because he lived in the heart of New
England, and the geographic area covered in the thesis is Hen 
England, thirdly, Anos Fortune is of interest because he nas 
bought and lived for a long tins in the Boston area, the area 
that nas later to become the center of abolition activity# 
the story of Amos Fortune can la no nay be called 
typical# However, although he lived a better life than most 
slaves his story will give the reader seme idea of the uapleasai 
realities of slavery# the prologue, then, is a mood setter. It 
is essential to the major part of the thesis that the reader
t
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hio money again and eventually bought Violet, o d  her little 
daughter, end married Violet* This marriage lasted until Amos 
died*
At the age of seventy-one Amos moved his family to 
Jeffrey, Hew Hampshire. Jeffrey did not have a good tanner at 
the time, and as Ames was an expert tanner he soon acquired a 
thriving business* People earns from miles around to have their 
hides treated by Amos* Amos Fortune soon became an important 
man in t&e community, ip owned his own land* He read a great 
deal and his opinions were sought by many* Life was not always 
easy, however. His step-daughter was faced with prejudice in 
the village school; his wife was faced with the same prejudice 
from soma of the customers, as was Amos himself* Be was 
refused membership in the village church for a long time beeausi 
he was a Hegro. By the majority of the community, however, he 
was accorded wide respect for the man he was and for his skill. 
Beys were apprenticed to him to learn his trade* these boys 
eanm when they were about thirteen and were apprenticed until
they ware twenty-one*
Amos and his fondly lived in Jeffrey until he died in 
1801* Before he died Amos made a will in whidh he left money 
to church (which, because he was a Hegro, had taken so
long to accept him) to boy a silver cemnnaion services and he
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left K»ey to the school that had discriminated against his 
stop-daughter. One other interesting snail fact. Amos ordered 
two gravestones, one for hinsolf sad oae for his wife when she 
died, la those tines it was the custom for the wife's stone to 
sonouhat smaller than the husband's. Amos ordered two stones 
of equal sine to be placed side bp side.
Today, Amos Fortune is the most historic figure in 
Jeffrey, Sew Hasp shire. An Anns Fortune symposium is held once 
a year) the town holds an Amos Fortune hay; the interest from 
his original bequest to the school is used as a prise for the 
seventh sad eighth grade student who wins the "Amos Fortune 
Prise Speaking” public speaking contest. The silver comnunion 
service was in use for many years, but at the present time its 
whereabouts are unknown.*
The text of this section is paraphrased and quoted from 
Anos Fortune. Free Man by Elisabeth Tates2 almost exclusively*
1 used this book because Miss Tates expresses clearly, 
sympathetically, and with understanding not only the story of 
Amos Fortune the msa, but the climate of the time in which he 
lived. The first section of text is of primary importance to 
the mood, sad should be read carefully in order that the mood 
may be fully established.
Amos Fortune was an extraordinary man. Be was a living
»e
exaaple of the Abolitionist*' clai* that * nan should be 
eeeorded respect on the basis of his Merits and not on the basis 
of his skin color. Ahos Fortune Managed to separate hiaself 
fron the Institution of slavery sad, la the face of prejudice 
and hostility. Made for hiaself and others a life worth the 
living. Be Maintained his own integrity and gave, at least to 
his fasily, a self respect and pride of self unattainable for 
anist Megroes in those slave-ridden tines.
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Ob the first Sunday in July 1725, the slave ship White 
Falcon sailed toward her hone port, Boston. In compliance with 
the law that no cargo could be unloaded or trading carried on 
on the Sabbath, she waited outside the harbor until the next 
day.
"When the ship drew up to her wharf on Monday morning, 
twenty slaves —  all that remained of her human cargo —  were 
brought up on deck. Among them were the strongest, those least 
impaired by the voyage and those best able to stand the rugged 
Hew England climate. ... The gestures, not the words, of the 
mate made the Africans understand that they were to walk down 
the gangplank to the wharf. They moved slowly because of their 
chains, docilely because of the lash that could cut their naked 
skin as quickly as it could the air. A crowd of people had 
already gathered near the auction block, men for the most part. 
But a few curious women hovered on the outskirts. At-raun was 
hailed by the auctioneer and his chains were removed. ...
"'Here's a fine specimen of the Gold Coast,* the 
acutioneer began, slapping At-mun'a shoulder and running his 
hands down the strong arms, the trousered legs. 'Well-limbed, 
not much more than a boy, capable of years of hard work, lusty, 
strong, sound in health. Remember what you get when you get 
them young. You can train them the way you want them to go.'...
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"A man dressed in grey and wearing a broad-brimmed hat 
stepped forward. ... He turned to the auctioneer. 'Friend, will 
thee take L30 and do no bidding on this man?'
"The auctioneer thought for a moment, realizing that 
he was being offered almost twice what he had hoped to get even 
with bidding for the truculent black.
"'He's yours,* he said.
"The money was paid and the slave led down from the
block.
"*He looks an intelligent lad,' the purchaser commented.
"The auctioneer did not answer until he had pocketed 
his money. 'That will wear away soon enough,' he said. 'Give 
him plenty of hard work and you'll soon have him in the shape 
you want him.'
"'At-mun,' the slave said again, wanting to add that 
he was a king but the words had gone from him. His own name 
and the dwindling dust of a few memories was all that he hid 
brought with him from his home land.
"'Call him Amos,* the auctioneer laughed harshly. 'That 
a good Christian name for a heathen black.' He turned and 
gestured to the next to mount the block.
"'Come, friend,' the Quaker beckoned to his slave, and
the gesture was understood.
n,At-mun — * the black south opened though no further 
worde came.
"’Ami, now,1 the Quaker said and started away.
"So Caleb Copeland, who had not gone to the wharf to 
buy a slave but to deliver a toad of woven doth, left the 
wharf with a slave following hie and nothing in his pocket 
from the sale of woven cloth."
For fifteen years, from 172S to 1740, Amos lived with 
the Copelands. He attended the little school Mrs. Copeland 
had in her kitchen, and he learned to read, to write, and to 
cypher. Mr. Copeland taught his the weaving trade. His friends 
called his Mr. Fortunatus because had the good fortune in being 
well treated. Eventually, the name was formalized to Fortune 
and "Amos knew that when the day came and he wav Mr. Copeland’s 
Amos no longer he would stand before the world as Amos Fortune, 
free man."
Unfortunately, Mr. Copeland died before he had given 
his slave his certificate of freedom, and therefore a notice 
appeared in the Gazette:
"TO be sold at Public Vendue on Tuesday, 22nd April
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1740, at 2 o'clock la the afternoon at the house 
where the late Hr. Caleb Copeland lived, one 
weaver's loom and sundry appurtenances, two bed­
steads, chairs, tables, a Turkey carpet, various 
articles of tin and pewter ware, and one likely 
Negro, In good health, thirty years of age."
At the auction, for the sum of L62 Amos Fortune was "Sold to
Hr. Iehabod Richardson, Tanner, of Woburn."
From 1740 to 1769 Amos Fortune worked for Iehabod
Richardson, He was taught the trade of a tanner, and he became
as expert at It as he had at weaving. Then Hr. Richardson died
and his wife drew up a paper after her husband died which said:
"In consideration of the many faithful services 
Amos Fortune did perform to the said deceased 
Iehabod in his lifetime and hath since performed 
to us respectively whereby our several Interests 
have been greatly Increased, I do grant unto 
Amos Fortune the full and free liberty of his 
person from and after the ninth day of Hay, 1769."
This paper Amos carried "on his person until the day of his
death."
After his freedom Amos stayed on at the Richardson
tannery. Mrs. Richardson had given him the tannery as his own,
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and after four years he had established his trade and built a 
homestead for himself.
Many years before at one of the African gatherings in 
Boston he had met a slave named Lily. He fell in love with her 
but mould not marry her until he could afford to buy her 
freedom. In 1775 he paid Lily’s master, Mr. Johnathan Tmombly, 
L20 and made her his wife. Lily, mho mas 'ailing* at the time 
of their marriage, lived only a year, but Amos had the satis* 
faction of knowing that she died free.
Many of the slaves, knowing what mas happening to them 
even though they did not understand the words of the slave* 
traders, tried to escape from the slave ships. One of these 
slaves, later known as Lydia Somerset, tried to jump overboard. 
She mas caught, her legs mere broken by the slave-traders an 
the ship, and she mas permanently crippled. Amos met Lydia 
after Lily died. She mas the slave of Mr. Josiah Bowers u»d 
after three years of saving his money Amos received another 
piece of paper to treasure:
"BILLERICA JUNE YE 23 1778
Then received of Amos Fortune Fifty Pounds in full 
for a Negro Garle named Lydia Somerset being now 
my property the which I do sell and convey th&theiJ 
aforesaid Amos and I do covenant with the same Amos 
that I have just and lawful rite to sell and convey 
the said Lydia in manner aforesaid and I mill warrant 
and defend the said Lydia to him against all the 
lawful claims and demands of all persons whatsoever.
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Slned Scuiled and Delivered 
in presence of her
Milesent Braddon 
Isaac Johnson
Joslah Bowers." 
Lydia also died within the year of their marriage.
In 1779 Amos Fortune rode the three day journey between 
Woburn and Keene, New Hampshire, where he was going to sell 
his hides. He had met another woman he wanted to marry and 
again It was necessary for him to save his money in order to 
gain the L50 purchase price. Her name was Violet and she had 
a small daughter named Celyndla. When his purpose was accom­
plished Amos would have bought four people their freedom and 
it pleased him. On his journey to Keene he went through a 
small village named Jeffrey and he knew that the time had come 
for him to move from Woburn and establish himself elsewhere. 
Jeffrey appeared to him to be the perfect place, and he 
discovered that the village was in need of a good tanner, the 
nearest one being ten miles away, and a poor quality worker.
In November 1779 Amos purchased Violet and Celyndla 
and in the church register was signed —
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Amos Fortune and Violet Baldwin, blacks, 
both of Woburn November 10, 1779
In March 1781 Amos, in his seventy-firat year, Violet 
and Celyndia moved to Jeffrey, Mew Hampshire. On their arrival 
in the village they were given the traditional warning by the 
constable: "I'm only doing my duty, when I tell you you'd best 
be gone from this town." Aft hr the warning Amos stated that he 
wanted to live in Jeffrey and the constable sent him to Parson 
Ainsworth, the person in the town most likely to know of a 
piece of land that would be available to Amos.
Parson Ainsworth loaned Arnos some of his own land with 
good trees necessary for the tannery and a stream running 
through, they lived on that land until 1789 when Amos had 
saved enough money to buy "twenty five acres of land, cleared 
and forest with a brook running through it," from William 
Turner. So, "in his eightieth year," Amos Fortune became a 
"land owner in his own right."
Old Cemetery, Jeffrey, New Hampshire, photographed June 1959
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On this land Amos Fortune built himself a house. "It 
was a small house, like many others in the countryside, with 
a large central chimney and two fireplaces." Gradually, as 
the years went by Amos Fortune built up his business and his 
reputation. He joined the Social Library, subscribed to a 
newspaper and his opinions were often sought after. Often the 
prefix "Mr." dignified his name, but the same courtesies were 
not always extended to the other members of his family. Delyndia 
was often made to feel uncomfortable at school, and Violet had 
no place of sure respect and dignity save in the home Amos had 
built for her.
Auios Fortune had several boys apprenticed to him. The 
boys were indentured from about the age of thirteen until they 
were twenty-one, at whice time they were released to make their 
own ways.
Amos Fortune Homestead, Jaffrey, New Hampshire, photographed June 1959.
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In October 1801 Amos Fortune decided that it was time 
he made his will, so he went to Deacon Spofford who wrote down 
what Amos told him* He ordered two handsome gravestones, one 
for himself and one for Violet, and asked that Parson Ainsworth 
write the inscriptions;
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he left $100 to the church of which he had become a member is 
1789, for a silver communion service; and he left $243 to the |
school saying "The town shall use the money in any way it sees
i]
fit to educate its sons and daughters."
Ir • o r i g i n a lMEETING HOUSE
TOWN OF JAFFREY 
ERECTED 1775
RAISED THE DAY OF THE BATTLE 
O F B U N K E R  HILL
USED FOR WORSHIP UNTIL 1844  
NAMED TOWN HOUSE JU LY 5.I855
USED AS TOWN HALL AND SCHOOL 
DISCONTINUED FOR TOWN USE 1914
RESTORED 1 9 2 2
JAFFREY CENTER VILLAGE 
IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY
MRS.B.L. ROBINSON , PRES.
IN C O O PE R A T IO N  W IT H
TOWN OF JAFFREY
Church sign and church, Jeffrey, New Hampshire, photographed 
June 1959.
The town of Jeffrey today holds an Amos Fortune 
symposium once e year, it has an Amos Fortune Day, and the 
interest from his original $243 is given as a prize to the 
school child who is best in public speaking. The silver 
communion service was in use for many years.
/
FOOTNOTES
^Information received from personal interview at the 
Jeffrey Board of Trade Office, Jeffrey, New Hampshire, June 1959
^Elizabeth Yates, Amos Fortune. Free Man (New York: Aladdin 
Books, 1951), pp. 3*181.
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Chapter V 
Advertiaenenti
thirty years after Amos Fortune died, Negro nee, women 
and children were still being sold as slaves, the situation 
had changed little from his tine exeept that the North no longer 
sanctioned slavery, this section is included in order that 
the reader nay see for himself how Negroes were advertised as 
nerchandise for sale.
the letter to the editor and the advertisements were 
sent to Garrison by a reader, the advertisements, typical of 
those that appeared in District of Columbia and southern 
papers, bhow the conditions and treatment to which Negroes were 
subjected, they were originally printed in the Washlnaton 
Globe. The reader wished Garrison to reprint them in the 
Liberator so that the people of the North might know what was 
going on in the slave trade at the seat of the national
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C O M M U N I C A T I O N S .
D ISTR IC T1 OF COLUMBIA.
Mr. Editor,—T li« fivo following advcr- 
tismient* are token from the Washington 
Glob»* of the 18th ult.—I wish you to pub ish 
them, though similar ones h.ivo before ap­
peared in the Liberator. Til • great body of 
t!ie people is not yet aware of the siiam*'je*s 
extent and enoruutv of the slave-trade car-m
ried on at t.ie seat of our government. The 
republicathm of advert.sem**niH of thi•* kind 
may, perhaps, help to open the eyes of the 
icommunity to the ulrocnms guilt in which 
they, as u part of the nation, are sharers, until 
they exert themselves to procure the aboli­
tion of slavery and the slave-trade m the 
District of Columbia. I doubt whether any 
ten miles square can be found on the const 
of Africff, in which the traffic in human flesh 
and blood is carried on to so great an extent 
as the District of Columbia.
I
*v
The Liberator, August 9, 1834, p. 136.
tCASH FOR ANY NUMBER OF NL- 
ftR O K S - |
.•"eluding both sexes, Ip m 12 I.. 2.1 year, 
ot aot*. Persons having likely servants to 
oispose ut, mii| tine] it to be tin* r interest t<> j' 
•rive us a call, as »ve will give higher prices,! 
in cash, than any other purchaser vile* h  
now, or may hereafter come ,nt„ the mark, t
, ,  f r a n k l i n , a r m f ik l u  a. Co.
Alexandria, May i>t<.
CASH FOR ONF, HUNDRED AND 
FIFTY NEGROES.
We will pay the highest price, in cash, 
lor one hundred and fifty likely Tonne Ne. 
proea, of both sexes, families incfudeil. Per-
sons Wishing to soil will do well t„ ,,lve
" c a l  "s ’v‘‘„art‘ Pe n "” |ieMlv settled in tins 
,Tnr. i en VV Cnri"n',,ur;'ti"rm will meet at-
vt w '  o 'Y  'i*" "" 'if""8 be found atHr. W. Robey s, on 7th street, south of the 
Centre Market House, Washington City, 
D. C. JOSEPH W. NEAL &, Co.
The Liberator, August 9, 1834, p. 136.
CASH FOR NEGROES. I
W e will pay the highest price for any 
number of likely Negroes, from 12 to 25 
years of age. As we are at this time per­
manently settled in the market, we can at 
all times be found at Mr. Isaae Beers’s Tav­
ern, a few doors below Lloyd’s Tavern, op­
posite to the Centre Market, in Washing­
ton, D. C., or at Mr. McCandless’s Tavern, 
corner of Bridge and High Street, George­
town. Persons having servants to dispose 
of, will find it to their advantage to give us 
a call. BIRCH & JONES.
June 10.
NOTICE. - 
Was committed to the prison of W ash­
ington County, D. C., on the 19th day of 
May, 1834, as a runaway, a Negro man who 
calls himself DAVID PECK. He is 5 feet 
8 inches high. Had on, when committed, a 
check shirt, linen pantaloons, and straw hat. 
He says he is free, and belongs to Balti­
more. He is a bright mulatto, stout, and 
well made, and about 22 or 23 years of age. 
The owner or owners of the above described 
Negro man, are hereby requested to come 
forward, prove him, and take him away, or 
he will be sold for his prison and other ex­
penses, as the law directs.
JAM ES W ILLIAM S, 
Keeper of the Prison of Washington 
County, District of Columbia.
For ALEX. H U N TER , M. D. C. 
June 7—8.
The Liberator, August 9, 1834, p. 136.
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South Carolina pasted a lav which wade it Illegal for
free Northern Negro sailors to walk the streets while their 
ships were in port, instead they were foreed to wait out their 
leaves in jail* the law was finally found to be uncoastitutlona 
however, the sailors were still closely watched to prevent 
them from helping slaves to escape, this practice was the rule 
in nost Southern port towns*
Persons who were caught helping slaves were usually 
fined and jailed, and sooetlaes branded* In Florida Captain 
Johnathon Walker, a Massachusetts wan, was caught transporting 
slaves to the Bahanas in 1844* this was not his first offense,
was not light* He was sentenced to a year’s 
solitary confinement and had the letters "S S” branded on his 
hand. "After serving his sentence he cane North to lecture, 
and was inaortalised in Whittier’s peso, ’the Branded Hand*
On the following page is a letter to Garrison reporting Walker’s 
safe arrival in New York and requesting a warn reception for 
him upon his arrival in Boston*
»*
W m . L l o y d  G a r r i s o n  :
D e a r  F r i e n d — Y o u  wilJ bo ro jo iced  to boar of* the 
safo arrival in Ncw-York of tha t noble, devoted and 
suffering friend of the slave, J o n a t h a n  W a l k e r .  
I have ju s t had the pleasure of taking him by the 
hand, in the A nti-Slavery Office. He arrived yester­
day, in the brig Lowber, from Pensacola, and will 
leave here on Monday, for his home in Harwich, 
Mass. His health has evidently suffered some dur­
ing his long and painful confinement in the dungeon 
of Pensacola ; but in despite o f these sufferings, he 
is one of the noblest specim ens o f that daring and 
hardy race o f ‘ M assachusetts m en’ that I have ever 
seen. H is apparel, how ever, indicates the hardships 
through which he has passed, and the consequent 
poverty to which these hum an (?) harpies have r e ­
duced him.
On the palm and ball o f his right hand, the letters
o f  about double this size and rudely formed, are dis­
tinctly  visible, burnt in with the red-hot branding I 
iron o f the Slave C ourt—T H E  U N IT E D  S T A T E S  ' 
SLA V E  C O U R T  IN  FLO R ID A . I need not say, 
give him  a warm reception in Boston. |
T ru ly  yours, E L IA S  S M IT H .
FOOTHOZES
(
^Ruetel B. Ny«, Fettered Freadoai (Base Lansing, Mich.: 
Michigan State Collage Prats, 1949),p. 200,
-Ilf*
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Chapter VI 
William Lloyd Garrison
William Lloyd Garrison was bora la Newburyport, 
Massachusetts, la 1805* Whan ho was thirtaaa years old lie was 
appreatlced to the Newburyport Herald. He stayed there for 
seven years, supplementing bis limited schooling aad learning 
the trade of printer.* He left to become the unsuccessful 
editor of the Newburyport Free Press. In 1829 he left Newbury- 
port aad went to Baltimore where he assisted Benj main Lundy in 
publishing The Genius of Universal Emancipation.2 In 1830 
Garrison was jailed for seven weeks for libel aad his association 
with Lundy ended at this time. From Lundy, however, he had 
learned much. Lundy*s primary interest was the gradual 
emancipation of the slaves, and he had imbued in his young 
assistant the sane interest. Garrison, however, went further 
in his demands for the slave. Gradual emancipation was not 
enough.
Leaving Baltimore Garrison came North to Boston, 
Massachusetts, determined to change the North from a state of 
abolition apathy to one of active agitation. With the publica­
tion of the first issue of Garrison's The Liberator came the 
beginning of the aggressive stage of the abolition controversy.
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The first issue of The Liberator wee published on 
January 1, 1831* In this issue Garrison revoked the statenants 
he had made in a speech the year previous calling for gradual 
enaneipation and proclaimed his new philosophy} ianediate 
irnisncipation. In his lead article he wade his now foams 
statement —  ”1 an in earnest —  I will not equivocate —  I 
will not excuse —  I will not retreat a single inch —  and I 
WILL BE HEARD."3 These words reflect Garrison's irrevocable 
and uncompromising stand for immediate emancipation of all 
slaves. His views never changed, and he was heard.
Althoug its circulation was never over 3,000 The 
Liberator became famous for its editor's startling and quotable 
language/- it was a leader in the abolitionist press, and 
other editors used it as a pattern when founding abolition 
papers. The Liberator, with its aggressive tome, perhaps more 
strongly than any other abolition paper, reflected its editor's 
personality. Garrison spared nothing in his effort to make 
his point dear | he wanted no one to mistake his position with 
regard to slavery and, to a slightly lesser degree, to pacifism 
and women's rights. He used every literary trick he knew. His 
use of sarcasm was masterful. An example of this is the 
following extract from his article on the Fourth of July in the 
July f, 1831 issue of The Liberator}
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The fifty-fifth fare* of American Independence 
vat celebrated with unusual eclat throughout 
the land. We are a wonderfully complacent 
people —  as modest as complacent —  and still 
nore raaarkable for our consistency! Our love 
of liberty increases with the Multiplication of 
our slaves. Certainly our slave population is 
larger by SIXTY THOUSAND souls than it was at 
the last anniversary; and yet when have we aade 
so extensive sad boisterous a parade of our 
patriotism?...
Garrison organised the Massachusetts Anti Slavery 
Society and aided in organising the American Anti Slavery 
Society. Although many abolitionists eventually separated 
themselves from him and his views because they were too strong. 
Garrison was the original innovator of the aggressive phase of 
the abolition movement. He may, to some extent, be considered 
a fanatic. He was absolutely and completely narrow minded when 
it cane to the slavery issue. There wss only one thing to be 
done as far as he was concerned, and that was to IMMEDIATELY 
emancipate every slave in the tihited States. The economic, 
social and political aspects of this imnediatist doctrine did 
not interest him. Emancipation was id»at was important. This 
is the reason that he considered his fight over with the 
Emancipation Proclamation in 1863. His work was done, and he 
never really involved himself in anything to do with recon­
struction. He wss not interested. His aim was achieved.
Garrison antagonised many people with his anti-church.
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anti-Constltutlon, aatl-govirawit, and disunion theories. He 
felt that slavery was unchristian and against the laws of God, 
and that the Aaerican church had in no way fulfilled its 
responsibilities in the area of slavery. In fact, they had 
condoned it and therefore he could have nothing to do with the 
church. Garrison attacked the church and ministers frequently, 
but his arguments, intelligently thought out and delivered, 
were based on grounds that were morally right. Because of this 
he cannot be quarrelled with, and many of his supporters who 
dissented in this area argued more against his methods than 
against his ideas.
As regards the Constitution of the United States, 
Garrison felt that it was without doubt a proslavery document 
and he characterised it as a "covenant with death and an 
agreement with Hell."5 He burned the Constitution publicly in 
Framingham, Massachusetts, on July 4, 1854,6 and took as his 
slogan "Ho Union With Slaveholders.” He advocated the dis­
solution of the Union and helped draw up petitions that were 
sent to the legislature for action.
Garrison did not believe in violence and never advocated 
it as a means of achieving his ends. He was a pacifist, a 
non-resistant. He did not believe in the ballot either, since 
he did not feel that political action would help. He relied
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entirely upon moral persuasion.7 Besides presea ting his views 
ia The Liberator Garrison travelled continuously about the North 
and he travelled ia Europe. Be spolce at countless Meetings ia 
auaerous cities sad states. Be went to England twice to speak, 
to raise funds and to arouse interest and help froa the English 
abolitionists.
Garrison tied other refoms in with his aaia issue of 
slavery. Aaoag these were wonen's rights, paelfisa, and 
teoperaace. MO natter what he was discussing, however, the 
question of eaaadpatlon always crept in. He was a waster at 
seeing vantage points. Always he Managed to gain supporters, 
even fron aaoag the aost Moderate, by tying his cause in with 
the wore appealing cause of civil liberty. Freedoa of the 
press, freedoa of speech and discussion, he used to the greatest 
possible advantage. And alwpys his views were rational and 
contained the Moral right.
The reader will be able to experience Garrison*s 
writings in the other sections of ads thesis since the text is 
drawn exclusively fron The Liberator. Therefore, the following 
section on vdlllaa Lloyd Garrison consists only of photographs 
of sene renaining Garrison epitaphs in Boston. For the reader 
who wishes to go further in reading Garrison's words the Boston 
Public Library has a conplete bound set of The Liberator.
Street sign and plaque, Boston, Massachusetts, photographed 
August 1959.
________________________ W 1 L U A M  L L O Y D  G A R R I S O N  A N D  I S A A C  K N A P P ,  P U B L I S H E R S .  ,
B o s to n ,  M a s s a c h u s e t t s . ]  o u r  c o u n t r y  is t h e  world- ol.r countrvmeT  a r e  mank.nd. [S a tu rd ay ,  April 23,1831
Logotype of The Liberator incorporated April 23, 1833. Photographed 
in Boston Public Library, Boston, Massachusetts, March 1960.
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less, prejudice more stubborn, and apathy more 
frozen, than among slave owners themselves.
O f course, there wore individual u.ception. to l l  ” '° T T ?  of
Iho contrary. Thi. .tato of thin*, afflicted .!. ” Z J l i o a p m g  all their reproach-
To date my being from tlMpening year,
I come, a stranger in this lay sphere,
Where some 1 meet perch* •  ■>»>’ P*u“  ,nd a*k 
What is my name, my p*o#e, or my *lu,k ■ 
My name is ‘ LIBERARC! I propose 
To hos^my shafts at ftjwu's deadliest foes! 
My task is hard—for 1 f  charged to save 
Men from  h it brother'-t redeem the slave !
Te who may hear, anw*t condemn my cause, 
Bay, shall the best o f t ir e ' s  holy laws 
Be trodden down .’ ad shall her open veins 
Flow but for cement f> her offspring's chains 1 
Art thou a parent .’ pall thy children be 
Rent from thy breastlike branches from the tree, 
And doom'd to serviude, in helplessness,
On other shores, as! thou ask no redrsss .’ 
Tbon, in whose beram glows the sacred flams 
Of filial love, say if ths ryrant came, *
To force thy parent shocking from thy sight, 
Would thy he .rtblee<—because thy fat* i t  white ’ 
Art thou a broths'' *h*Ii th sister twine 
H.r feeble im A  agony on thine,
h##L nor^ sim the blow
Art thouR sister.’ will no desp’rate cry 
Awake (hy sleeping brother, while thine eye 
Beholds the fetters locking on the limb 
Stretched out in rest, which hence, must end 
for him.’
Art thou a lover’—no’ naught o'er was found 
In lover's breast, save cords o f lovs, that bound 
Man to his kind! than, thy professions aava ! 
Forswear affection, or release thy slave !
Thou who art kneeling at thy Maker's shrint 
Ask if lleavsn takes such offerings as thine • 
in thy bonds the eon of AfVic sighs,
Far higbsr than thy prayer his groan will ria 
God is a God of mercy, and would see 
The prison-doors nnbarr’d—the bondmen free 
He is a God of truth, with purer eye#
Than to behold the oppressor's sacrifice ! 
Avarice, thy cry and thine inaatiat. thirst 
Make man consent to see his brother cursed! 
Tears, sweat and blood thou drink'st, but 
their turn,
They shall cry ‘more!’ while vengeance bids
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contend for the immediate enfranchisemaad 
>fonr slave population. In Park-street Church, 
>n the Fourth of July, IH*A», in an address on 
slavery, I unreflectingly assented to the po­
pular but pemicioua doctnuc of gra-tuat abo­
lition. I seize this opportunity to make a foil 
d unequivocal recantation, and thus pub­
licly to ask pardon o f my God, o f my coun­
try, and of j p f  hrctiiren the poor slaved, 'for 
having uttcrcij a sentiment ao full o f timi<
The Lord hath aaid i t !—who shall him gainsay 
H® s*ys, ‘ the wicked, they shall go away '—
Who are the wicked ’------Contradict who can
They are the oppreeaors o f their fellow man ! 
Aid me, N ew  C s o l a s d  ! 'tas my hope in you 
Which gives me strength my purpose to pursue 
Do you not hear/oar sister Hutee resound 
With Afric's cries to have her soas unbound '
r e  # « s  v C s r . 10.
la  the month o f August, I issued proposals 
for publishing ‘ T me L iberator  ’ in Waslimg- 
ton c ity ; bat the enterprise, though hailed in 
differmst sections o f the country, was palsied 
by public indifference. Since that time, the re- 
moval o f  the Genius o f Universai Emancipa­
tion to the Sett o f  Government lias rendered 
Jew imperiotw the establishment o f a similar 
lA w iodieai in thatqh,rter.
|  During m y  recent tour for the purpose of 
f Aaeiting the' minds o f  t ip  peopl e by a aeries 
■“* *" irsea on the subject of slavery, every 
- - _ J 1 1  fW ted gavfi fresh evidence o f the 
t, OAt rJ^Mia^er revolution in public aenti- 
“  — » to  be effected in the free states— 
ieu la rtg  in  N e w -  E n g la n d - th e n  a t  
I1*' I rtfand coht^mpt more bitter, op- 
■ more active, detraction more relent-
Don, from my pen, was published in the Genius 
■if I' mvereal Emancipation at Baltimore, mHep- 
tember, |H3|l. My conscience is now sataUied.
I am aware, that many object to the w ten- 
ty o f my language ; but w there not cause for 
crity? 11rill hr as harsh as truth, a nd as un­
compromising as justice. On this subject, I do 
wish to think,<>r speak, or write, with m->d- 
eration. No' no? Tell a man wh<su- house is 
on fire, to give a moderate alarm; toll him to 
moderately rescue his wife from the Iwmds 
o f the ravisher; tell the mother to gradually 
extricate, her babe from the fire into winch It 
has fallen;—but urge m>- not to use modera­
tion in a cause like the present. "1 am in earn­
est—I will not equivocate—I wilfnot excuse' 
— I will not retreat a single inch—a v n  I w il l  
r e  h e a r d .  The apathy of the people is 
enough to make every statue leap from its 
pedestal, and to hasten the resurrection of the 
dead.
It is pretended, that I am retarding the 
cause of emancipation by the coarseness of 
invective, and the precipitancy of my 
measures. The charge is not true. On this 
question my influence,—humble as it is,— in 
felt at Uus inompat to a considerable extent, 
and ahall be felt in coming years—not per­
niciously, but beneficially—not as a curse, but 
•  blessing; and posterity will bear testi 
mony that I was right. I desire to thank 
God, that he enables me to disregard 
fear o f inan which bringeth a snare,’ and to 
ipeak his truth in its simplicity and power. 
And here I close with this fresh dedication: 
Oppresriion
Asrt is Ithfci
Bui Ihy anal-withering glance I fear not now—
Fnr HreS'l to prouder fueling* doth give place 
Of dnep abhorrence! Scorning the diagraco 
Of alsviah knees that at thjr foo|stool bow,
I alan kneel—but with far other vo«g 
Do half thee sod thy herd ofhlrolinga base :—
I awoar, while life-blood .v in e  my throbbing veins, 
Still to oppote Snd thwart, with he«rt end hand,
Thy brutalising atv»y—till Affir’a chains
Are borst, snd Freedom rules the rescued land,—
Trampling Oppression Sod his iron rod:
WcA is Us eew /teAs—soH iL f ms flop ! '
WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON.
Boston , January I ,  1831.
. M  woold her# offer-my eratelbl acknowledgments toteSrKS
to rspdy their liberality.
Jtako the black fabric to its foundation.
•• The follow ing petition is now circulating in 
Ilia city, and has obtained several valuable 
Ignatures. A copy may be found at the 
Aookstore of L incoln A  Edmands, No. SO, 
ashington-strc*'t, for a few days longer, 
khere all the friends of the ca'^ iae are carn- 
ly invited to go and subscribe.
Ii/iori To Congrctt for the .VxJitinn o f Stare- 
ry in the Ih ttrict o f  Columbia.
To the Honorable Bennie nnd House of 
Kepresentativea of the United Stall 
America in ( ’ongresa nssembl. d, the petition 
*f the undersigned citizens of Boston in 
Hassachiisetta and its vicinity respectfully 
rpr*
That your petitioners an- deeply impressed 
ith tin- evils arising from the existence of 
klavcry in tlie District o f Columbia. While 
Sur Declaration of liidc|M'iidcnce boldly pro- 
laimsns self-evident truths,* that all men are 
rested equal, that they are endowed by their 
V alor w ith certain inulienab^ righto, that 
mong these are life, liberty, and the pursuit 
f  happiness,’—at the very sent of government 
uiimn beings are born, almost daily, whom 
lie law s pronounce to be from their birth, not 
■/uni to other men, and who are, for lile, de­
prived of liberty and the free Durtuil o f  ‘ nfipi- 
"" inconsistency of the conduct of 
fur nation with its political creed, has brought 
iown upon it the just and severe repre- 
in of foreign nations.
In addition to the other evils flow ing from 
rlavery, both moral and political, which it ia 
leedless to specify, circumstances have ren­
dered this Distriet a common resort for tra­
ders in human flesh, who bring into it their 
captives in chains, nnd lodge them in places 
c.f confinement, previously to their being car­
ried to the markets of the south nnd west.
From the small number of slaves in the Dis­
trict o f Columbia, and tlie moderate proportion 
vhich they bear to the free population there, 
tie difficulties, which in most of the slavehold-
It is well, perhaps, the American people 
should know, that while we reiterate our boasts 
of liberty in the ears of the nationa, and send 
back across the Atlantic our shouts of joy at 
the triumph of liberty in France, we ounSves 
are busily engaged in the work of oppression. 
Yes, let it be known to the Citizens of America, 
that at tlie very time when the procession which 
contained the President o f the United 8tntes 
and his Cabinet was marching in triumph to the 
Capitol, to celebrate the victory of the French 
people over their oppressors, another Hpd 0f  
procession was marching another way, and that 
consisted o f colored human beings, handcuff­
ed in peir% and driven along by what had tha 
appearance o f a man on a horse I A similar 
sceuo was repeated on Saturday last; a depot 
insisting of males and females chained .in 
tuples, starting from Roby’s tavern on foot, 
for Alexandria, where, with others, they are 
to embark on board a slave-ship in waiting to 
convey them to the South. While we are wri­
ting, a colored man enter* our room, and begs 
os to inform him if  we can point out any person 
ho will redeem his friend now immured in 
Alexandria jail, in a state of distress smomq- 
ing almost to distraction.* He has been a 
faithful servant of a revolutionary officer who 
recently died—has been sold at auction__part­
ed from affectionate parents—and from decent 
and mourning friends. Our own servant, with 
other*, o f whom we cart speak in commendato­
ry terms, went down to Alexandria to bid him 
farewell, but they were refused admission to 
Ins cell, as was said, ‘ the sight of bis friends 
made him fecJ so.’ He bears the reputation of 
a pious man. It is but a few weeks aince we 
saw a ship with her cargo ofslaVea in (he, part 
of Norfolk, V a.; on passing up the river,,aaw 
another ship off Alexandria, swarming .with 
the victims of human cupidity,. Such are toe 
scenes enacting in the heart or toe American 
nation. Oh patriotism ! where is tjyy indigna­
tion ? Oh philanthropy! where is thy grief? 
O h sham e, w h e r e  is  thv  b l u s h ? Y^pO 
may the generous and noble minded O’Connell 
say o f the American citizen,' I  tell him 
hypocrite. Look at the etain in your stmr- 
ipiinglril standard that teat never struck dpumm  
'•attle. I  turn from  the Declaration o f  American 
Independence, and I  tell him that he has declar­
'd  to (Soil and man a lie. and before Gad and 
I  arraign him as a h y p o c r i t e Yes, 
soul o f fire, glorious O’Connell, i f  “ ‘ ‘lL i  thou © 
Washington ui« tlie spectacles in 
nake the genius of liberty droop ber  
ihunio, and weep her tears away in deep silence 
ind undisaenibled sorrow, you would lift.ypur 
voice even to tones of thunder, butyou iyatyki 
make yourself beard. Where is the Q’Cortlkell 
of this republic that will plead for the^  Emanci­
pa tio n  or t h e  D is t r ic t  or C olum bia? 
These shocking scenes must cease frpm 
amongst us, or we must cease to call ourselves 
free; ay, and we must cease to expect the 
mercy of God—we must prepare for the $i
ig judirment of Him who, ait O' 
knowledges, mode all men ‘fr e t  c
t  cam- 
charter
iag states on|s»se tlie restoration of this degra- 
ik:d class ot men to their natural rights, do not
petitioners therefore pray that Con­
gress will, without delay, take such measures 
(or the immediate or gradual abolition of Slave­
ry in the District o f Columbia, and for prevent­
ing the bringing o f slaves into that District 
for purposes o f traffic, in such mode, as may be 
thought advisable ; and that suitable provision 
be made for the education o f all free blacks 
and colored children in the District, thus to 
preserve them from continuing, even as free 
men, an unenlightened and degraded caste.
I f  any individual should be unmoved, either 
by the petition ortho introductory remarks, 
the following articlo will startle his apathy, 
unless he be morally dead—dead—dead. Read 
it—read i t ! ’The language o f the editor in 
remarkable for its energy, considering .the 
quarter whence it emanates. After all, we 
are not the only fanatics in the land!
lor that ho bought him bsuk.
When a premium of Fifty Dollars is affined 
for the best theatrical poem, our newapapere 
advertise the fact with great unanimity. The 
following is incomparably more important 
PREMIUM.
A Premium of Fifty D olla r*  the Donation of 
a benevolent individual in the State o f Maine, 
and now deposited with the Treasurer o f the 
Pennsylvania Society fo»promoting the Aboli­
tion of Slavery, &c. is oflbred to the author 
of the best Treaties on the following sub­
ject: ‘Tlie Duties of Minuter* and Church** 
of all denominations to avoid the stain of Slave 
ry, and to make the holding o f Slave* a barrier 
to communion and church membership.’
The comporition to be directed (poet phidJU 
either of tnh subscribers—the name o f  the 
author in a separate sealed paper, which will 
be destroyed if  his, wqrk jJj 
Six, months frqt  ^.t^q d
fared 
mrlvani
W . R aw .
J. PaXsTtJN,
, TtooMAS 8 i r i » * 0  
Philadelphia, Oct. JL
Page one of the first issue of The Liberator, January 1 
Photographed in Boston Public Library, March 1960.
1833.
Sculptured by Olin L. Warner and erected in 1886 by funds raised by a 
►mmittee of citizens,** this statue stands on Commonwealth Avenue between 
irtmouth and Exeter Streets, Boston, Massachusetts. Photographed May 1959.
K ’■. f\'A . > m .’4> ?
* r s if t |l : K  0  T  E Q J < VO C A ~ E 
IWILLNOTEXCUSE-IWILL NOT- RETREAT 
ASINGLE INCH-AND TW ILt BE • HEARD-
i  V -  . .  •  - v  , ; ' v t r* y;
Quotation on side of statue, from first issue of The Liberator, 
January 1, 1831. Photographed May 1959.
Forest Hills Cemetery, Jamaica Plain, Massachusetts, photographed 
Spring, 1959.
FOOTNOTES
"^Garrison, William Lloyd," The Columbia Encyclopedia. 2nd ed, (Now York: Columbia University Press, 1950} ,' p•750,
2Ibid.
3Ibid.
AIbld.
5Ibld.
6Ibld.
7 Ibid.
8Edwin M. Bacon, Bacon*a Dictionary of Boston (New York: Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1886), p. 167.
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Chapter VII 
Prudeace Craadall
Prudence Craadall wee bora of Quaker parentage la 
Hopkinton, Rhode Island, la 1803.1 Educated la a Friends*
school at Providence she went on to teach at PlatafieId,
2Connecticut. Ia 1831 she was asked to establish a school for 
girls la Canterbury, Connecticut. Hiss Craadall and her sister 
founded the school, having as pupils daughters of many of the 
Influential individuals of the town. The school was quickly 
recognised as one of the best la the state. In 1833, however, 
the school started to run late difficulties. Miss Crandall had
tbeen asked several tines by a young Negro girl to accept her as 
a pupil. At approximately the sane tine Miss Craadall began to 
read The Liberator. The two events forced her to exanlne her 
feelings toward the Negro —  what were they and were they 
consistent with her Quaker background aad beliefs? She accepted 
the girl as a pupil la the school.
Inmedlately she ran into opposition from the parents of 
her white pupils. Nhea she refused to dismiss the girl the 
parents began removing their daughters from the school. In the 
face of this prejudice Miss Crandall went to Boston to consult 
Million Lloyd Garrison. On the advice of Garrison and Rev.
133-
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Samuel J. May, a cloaa friend of Garrison's, aha closed tha 
school In January 1833. In April 1833 Miss Crandall reopened
3
it as a school for ’’young Ladies and little Misses of color.”
The Canterbury residents reacted immediately. She was
A"persecuted, boycotted and socially ostracized." But Miss 
Crandall refused to give up —  she had chosen her ground for her 
personal fight in the cause of the slave and no one could say 
her nay. r
Miss Crandall was faced with ludicrous untruths —  one 
story was spread that her real aim was "to train Negro girls as 
brides for New England b a c h e l o r s —  but this was nothing 
compared with the practical difficulties she faced. The local 
stores refused to sell her food and supplies; the local doctor 
refused her medical aid; her well was filled with manure and 
when her father and brothers carted it to her from their farm 
they were ambushed and the water was spilled; windows were 
broken in the house in nightsraids; the local ecclesiastical 
society refused to allow the pupils and their teachers to 
worship in the town meeting house; an attempt was made to bum 
the house; and when the pupils and their teachers walked the 
streets they were subjected to stone and vegltable throwing, 
and verbal insults wad indignities. In legal action the 
Connecticut legislature passed a law, later known as the "Black
Law," which prohibited "the es4abllghnent of schools for 
nonresident Negroes is say city or township without the consent 
of local authorities•”* Miss Crandall was arrested for 
violation of the law; placed in jail oversight, (she was placed 
in a cell previously occupied by a nan convicted and hung for 
aurder which gave Garrison magnificent propaganda fuel and he 
used it fully.); tried and convicted, but the conviction was . 
later repealed on a technicality. Miss Crandall, inspite of 
all this, refused to give up.
In 1834 Miss Crandall worried the Rev. Calvin Phlleo.
Until the situation becaae intolerable, he helped her run the 
school. At that tlwe it was decided, in consultation with 
Rev. Sawuel J. May, that the school should be closed. It was 
felt that it was no longer safe for the pupils to remain in 
the area, and that it was better the school be closed than 
that someone should cone to ham. The decision was reached 
after one particular night raid in which some ninety pains of 
glass were swashed and the building was node untenable. The 
school was closed la September 1834.
Both abolitionists and antiabolitionists considered 
the Crandall school a test case. It clarified the issue of 
Negro education in the North. The abolitionists believed that 
the Negro possessed the sane inalienable right and constitutional
136*
right to education at whites. Aatiabolitloaists believed that 
the Negroes were not citizens and, therefore, did not have these 
rights. Colonisationists believed that the Negro should be 
educated for life la Liberia, and not la America. Rev. Samuel 
May, who was brought to the nation's attention through the 
Crandall case, "believed that the question of Prudence Crandall's 
right to maintain her school transcended Connecticut, that it 
was a question of 'whether the people in any part of our land 
will recognise and generously protect the inalienable rights of 
man without distinction of color.'"*
Miss Crandall, although she left Connecticut, continued 
her fight. She and her husband moved to Troy Grove, Illinois, 
where they established Fhileo Academy for young Negroes. The
nAcademy flourished until it was closed in 1866. Connecticut 
attempted to redeem Itself with regard to Miss Crandall in 
1886 when the legislature voted her a small annuity for life.

Volume III, Number 9 Saturday March 2, 1833
HIGH SCHOOL FOR YOUNG COLORED LADIES AMD MISSES
It la with a rush of pleasurable emotions that we insert 
in another column, the advertisement of Miss P. CRANDALL, (a 
white lady) of Canterbury, Connecticut, for a High School for 
young colored Ladies and Misses. This is a seasonable auxiliary 
to the contemplated Manual Labor School for Colored Youth. An 
interview with Miss C. has satisfied us that she richly deserves 
the patronage and confidence of the people of color; and we 
doubt not they will give her both. The following extract from 
a letter, received by us from a highly respectable gentleman, 
contains all that need be said in her favor:
"Miss C. has, for a number of years, been principal 
of a high school for the education of Females, and 
has earned great credit to herself and school, as 
well for her untiring seal for the improvement of 
those entrusted to her charge. Miss C. possessing 
naturally a great share of the excellent virtue, 
via. Philanthropy, has been provoked by the bene­
volent exertions of the day towards ameliorating 
the condition of the wretched suffering African, in 
this country, and to cast her mite into the treasurey; 
and, sir, for myself, I have no doubt, knowing as I 
do her rare qualifications and firmness of purpose, 
that she would prove a most valuable auxiliary to 
the African cause."
In making the alteration in her School, Miss C. runs a 
great risk; but let her manifest inflexible courage and parser* 
verance, and she will be sustained triumphantly. Reproach and 
persecution may assail her, at the commencement, but they will 
soon expire. Her terms are very low —  the branches which she 
proposes to teach are various —  she has a large and commodius 
house —  and the village of Canterbury is central and pleasant.
PR U D E N C E  CRANDALL, 
Principal of the Canterbury, (Conn.) Female 
‘ Boarding School,
I O j E T U R N S  her most sincere thanks to 
J i® / those who have patronized her School, 
and would give information that on the first 
Monday of April next, her School will be 
opened for the reception of young Ladies and 
little Misses of color. The branches taught 
are as follows:—Reeding, W riting, Arithme­
tic, English Grammar, Geography, History, 
Natural and Moral Philosophy, Chemistry, 
Astronomy, DraAving and Painting, Music on 
the Piano, together Avith the French language.
( t / ^ T h e  terms, including board, washing, 
and tuition, are $ ‘25 per quarter, one half paid 
in advance.
Books and Stationary will be furnished 
on the most reasonable terms.
For information respecting the School, re­
ference may be made to the following gentle­
men, viz:— Arthur Tappan, Esq., Rev. Peter 
W illiams, Rev. Theodore Raymond, Rev. 
Theodore W right, Rev. Samuel C. Cornish, 
R e\r. George Bourne, Rev. Mr. Hayborn, 
JVew-York city;—Mr. James Forten, Mr. Jo­
seph Casscy, Philadelphia, Pa.;—Rev. S. J. 
May,. Brooklyn, C t . Rev. Mr. Beman, Mid­
dletown, C t . Rev. S. S. Jocelyn, New-Haven, 
Ct.;—W in. Lloyd Garrison, Arnold BufFum, 
Boston, Mass. G e o r g e  Benson,. Providence, 
JR. I. Canterbury, (Ct.) Feb. 25, 1833.
March 2, 1833, p. 36.
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Voluae 111, Number 21 Saturday May 25, 1833
•.• False aad scandalous reports about me and my friends are la 
constant circulation, some of Which are dispersed by the papers 
far aad near. In the piece signed "A friend of the Colonization 
cause," that first appeared In the Norwich Republican, which 
you have copied into your paper, the author upon his own autho­
rity has declared that there are a few men in Boston and 
Providence, who have laid the foundation of this school, which 
is entirely false; as I was wholly self moved in the plan, 
though I gratefully acknowledge their kind approbation. Further­
more, he asks, "And what do they propose to do with this 
Institution?" After making several ungenerous aad detestable 
replied the sentence Is closed with this remark —  "In a word 
they hope to force the races (black aad white) to amalgamate." 
This is utterly false —  the object, and the sole object, of 
this school Is to instruct the ignorant —  aad fit and prepare 
teachers for tbe people of color, that they may be elevated. 
and tkeir intellectual and moral wants supplied.
You are apprised tkat the Rev. S. J. May is the warm 
friend aad advocate of my school. He has plead my cause man­
fully, aad I trust he will reap a Just reward.
The truth of his remonstrance with A. T. Judson, Esq., 
and others, I presume no one will attempt to deny in any 
material point. After what he has published, it is unnecessary 
to enlarge, but simply to give this, ay public declaration, in 
favor of the correctness of all the statements he has made, 
respecting myself and my school, many of which he made upon my 
authority.
Respectfully yours, 
PRUDENCE pkamtui.t.
(Letter to Mr. Holbrook, Brooklyn Advertiser, May 7, 1833)
IGate to Crandall home, Canterbury, Connecticut, photographed May 1959.
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Volume HI, Number 22 Saturday June 1, 1833
f GEORGIA OUTDONE!!
AN ACT In addition to and Act for the Adaiaaion and Settlement
of Inhabitaata la Toma
Wherem^attempts have been made to eatabliah literary lnatltutioi 
la thA-lstate for the iaatructioa of colored persona belonging 
to otgui; States and countries, which would tend to the great 
increase of the colored population of the State and thereby to 
the injury of the people. Therefore —
a
See. 1* BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and House of Representative! 
in General Assembly convened. —  That ao person shall set up 
or eatabliah in this State any school, academy or literary in­
stitution for the instruction or education of colored persons, 
who are not inhabitants of this State, nor instruct or teach in 
any school, academy or other literary institution whatsoever 
in this State, or harbor or board for the purpose of attending 
or belM taught or instructed in any such school, academy or 
literacy institution of any tom in this State, without the 
consent in writing first obtained of a majority of the civil 
authority, and also of the Selectmen of the tom in which such 
school, academy, or literary institution is situated; and each 
and every person who shall knowingly do m y  act forbidden as 
aforesaid, or shall be aiding or assisting therein, shall, for 
the first offence, forfeit and pay to the treasurer of this 
State a fine of one hundred dollars, and for the second offence, 
shall forfeit and pay a fine of two hundred dollars, and so 
double for every offence of which he or she shall be convicted; 
and all informing officers are required to make due presentment 
of all breeches of this act.
Provided that nothing in this act shall extend to m y  
district school established in m y  school society under the 
lam of this State, or to m y  incorporated academy or m y  incor­
porated school for Instruction in this State.
Sec. 2. Be it further enacted —  That any colored person not an 
inhabitant of this State, who shall reside in m y  tom therein 
for the purpose of being instructed as aforesaid, may be removed 
in the manner prescribed in the sixth and seventh sections of 
the act to which this is an addition.
]
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See. 3* Be it further enacted —  That any person sot ma 
inhabitant of this State who shall rtilds la any tow therein 
for the purpose of being Instructed es aforesaid, shall be an 
adalssable witness In all prosecutions under the first section 
of this act, and way be compelled to give testimony therein, 
notwithstanding any thing contained in this act or the act last 
aforesaid*
See. 4* Be It further enacted •• That so Much of the seventh 
section of the act to which this Is an addition, as nay provide 
for roe infliction of corporeal punishment, be and the same is 
hereby repealed.
SAMUEL INGHAM, Speaker of the House of
Representatives
EBENEZER STODDARD, president of the Senate
Approved, May 24, 1833
HENRY W. EDUARDS
STATE OF CONNECTICUT: 
Secretary*s Office, May 25, 1833
I HEREBY CERTIFY, that the foregoing is a true copy of 
record; In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set ay 
LaS* hand, and affixed the Seal of said State, the day of 
the year above written.
THOMAS DAY, Secretary
S A V A G E  B A R B A R I T Y  2
M ISS C R A N DA LL IM P R IS O N E D !!!
The persecutors of Miss Crandall have placed an 
indellible seal upon their infamy ! They have cast 
her into prison ! 1 os, into the very cell occupied by 
. W a t k i n s  the m u r d e r e r !! She was arrested on 
the 27th ult., and examined before Justices Adams 
and Bacon, leaders in the conspiracy, and by them 
committed to take her trial at the next session of the 
Superior Court at Brooklyn, in August.
And for what is she imprisoned ? For presuming, 
in this republican and Christian land, to instruct young 
ladies o f color ! Yes, let it be remembered, that Miss 
Crandall has been immured in ]>rison in America ! fo r  
attempting to instruct the ignorant and oppressed! !
And who are the authors o f this infamous proceed* 
ing ? They are friends o f  the American Colonization 
Society, and have made their appeal to that associa­
tion for countenance and support!
W c verily believe, that these proceedings are the 
genuine fruits o f colonization principles and prejudi­
ces, and we trust that they will open the eye* of a* 
slumbering and credulous community.
*
The Liberator, July 6, 1833, p. 107.
Volume III, Number 34
i
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Saturday August 24, 1833
Quoted from the "Emancipator" —
•... "THE COMMITTEE OF THE FIRST ECCLESIASTICAL SOCIETY IN 
CANTERBURY, HAVE SEEN PROPER IN THEIR JUDGMENT TO PROHIBIT THE 
SCHOLARS OF MISS CRANDALL FROM ATTENDING DIVINE WORSHIP IN THE 
MEETING HOUSE ON CANTERBURY GREEN/'!!!
Volume III, Number 38 Saturday September 21, 1833
0! SHAME! SHAME!!
Tfee following paragraph is extracted from the Unionist of last 
weak:
"The laudable efforts of the Canterbury worthies to 
drive Miss Crandall free her purpose, by withholding froa her 
the necessaries of life, will have the effect to perpetuate 
their own well earned faae, if not to attain its priaary object. 
The latest measure which we have heard of their adopting, is the 
FILLING OF MISS C*S WELL WITH MANURE FROM THE BARNYARD, and 
then refusing to rive her water free their own wells."
Volume III, Number 43
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' Saturday October 26, 1833
Me leers by the papers that Miss Crandall has bees convicted 
before the superior court, chief justice Daggett presiding* The 
judge made as elaborate argument la favor of the constitution­
ality of the law, by which Connecticut has prohibited the 
citizens of other states from resorting to her villages for 
education*
Volume IV, Number 32 Saturday August 9, 1834
State vs* Prudence Crandall — • Ms learn that the 
Supreme Court of Errors, before whom this case was argued last 
week at Brooklyn, have quashed the Information prepared by the 
State9 s Attorney of Wlndiun County, on which Miss Crandall was 
convicted in tike Supreme Court* The defects in the Information 
were such as to render It unnecessary for the Court to come to 
any decision upon the constitutional question raised by the 
Counsel for Miss Crandall, and which, we understand, was the 
principal topic of discussion at the bar* ** NewHaven Herald.
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Volume IV, Number 36 Saturday September 6, 1834
The Greenfield (Mess.) Christian Herald thus announces Miss 
Crandall's marriage ••
At Brooklyn, Ct., Miss Prudence Crandall, the 
heroine, to Rev. Calvin Fhlleo, of Ithaca, Hew York.
Canterbury
Volume IV, Humber 38 Saturday September 20, 1834
l
MISS CRANDALL'S SCHOOL ABANDONED
Human endurance has its bounds, and the requirements of 
duty have theirs* By the following Advertisements, which we 
copy from the Brooklyn unionist, it appears that another 
cowardly attack has been made upon Miss Crandall's (now Mrs. 
Phileo's) dwelling, by some midnight ruff isms in Canterbury, mad 
that it has been deemed advisable to abandon the school in that 
heathenish village, and to. let ANDREW T. JUDSON and his 
associate?, with the whole State of Connecticut, have all the 
infamy and guilt which attach to the violent suppression of so 
praiseworthy an institution* 0* temporal 0. mores!
$50 REWARDS! —  During the night of Tuesday the 9th 
last* about 12 o'cledk, the house of the subscriber in 
Canterbury was assaulted by a number of lawless persons with 
heavy dubs or iron bars; five window sashes were destroyed, 
and more than ninety panes of glass were dashed to pieces, and 
the family greatly alarmed.
The above named reward is hereby offered to any one, 
who will give information that will lead to the detection of the 
perpetrators of the outrage, or any one of them.
GALVIN FHILEO
Canterbury, Sept. 11, 1834
Detail showing lower window replacements made necessary by final night 
raid. Upper windows are original. Photographed May, 1959.
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Volume IV, Number 38 Saturday September 20, 1834
FOR SALE, The house in Canterbury occupied by the late 
Prudence Crandall, now the wife of the subscriber* The impunity 
with which repeated assaults hare been aade upon these premises, 
has awakened the apprehension that the property, and perhaps 
the lives of those connected with the school, are insecure. I 
have therefore thought it proper, and do hereby advertise the 
house and appurtenances thereof for sale*
For further particulars inquire of the subscriber, or of 
PARDON CRANDALL of Canterbury, or 
SAMUEL J. MAT of Broolavn
CALVIN PHILEO
Canterbury, Sept* 11, 1834
Crandall home, Canterbury, Connecticut, photographed May, 1959.
Volume IV, Number 38
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Saturday September 20, 1834
From • letter which we have just received from our 
esteemed coadjutor, Rev. SAMUEL J« MAY, we made the following 
extract, relating to the above shameful outrages
"You will be grieved to learn from the advertisements, 
that Mrs. Phileo9s house has been again assaulted. On Tuesday 
night, 12 o'clock, five windows were smashed in at once, I 
went down yesterday, so soon as I heard of it. They have never 
been so much disconcerted before. Their two frost rooms are 
hardly tenantable, and yet they are unwilling to repair the 
damage, not knowing but the destroyers may come upon them again, 
so soon as they are dml«, and repeat the outrage. As yet, 
their jaeighbors have done nothing, nor have they shown any 
disposition to do anything to protect them from outrage. The 
pupils are very much intimidated, and the instructors themselves 
have hardly resolution to go on in opposition to such lawless 
neighbors. After due consideration, therefore, it was yesterday 
determined that the school should be suspended. The pupils 
accordingly will go to their homes as soon as convenient. I was 
requested to go into the School, and announce to them our 
decision —  and I have never before felt so sensible to the 
uncalled for, cruel persecution which has been carried on in 
this New-England village against a family of defenceless females 
Twenty harmless girls, whose only off mice against the peace of 
the community is that they have come together there to obtain 
useful knowledge, were to be told that they had better go away, 
because for sooth the house in which they dwell is not protected 
by the conservators of the peace, the officers of justice, in 
the community in which it is situated. The words almost 
blistered ay lips. My heart glowed with indignation. I felt 
ashamed of Canterbury, ashamed of Connecticut, ashamed of my 
country."
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ELK FALLS, KANSAS 1886
$886 Almira writes that Connecticut has put Negro Suffrage to 
the vote. She says press and people declared themselves strong^ 
in favor of equal political rights. Windham, with Its fifteen 
towns all capable of independent action, was the banner county 
leading the State. Suffrage won by a majority of thousands.
...Samuel writes, reminding me that though 1 did not succeed in 
teaching many colored girls I succeeded in educating the people 
of Windham County. ... Letters come from my old pupils. Many 
are going South to help plant the common schools so needed. ... 
New England is sending an heroic army of teachers backing them 
with generous grants. They must do the work I would do. ...
April, 1886. I am advised that the General Assembly of the 
State of Connecticut, at their January Session, have voted me 
an annual pension for the rest of my life. This will mean for 
me comfort and security, even a little dignity. The petition 
bore one hundred and twelve names, many of them familiar to me 
as sons and grandsons of men I once knew in Canterbury. The 
first name and the chief promoter is that of Thomas G. Clarke, 
Andrew Judson's nephew. Now, in these pages, 1 must write the 
words of the document which I have committed to memory —
The the Honorable, the Senate and House of 
Representatives, in General Assembly convened;
We, the Undersigned, Citizens of this State, and 
of the Town of Canterbury, mindful of the dark 
blot that rests upon our fair fame and name, for 
the cruel outrages inflicted upon a former citizen 
of our Commonwealth, a noble Christian Woman (Miss 
Prudence Crandall, now Mrs. Fhllleo) at present 
in straightened circumstances, and far advanced in 
years, respectfully pray your Honorable Body to 
make such late reparation for the wrong done her, 
as your united wisdom, your love of justice, and 
an honorable pride in the good name of our noble 
State, shall dictate.
It will be remembered that she stands in the 
Records of the Court as a convicted criminal for 
the offence of teaching colored girls to read, and 
suffered unnumbered outrages in person and property.
-}54-
for a benevolent work that now, to its great 
tumor, the General Government Itself is engaged
la.
We respectfully suggest that you make a 
fair appropriation in her behalf, which shall 
at once relieve her from any anxiety for the 
future, and from the official stigma that rests 
upon her name, and purge our own record from its 
last remaining stain, in connection with the 
colored race.And your Petitioners will ever pray.
FOOTNOTES
^’’Crandall, Prudence,” Encyclopedia Brltanniea. Vol. VI 
(Chicago: Encyclopedia Brltanniea, Inc., 1957), p . 633,
2Ibid.
3Ibid.
4Ibid.
^Russel B. Nye, Fettered Freedom (East Lansing, Mich.: 
Michigan State College Press, 1949), p. 33.
^Brltanniea. loc.cit.
7Nye, op.clt.. p. 84.
^Elizabeth Yates, PrudenceCrandall. Woman of Courage (New 
York: Aladdin Books, 19f>5), p. 240.
9Ibid.. p. 244.
IQlbid.
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Chapter VIII 
Frederick Douglass
Frederick Douglass was bora a slave la Maryland about 
1818. His mother, Harriet Bailey, was a slave} his father was 
aa uskaowa white man.*' His youth sad early manhood were spent 
in slavery. When he was a boy he was seat from the plantation 
to his owner's brother's house in Baltimore as companion to 
the sea of the house. While there he was taught how to read
'jF 2and write by the mistress of the house. When he was about 
twenty he escaped but was caught and brought back to the 
plantation. On his second escape attempt he was successful.
He went to Hew York, and from there he was seat to Hew Bedford, 
Massachusetts, via the underground railroad. Once in Hew 
Bedford he changed his name from Frederick Augustus Washington 
Bailey to Frederick Douglass. Douglass found work as a laborer, 
ibid he baga attending aatlslavery meetings.
In August 1841 he attended a meeting in Han tucket and
-t 3made aa extemporaneous speehh. Garrison was attending the 
meeting and was overwhelmed by the power of Douglass' speech. 
Immediately Douglass was asked to become aa ageat of the 
Massachusetts Anti Slavery Society, which he did. He went about 
Massachusetts and other northern states lecturing on slavery
156-
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and advocating abolition. Ha found that oaa of hit most 
forcaful arguments was tba raoouatlag of his own experiences aa 
a slave and the realities of the slave systesi which be knew at 
first band. Ibis was something new to tbe antislavery audiences 
They bad aot beard aa ex-slave speak before aad Douglass bad aa 
iapact that ao white abolitloalst eould ever bava.
Douglass raa iato opposltioa , of course. With tbe 
adveat of mob rule there was daager for say abolitloalst speaker 
and, aloag with Bimay and others, Douglass bad bis share of 
physical discomfort, la some oases, however, it was more than 
discomfort: la July 1850 Douglass was stone aad clubbed la
Columbus, Ohio,* aad ia Indiana a mob crippled bis band.5 It 
appears, however, that these attacks were made because be was 
aa abolitionist rather than because be was a Negro aad aa 
escaped slave.
There were some who did aot believe that he bad been a 
slave so, ia 1845, he wrote aad published his Narrative of the 
Life of Frederick Douglass.** As be named aames aad places in 
this Narrative it was considered unsafe for him to stay ia the 
country for there was a possibility of his being captured under 
the fugitive slave laws. So Douglass went to England where he 
spoke before English abolitionists and was feted throughout the 
country. In 1847 he returned to the Halted States with enough
1
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money to purchase his freedom. This nosey had bees raised by 
the English abolitionists. there was sene disturbance among 
the American abolitiosists for it was felt that by paying 
money to a mas to guarantee his freedom Douglass had admitted 
the right of the nan to own bin. Douglass, however, felt that 
he could accomplish more for the cause if faerwere legally free.
Douglass eventually split with Garrison on personal 
grounds and os methods of obtaining abolition. Douglass felt 
that political nethods should be used, which was diametrically 
opposite to Garrison *s view point. Be worked to nake slavery 
a dominant political issue and became a follower of James G. 
Birney.
In 1847 Douglass moved to Rochester, Hew York, where he 
founded an antlslavery paper, The North Star, (the north star 
had particular significance for the escaping slave for it acted 
as his compass showing him the way to free soil; possibly 
Douglass wanted his newspaper to carry on the symbolism.) The 
newspaper had an unusual longevity for the period, lasting
7sixteen years.
Douglass was known confidant of John Brown. He knew in
advance of the raid on Harper’s Ferry, but refused to take part 
in it. Three days after the raid, fearing reprisals, he fled 
to England, returning when it was considered safe. He vigorouslr
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supported the Civil War aad worked herd ie the recruitswat of 
soldiers for the 54th sad 55th Massachusetts regiments. He was 
also vitally interested la the Reconstruction policy and 
continuously urged for civil rights for his people.
Douglass held several governmental offices. la 1871 
President Great appointed hiju assistant secretary of the Santo 
Dostlngo eoBttlssioa. He was Marshall of the District of Columbia 
from 1877*81; recorder of deeds for the District from 1881*86; 
aad from 1889*1891 he was American minister resident and
oeonsul*general In the Republic of Haiti. "Until his death la 
1895, at the age of seventy*eight, the Negro people regarded 
him as their Chief spokesman.*^

Douglass cams to Massachusetts sad settled with his 
fsadly la Mew Bedford, the Aati Slavery Society hired hia as a 
lecturer aad he west all over the northers pert of the country 
speaking.
Church named for Frederick Douglass as a memorial, New Bedford, 
Massachusetts, photographed February 1960.
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Old Middlesex Awake!!'
!i
We would urge upon the true and triad friends in and 
about Middlesex County to attend the adjourned westing of the 
Middlesex County Anti-Slavery Society, to be held la Groton, 
on Tuesday, the 31st Inst. The questions to be discussed 
cannot fail to be deeply interesting to everyone hho is resolved, 
let cone what way, to find out and expose every thing which 
stands In the way of the boadnan's redemption.
Phillips, Collins, Plllsbury, and Frederick Douglass, 
recently a slave, and other speakers will be there. Mr. Douglas i 
the colored wan, speaks with great power and pathos. Be states 
his history and the workings of slavery upon his own wind with 
great eloquence. Let no effort be spared by the friends if 
Middlesex County to secure a large audience.
I
\
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jI
(SEAT MEETING 
IN
FANEUIL HALL,
For the Abolition of Slavery is the District of
Columbia.
A large and overwhelming meeting of the citixens of 
Boston and vicinity was held in the Old Cradle of Liberty, on 
Friday evening, Jan 28, 1842, favorable to the immediate 
abolition of slavery in the District of Coluabla. The meeting 
was called to order by FRANCIS JACKSON, and, on notion of 
Edmund Quincy,
WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON was unanimously called to the
Chair.
[Many resolutions were proposed and several people spoke)
MR. DOUGLAS, a man of color, here came forward.
MR. GARRISON. It Is recorded in holy writ, that a 
beast once spoke. A greater miracle is here to night. A 
chattel becomes a man. (Applause.)
MR. DOUGLAS.
M» "“ run li M m M  la am, Him a
7 “  A  I ' * " ' " '  m i n f l .  ia h r . ,  lo  ni ahl .A chut.1 W « ,« „  ,
_ ,  ' I  r . j o i c .  l o b .  p a n a h la d ,  n .  a r i l
Ha H I l l , U i » Fnnanil
I »U I not r ir l.in  you Io n ,, f„ , |  , |a „ :|  ham a 
, *• ( No1 from thn m a a lin ,.)
lunal in Ilia aya o f  il.a Coualiloll,
have 
from 
ob lig  
to  th 
lieall
A ilivn at
, -     (N o! n o ! with
* 7  <A* me***"t )  I* '» ■ alnve l»y tl»* law*
o f  tn« Boutli, w ho now addresses you. (T h a t*  i t ! from  
tk* m eeting.) My back ia scarred by the Insh— tliat I 
eoul.1 allow you. I would I could m ake visible the 
M ounds o f  tliia system upon my aoul. I m erely roaa 
lo  return you (banka f.»r tbia Hint-ring sight, reprcsent- 
lug aa I do tba two and a h a lf m illions mumming in 
d ial bondage from wliirli 1 have escaped. I ilmnk 
<2od that 1 b a re  the opportunity to do it. 
bondm an, whoso chum you urn called to capon, 
entirely deprived o f tba privilog, o f sp o ttin g  f„r 
themselves. T hey  aro goods ami chatte ls, not men. 
T hey  are denied ilia privileges o f the C hristian—they 
M« dsniad Ilia rights o f tl.a citir.en. T hey  «m re 
fiiMd the claims o f the man. T h ey  are not allowed 
the riglita o ftlio  husband and the futlicr. T hey  may 
aot nam e th e  nam e o f  L iberty . I t  i„ m  save them 
j  from all th is, the t you are called. Do i t !—and they 
i  w ho aro ready to  pariah aliall bless you ! Do it !— 
•» d  a ll good men w ill cheer you onward ! D o it !— 
and God w ill rew ard you for the deed ; and your own 
conadeucoa w ill tastily tlinl you have been true to the 
dem ands o f  the. religion o f  Cbriat. [Applause ]
But w hat a  mockery o f  his religion is preached at 
th e  South ! I  have been called upon to describe the 
atyla in  w hich it ia sa t forth. A nd I find our minis* 
lers th ere  learn to do it a t the northern colleges * 
used to know  they w ent aw ay som ew here, I did 
not know w here, and cam e back m inisters; and this 
is  the w ay they would preach. T h ey  would take a 
‘•**“ ••7  Ib is :—» Do unto others as you would have 
others do unto  you.’ A nd this is th e  way they would 
apply It. T h e y  would explain it to mean, • slave* 
holders, do onto tUm•holders w hat you would have 
th em  do onto  y o n ; '—and then , looking impudently 
°P  *° l,,e  g*Hery, (for they have a place s«t
apart for ua, though it is said they have no prejudice, 
ju s t  as ia done here in the northern churches : look 
in f  high up to  the poor colored drivers and the rest, 
and spreading his hands gracefully abroad, lie saysv 
(m im icking,) 4 A nd you too, my friends, have souls of 
infinite value—souls that will live through endless 
happiness or misery in eternity . O h, labor d iligently  
lo make your calling and election sure. O h, receive 
into your souls these words o f  the holy apostle—* Ser­
vants, be obedient unto your masters.’ (Shouts of 
laughter and applause.) O b , consider the wonderful 
goodness o f  God ! Look at your bard, horny hands, 
your strong m uscular frames, and ace how mercifully 
ho baa adapted you to the duties you are to fu lfil! (con­
tinued laughter and applause)—w hile to your masters, 
w lto have slender frames and long deliente fingers, 
the l,M given brillian t in tellects, that they may do the 
Ih* th inking, while you do the working.' (shouts o f up. 
lim. plauoe.) I t  list been said here at the N orth, that the 
ititli slaves have the gospel preached to them . But you 
will see w hat sort o f  gospel it  i s :—a gospel w hich, 
>ii|y more than chains, or whips, o r thumb-screws, gives
vay, perpetuity to this horrible system.
e y e ,
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Volume XIII, Number 40 Friday October 6, 1843
FREDERICK DOUGLASS.
A correspondent of the Christian Freeman says —  'Is not the thought that there are such minds as that of Douglass, the freed slave, hidden in the darkness of slavery, a sufficient prompting to vigorous efforts in behalf of emancipation? I confess, that when I listened to the strong words he uttered, thrilling the soul like the sound of a trumpet, the blood mantled my Cheek with shame for my lukewarmness in the great cause, the thought that the doors of that soul's freedom had been bolted and barred by the hand of oppression, made me quiver and the vow leaped to my lip that I would be the slave's steadfast friend. Go forth, thous champion of thy brethren in chains! Let the truth flash its brightness into the soul from thy lips* God give thee success, thou living evidence of what liberty can do for the mind.'
F re d e ric k  D ouglas.
M r. G a r r i s o n : ,  ,  .
I have had the pleasure, within a few days, oi 
hearing this devoted friend of the suffering- bondmen.
I had before heard of him, and of his distinguished 
zeal and ability in the anti-slavery cause; and iny 
expectations were, therefore, raised high in regard 
to him—but they were not disappointed. On the 
evening of Friday, June 3d, he addressed a very re­
spectable and attentive audience in the Congrega­
tional Church, in Northbridge. On Sunday, he de­
livered two addresses in the Rev. Mr. Stacy s 
Church, in Millville, to very large audiences; and 
on Monday, he lectured in Holbrook’s village, 
in Northbridge, and nas an appointment to lcc- 
ture again at the same place, on Thursday eve- 
ning next. In none of these efforts, did lie manifest 
any of that deficiency of mental power, which is said, 
by many, to be characteristic of the African race. 
On the contrary, the universal opinion of those who 
heard him is, that he gave evidence of intellectual 
greatness, of which any man might be proud ; and 
which, when we consider that he is a fugitive slave, 
less than four years from the lands of whins and 
thumb-screws, is cause of absolute astonishment. 11 
was the object of the lecturer, in the addresses to 
which I have referred, to show up the character of 
‘ American slavery, stript of its concomitants and 
collaterals,’ to use his own words ; to shew its car­
dinal principle—that without which, it does not and 
cannot exist, viz., the principle of chattelism, and to 
run that principle out into its natural and legitimate 
results; and also to illustrate the bearingol sluvcry 
upon the pecuniary interests of the country, especi­
ally of the North; and the responsibility, not of the 
South only, but of the whole country, and the North 
in particular, for the existence of the whole accursed 
system.
This latter position was established by a course 
of reasoning as transparent as light itself, and from 
the force of which, it was admitted, on all hands, 
there was no way of escape.
All he asked of the people of the North, on this 
subject, was, just to undo what they have done—just 
to make it known throughout the length and breadth 
of the land, that, hencelorth and forever, they, one 
and all, withdraw all countenance and support from 
the institution of slavery; that, compact or no com­
pact, Constitution or no Constitution, Union or no 
Union, they will never again restore the slave to his 
master, and that they will never lift a finger to crush 
the slave, should he rise and assert his liberty by 
force of arms.
It has bcon my fortune to hear a great many an­
ti-slavery loclurcrs, and many distinguished speak­
ers oil other subjects; but it has rarely beon my lot to 
listen to one whose power over mo was greater than 
that of Douglass, and not over ms only, out over all 
who heard him. May ho live to prosocuto his la­
bors with unabated ardor, and constantly increasing 
power, until the air shall bo rent with the mighty 
shout of Freedom’s Jubilee I A. W . P.
Northbridge, Juno 8th, 184'A
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NARRATIVE OF DOUGLASS
DEAR GARRISON: 1
I received, yesterday^ through the kindness of sosie 
friend la Boston, |the Narrative of Frederick Douglass —  his 
multum In parvo. His account is brief, though admirable for Its 
comprehensiveness. Whole volumes are therein contained, it beln 
replete with the strong features of that most odious monster 
Slavery* The scenes through which he passed are exhibited with 
a clearness, and stamped upon the mind with a strength, which 
ever accompanies a strong, commanding evidence of truth.
My language is inadequate; therefore I shall not attempt 
to describe my feelings, as I went with the Narrator through 
his 20 years* experience In slavery,
I have wept over the pages of Dickens' "Oliver Twist" —  
I have moistened with my tears whole chapters of Eugene Sue's 
Mysteries of Paris —  but Douglass's history of the wrongs of 
the American Slave, brought, not tears -- no, tears refused me 
their comfort —  its home truths crowded in such quick successloi 
and entered so deep into the chambers of my soul, as to entirely 
close the relief valve. For I am an American woman, and for 
American women I bleed. I groaned in the agony of my spirit, an 
said, *0h. Lord! how long shall these things be? How long shall 
the spoiler mark his prey?* I have many times heard the author 
vividly portray the evils of slavery. I have often heard him 
recount with deep feeling the endless wrongs they are made to 
endure —  but, oh! never before have I felt myself so completely 
bound with them —  never before have I so fully realised the 
doctrine of our blessed Savior, ‘whatsoever ye do unto the least 
one of these, ye do it unto me,*
May his Narrative incite us to renewed diligence in our 
labors for the slave! May the author become a mighty instrument 
to the pulling down of the strong holds of iniquity, and to the 
establishment of righteousness in our land!
Affectionately thine for the slave
A. M.
5
>»
I
Monument to Douglass in Highland Park, Rochester, New York, photographed 
October 1959.
Panel on monument in Rochester, New York, photographed October 
1959.
mPanel on monument in Rochester, New York, photographed October 
1959.
Panel on monument in Rochester, New York, photographed October 1959
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Volume XVII, Number 3 Friday January 15, 1847
THE PURCHASE OF DOUGLASS*
DORCHESTER, Jan. 9, 1847.
MY DEAR SIR:
I have been waiting, for a long time, to see some thing 
in the Liberator with regard to the purchase of Douglass, by 
the English abolitionists. I first saw the notice of this 
purchase in some unprincipled political paper. I could not 
believe it to be fact. I looked weekly for a contradiction of 
it in the Liberator. No contradiction has appeared, but, on 
the contrary, a confirmation of the fact, with your approbation•
I do not pretend to say what will be my opinion of this transac­
tion, when 'all the circumstances of the case,' to which you 
allude, shall be presented to me; but, at present, I can see 
no circumstances which can justify the transaction. What if 
Douglass —  (I do not Mister him, any more than I should 
Washington, Bonaparte, Alexander, Plato, or Confucius,) what,
I say, if Douglass were in danger of being claimed by his 
so-called owners? Will this purchase add much to his personal 
safety? Will these 750 dollars render the slaveholders any 
more willing than they were before, that Douglass should go 
through the country, battering down, with his great arm, their 
favorite idol of worship? The sane means of secret, assassinatloi i 
or kidnapping exist now, that existed before; and it is my 
opinion, that the slaveholders will be just as likely to use 
these means of execution now, as they were before. Suppose they 
could take him in some border State, and hurry him away to some 
Southern prison, before his friends could rally to his rescue, 
do not think they would pay any very scrupulous regard to his 
free papers? They wish to stifle his voice. He has said too 
much against the slave system; he has exposed too many of its 
enormities; he has been too deep in his rebellion against them, 
to be able to appease them with 750 dollars. In my opinion, 
his personal danger will be nearly as great now, as it was 
before. But, suppose him to have obtained personal iafety. Is 
this all that Douglass had to do in the great cause, in which 
he was engaged? Has he not violated one of the fundamental 
principles of the abolition movement? Has he sot, in this 
transaction, recognized indirectly, at least, the right of 
property in him, which his master claimed? Has be not lost 
much of that moral power, which he possessed, as the represents-
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tive of the three million of bln countrymen in chains; taldLns*
•s he did, his Ilfs In his hands; appearing wherever he 
appeared, with all the liabilities, which the law alld upon him, 
to be returned to stripes, torture, and death? He stood before 
us, before this transaction, as an impersonation of the moral 
sublime. He could stand upon his revolutionary principles. He 
could say, wherever he appeared, * I am here in violation of the 
recognised laws of the land. The laws call me property. The 
laws require that 1 shall have free papers before I shall be 
permitted to walk at large, the only free papers I possess, or 
will ever accept, is the impress that God has stamped upon me, 
in creating me a man like yourselves. Judge, brothers, whether 
these papers are authentic or not. Read for yourselves, in 
the statute God has given me, in the voice with which I address 
you, in the thoughts, emotions, and aspirations which warm me 
to action. If these papers are not authentic, take me up; call 
me property; put upon my neck the iron collar; and return me, 
the miserable, degraded beast that I am, to my lawful and 
rightful owner.' This language Douglass could Mice use with 
truth. But that time has now passed; and it seems to me that 
there is no language which he can now use, which will so clearly 
still fit the injustice of the laws and the wickedness of those 
who sustain them. Douglass carrying about in his pocket free 
paper from a Maryland slaveholder! Douglass valuing himself 
worth 730 dollars! and now a free man, because he has paid this 
sum to his former owner, to me, tkis seems all wrong. Still,
I am willing to change my opinion on good grounds. I do not 
think that Douglass, or anyone engaged in his purchase, intended 
to do a wrong action, or an inexpedient action. I have too 
much faith in his and their unswerving adherence to principle, 
to believe any such thing. In different circumstances, we see 
things, sometimes, very differently.
1 have given you some of my feelings as they are now. I 
am not alone in these feelings. Everyone with whom I hve spokes 
on the subject, has the same feelings X have. We wish for an 
explanation. We wish you to give us the 'circumstances of the 
case' to which you allude, that we may be able, if we can, to 
change our present opinion. 2, and I think I can speal for thos|, 
also, with whom 1 have conversed, am deeply sorry to feel that 
Douglass has lost aught of the power which he formerly possessed 
I have looked forward to his return to this land of tyrants 
and slaves, with the deepest interest. I have been anxious to 
see how the threats of recapture which have been thrown out, woujld 
be treated by him. These threats have not been treated as I 
hoped they would be. X have not lost my faith in the great
174
champion mho has, in my opinion, stumbled a little: but 1 am 
ia the dark as to the causes which made him stumble. That I 
may receive light, is the object of this communication. Please 
speak somewhat at largo on the subject, at your earliest 
convenience.
Yours, 6c., with my esteem and frlendshl] >»
INCREASE S. SMITH.
1
I
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... I am in England, my family are in the United States. My 
sphere of influence is in the United States; my public and 
domestic duties are there; and there it seems my duty to go.
But I am legally the property of Thomas Auld, and if I go to the 
United States, (no matter to what part, for there is no City of 
Refuge there, no spot sacred to freedom there,) Thomas Auld, 
aided by the American Government, can seise, bind and fetter, 
and drag me from my family, feed his cruel revenge upon me, and 
doom me to unending slavery. In view of this simple statement 
of facts, a few friends, desirous of seeing me released from the 
terrible liability, and to relieve my wife and children from 
the painful trepidation, consequent upon the liability, and to 
place me on an equal footing of safety with all other anti- 
slavery lecturers in the United States, and to enhance my 
usefullne8s by enlarging the field of my labors in the United 
States, have nobly and generously paid Hugh Auld, the agent of 
Thomas Auld, L150 —  in consideration of which, Hugh Auld, 
(acting as his agent) and the Government of the United States 
agree, that I shall, be free from all future legal liability.
... The principle which you appear to regard as violated by 
the transaction in question, may be stated as follows: —
Every man has a natural and inalienable right to himself. The 
Inference from this is. *that man cannot hold property“in man* —  
and as man cannot hold property in man, nor can Hugh Auld nor 
the United States have anyright of property in me —  and 
having no right of property la me. they have no right to sell 
me —  an having no right to sell me. no one has a right to buy 
me. I think I have now stated the principle,and the inference 
from the principle, distinctly and fairly. Now, the question 
upon which the whole controversy turns is, simply, this: does 
the transaction, which you condemn, merely violate this 
principle? I own that, to a superficial observer, it would 
seam to do so. But I think I am prepared to show, that, so far 
from being a violation of»that principle, it is truly a noble 
vindication of it. Before going further, let am state here, 
briefly, what sort of a purchase would have been a violation of 
this principle, which, in common with yourself, I reverence, 
and am anxious to preserve inviolate.
1st. It would have been a violation of that principle, 
hadcthose who purchased me done so, to make me a slave, instead 
of a free man. And,
2ndly. It would have been a violation of that principle
had those who purchased me done so with a view to compensate 
the slaveholder, for what he and they regarded as his rightful 
property.
In neither of these ways was my purchase effected. My 
liberation was, in their estimation, of more value than L150} 
the happiness and repose of my family were, in their judgment, 
more than paltry gold. The L150 was paid to a merciless plun­
derer, not because he had any just claim to it, but to induce 
him to give up his legal claim to something which they deemed 
of more value than money. It was not to compensate the 
slaveholder, but to release me from his power; not to establish 
my netural right to freedom, but to release me from all legal 
liabilities to slavery. And all this, you and I, and the 
slaveholders, and all who know anything of the transaction, 
have well understood. The very letter to Hugh Auld, proposing 
terms of purchase, informed him that those who gave, denied his 
right to it. The error of those, who condemn the transaction, 
consists in their confounding the crime of buying men into 
slavery, with the meritorious act of buying men out of slavery, 
and the purchase of legal freedom with abstract right and 
natural freedom. ...
Sincerely yours,
FREDERICK DOUGLASS.
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THE NORTH STAR
We have just received the first amber of Mr. Douglass' e 
new paper the 'North Star,' published at Rochester, New York.
It is a large and haadsoae sheet, exceediagly well printed sad 
put together. Its principal editorial contents are the editor's 
introduction to his readers, (which we shall copy In another 
place}) an address to the colored population; and a letter, 
extremely pointed and spirited, to Mr. Clay, suggested by his 
late Lexington speech. Its literary and mechanical execution 
would do honor to any paper, new or old, anti-slavery or pro­
slavery, in the country. Mr. Douglass has our sincere good 
wishes for the highest degree of prosperity and usefulness in 
his new career. The effects of his labors in this as yet 
untried field, are certainly full of promise of an answering 
harvest* Ns hope, as we believe, that it will not 'uabeseem the 
promise of its Spring.9 ...
The next number of the North Star will be issued on the 
first Friday in January, and thens forward rggularly on each 
succeeding Friday. Its terms are two dollars* always in advance. 
Ha are happy to hear that the present state of the subscription 
list is encouraging, and trust that it will become all that its 
friends can desire. Subscriptions are received at this 
office* —  Q.
i
Mt. Hope Cemetery, Rochester, New York, photographed October 1959
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Chapter IX 
John Quincy Adams
John Quincy Adams, up to 1835 was distinctly pro*slavery •* 
as Senator in 1807 he voted against prohibition of the 
slave trade; as negotiator of the treaty of Ghent, he 
insisted on compensation for slaves taken away by the 
British;ras Secretary of State he turned an unfriendly 
ear to the overtures of Great Britain for a slave-trade 
treaty; as President he never showed any personal 
interest in the anti-slavery cause, later, it was not 
slavery as an unjust and demoralising system that Adams 
disliked so much as slavery as an influence paralysing 
free speech and endangering the Union.*
Adams never became an abolitionist and yet he was 
associated with the cause. He was one of the neutrals ines­
capably drawn to the abolitionist movement Mien the cause became 
a part of a fight for efrfil liberty. Adams was vitally interes* 
ted in M m  Union, the government, and the freedoms guaranteed 
in the Constitution. Adams appears to be somewhat of a 
contradiction. Garrison stated in a letter to Adams that he, 
Adams, had told his constituents that he would not compromise 
on the subject of slavery and yet when he was elected as the 
Massachusetts representative to the Bouse of Representatives 
he had.not, by any means, carried out his pre-election words. 
Adams would not vote for the abolition of slavery in the District: 
of Columbia or in the slave states until the slaveholders were 
ready themselves to vote for emancipation; on the other hand, *
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1m  did sot n u t  slavery to be extended to new states* so lie 
refused to vote for the annexation of Texas as a slaveholding 
state* Adams then* was a free*seller or antlslavery man* but 
not an abolitionist*
As slavery became more and more prominent as a political 
Issue and the coatxoversy became more bitter* Adams sensed that 
the Union was In danger* As mob law became the rule and Southern i
Jlegislation suppressed free ppeech, free press* and endangered 
the lives pf Individuals, Adams became Increasingly antlslavery* 
However* he was still not for freeing the slaves as a cause la 
Itself, but rather for the abolition movement as it related to 
the rights and freedoms guaranteed la the first amendment to 
the Constitution.
Adams did not choose the grounds on which he fought, he 
was forced Into the struggle by the South* Trouble began with 
the abolition petitions* Adam found himself deluged with 
petitions requesting the abolition of slavery la the District 
of Columbia and the Southern states. As a representative of 
the people he felt It was his duty to present these petitions 
and to see that they were acted upon* for it was his respon­
sibility to report to the petitioners the fate of their 
petitions* Southern members of the House resented these 
petitions and started agitation for their suppression.Imaedlatel;
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Adams rose to the fore crying out that the right to petition 
was a Constitutional right and could not, oust not, be tampered 
with.
While stating all along that he did not agree with the 
contents of the petitions and would not vote for them if the 
vote were called, it was still his bounden duty to present them 
and the duty of the House to act upon them. The Southern bloe 
did not agree with Adams. They felt that the very presentation 
of these petitions was a threat to their way of life and economic 
system. So the South presented resolutions calling for rules 
preventing the admission of these abolition petitions. With 
the help of Northern Democrats rules were passed preventing 
the discussion of antislavery proposals in the House.^ These 
rules became known as gag-laws. With the passage of the first 
gag-law Adams was provided with concrete ammunition.
Almost singlehandedly at first Adams fought for the 
right of every United States citizen to petition. He waged his 
war against rising tides of bitterness. When Adams presented 
a petition from some slaves the result in the House was chaos.
I Several days of bitter debate followed. When Adams was finally 
given time to explain that the slaves were petitioning for the 
jretention of slavery the House exploded. Resolutions were 
offered calling for censure of Adams. They failed. There was
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t later attempt to censure Adams which also proved unsuccessful. 
None of this opposition , however, stopped Adams, rather it 
appeared to inspire him.
Eventually other representatives from other states case 
to his aid, not that he ever intinated a desire for help. A 
snail abolitionist bloc developed and through constant 
harrassing kept the petition conflict before the public. With 
the solidifying of Northern public opinion in favor of the 
abolitionuses, brought about by the identification of the
3slavery issue with civil liberites, the gag-laws were repealed, 
and the right of petition was permanently protected, the 
guiding light in the controversy, however, was without doubt 
John Quincy Adams. Without his belligerent and often violent 
denunciation of Southern nine to curtail a Constitutional right, 
the freedom of cltlseas of the Uhlted States to petition Congresi 
for redress of wrongs may well have been suppressed.
Adams was afraid that the slavery controversy might 
end in civil war. He knew that the slavery issue was dangerous 
to the Union. He saw the schisn between North and South become 
bigger and bigger. Adams was convinced that there would be an 
end to slavery and he hoped that it would happen peacefully, 
with the South aiding the institution of its own free will. He 
sever appeared to feel that the North or Congress should force
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slaveholders to emancipate their slaves* he believed that
T
leglsletloe should be passed with the blessings of the slave­
holders. He did sot expect to live to see the eed of slavery* 
aed he did sot. Jobs Quleey Adams collapsed la his seat ia the 
House of Represeatatives cm the 22ed of February 1848, sad died 
the following day*

Volume II, Number 9
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Saturday March 3, 1832
Slavery in the District of Columbia* — —  It astonishes ua not 
a little to find that Join Q« Adams was opposed to abolishing 
slavery from the District of Columbia; he considered the subject 
of such a nature that he hoped never to hear It discussed on 
the floor of Congress. And why not? Where else can it be with 
more propriety discussed!. The Congress of the United States 
bears the same relation to the District of Columbia, that the 
several legislatures do to the several independent States. It 
rests exclusively with Congress to determine whether African 
slavery shall continue to exist, or be forever expelled from 
the District, over which Congress alone has jurisdiction. The 
nation has an interest in the discussion of the question, and 
humanity calls loudly for it. We boast, and perhaps not without 
reason, of being the only free people on earth; and yet the 
supreme authority of the nation allows la the national domain, 
a portion of our fellow citiseas to be held in the most abject 
and degrading slavery; within the hearing of the President and 
of Congress, the lash of the master resounds from the back of 
the slave. Congress legislates for the District of Columbia, 
and slavery is the effect of its legislation. We cannot agree 
with Mr. Adams, in the opinion, that the abolishing of slavery 
from the District of Columbia ought not to be discussed in 
Congress. *** Providence American.
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Volume III, Number 16 Saturday April 14, 1833
Massachusetts Asti-Slavery Society 
SPEECH OF WENDELL PHILLIPS
At the Quarterly Meeting of the Massachusetts Anti- 
Slavery Society held in Lynn on the 28th ult. the following 
resolution was offered by Wendell Phillips, Esq. of Boston:
Resolved. That the exertions of the Hon. John QUIMCY 
ADAMS, and the rest of the Massachusetts Delegation who sustained 
him, in his defence of the right of petition, deserve the 
cordial approbation and the gratitude of every American citizen.
Mr. Phillips, in support of his resolution, said:
...Who does not recollect the astonishment, •• for the first 
feeling was rather astonishment than indignation, —  with which 
we heard that the door of the Capitol was closed to the voice of 
of the people? It seemed as if the nation had been pressing 
on blindfold, and we opened our eyes only to behold the precipic< 
over which we were rushing —  as if the time-honored rights, 
which had beat fought for on British groudd,end which our father 
had inherited, not won, were again to be struggled for. The 
ear of Liberty had rolled back four centuries, and the contest, 
whose history is written on the battle-fields and scaffolds of 
England, had been all in vain. Mall might hope sicken, and the 
bravest despair.
And who does not recollect the thrill of enthusiastic 
feeling, with which we heard that ADAMS had thrown himself into 
the gap, and was contending, at first singlehanded, for the 
right of the cltlsen to petition, no matter what his creed, nls 
color, or his party? The effort was nobler, in that he was net 
a member of that body of men, in whose persons this right had 
been invaded. —  No interest of his or his friends had been 
touched. Against our efforts, he had all along protested; but, 
statesman-like, he saw the end from the beginning, kben rights 
wore Invaded, he was willing to side with any who rallied to 
protect them. How much truer to the name he bore, than many 
others wins stood higher in our esteem, and were dearer to us, 
than himself! We hail him as the champion of free principles.
We accord to him the high merit of a pure attachment to civil 
liberty, tdiieh would not permit her to be attacked, even when
•he appeared in the garb of a party which it was his interest, I 
and he felt it to be his duty, to oppose; of a clear-sighted, far- 
reaching wisdom, which discovered the first approach of 
corruption, and snuffed oppression in the tainted breeze —  of 
a noble disregard to party lines, tdien to have adhered to them 
would have compromised the fundamental principles of our 
government.
'.V
Monument to Wendell Phillips in the Public Garden, Boylston Street, 
Boston, Massachusetts. Photographed April 1959.
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Volune VII, Number 10 Saturday March 4, 1837
(Reported by the editor of the Boston Dally Advocate)
SPEECH OP MR. LINCOLN of Massachusetts, la the House of j 
Representatives, February 7, on the Resolutions to censure the j 
Hon. John Q. Adams, for Inquiring of the Speaker, Whether a 
paper purporting to come from slaves, come within the Resolution! 
laying on the table, relating to slavery.
This speech defended the right of Mr. Adams to speak 
and to point out thatJJohn Quincy Adams had done nothing but 
ask a question: "Does a petition purporting to be from slaves 
fall within the rule of the House? Tne purport of the petition 
was not even Intimated. I demand, is it for making this inquiry 
that my colleague is to answer? It is to the act Itself we 
must look to determine its character, and that act consisted 
wholly and exclusively in putting the question to the Chair."
It^SSstjr
Samuel Lincoln House, Hingham, Massachusetts, photographed January 1960.
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Volwse TO, maker 9 Saturday February 25, 1837
Bouse of Representatives, U. S.
Washington, 31st Jen. 1837
To the Petitioners for the Abolition of Slavery aid the Slave- 
trade la the Distrlct of Golimhla, from the Twelfth Coagroatloaa. 
District of Massachusetts, aad to the other lahabltaata of the
District*—
FELLOW-CITIZENS —  Aa the system of actions of tha Bouse of 
Representatives, upon what ara called abolitloa petitions, 
appears to be now settled for the reaalader of the present 
aeaatoa of Ooagress, aad aa many of you take a deep latereat la 
the petitloaa which you have forwarded to le, to be preseated 
to both Houses of the aatleaal legislature, I have thought it 
most coavealeat to give you proper lafemmetloa of the reeeptioa 
aad treataeat of your petitloaa, through the medium of the 
public press la your owe District thaa la say other fora.
I have received aad preseated petitloaa free the toms 
of Dorchester, Bralatree, Weymouth, Haasoa, Scltuate, Plymouth, 
Hinghaa, Klagstoa, aad Dushuyy, withia ay o m  Goagressioaal 
District} from Ashburaham, Dover, Medfleld, Westalastar, Fraakli i 
aad Heedhaa withia the Coaaoawealth, besides similar petitloas 
subscribed by aaay thousaad aaaes from the states of Maiae,
Hew Heapshire, Connecticut, New York, Hew Jersey, Peaaaylvaaia, 
Ohio, aad Michigan. Amoag them all, there has beea ao petitioa 
from ay o m  t om Quiacy, though aearly one thousand of the 
acmes are from Dorchester, Bralatree, aad Weymouth, resldlag 
withia five miles of ay o m  dmlllag house. Almost all the 
petitloaa coming from ay o m  District are signed by women, 
stated to me to be the wives aad daughters of ay constituents.
I presume they all know, that with regard to one of the prayers 
of their petitions, the Immediate abolitloa of slavery la the 
District of Columbia or the territories, ap opinions do aot 
concur with theirs. I do nevertheless believe, that the 
condition of the slaves and the internal slave-trade, and the 
prohibition of the exportation of slaves, is not Only strictly 
withia the powers, but among; the most Imperious duties of 
Congress. —
The great effort of the Speaker and of the majority of 
the House is to smother all discus is ion or deliberation upon the 
subject of slavery. Under this influence they go, both in 
theory aad ia practice, far beyond the docttlaes of the Alien
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cad Sedition Leas of 1798. The constitution of the U. S. 
expressly prohibits Congress from asking cay LAW abridging the 
freedom of Speech or of the Press} or of the right of the people 
peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a 
redress of grievances. The freedoa of speech and the right to 
petition any be suppressed by legislative assemblies without 
asking any law, by the adainistration of rules for conducting 
business in the Bouse, a flexible Parllaaentary Manuel, and a 
well-drilled party majority.
The result is, that your petitions, with those of tens 
of thousands of your fellow citisens, have been received by the 
House of Representatives, but have not been, and will not be, 
read. They have never even been presented to the Senate, the 
order of the Bouse, among its other operations, depriving them 
of that right.
Of ay conduct throughout these transactions you are 
the constitutional judges} and it is for you alone to determine 
la this world whether 1  have been
Tour faithful Representative,
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.
Relics in Adams House, Quincy, Massachusetts, photographed Spring 1959.
9f
0
Adams House, Quincy, Massachusetts, photographed Spring 1959
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Volume IX, Number 6 Friday February 8 , 1839
BOOSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, January 21, 1839
MR. ADAMS aald he had many petitions to present; but, before 
offering than, he had to request ef the House permission to 
make a statement in relation to their presentation by him. Be 
wished to present the true position in which he stood; because 
he had reason to believe it was not correctly understood by 
either of the great parties Into which the nation was divided 
on those great questions which were now so deeply agitating 
the country.
The CHAIR here Interposed, and said that Mr. Adams 
could not proceed without leave of the Bouse.
(Cries of Leave! Leave! No, no! Order!)
MR. ADAMS. I have received a number of letters threats* 
ning assassination If I continue to present abolition petitions* 
Whether they are quizzed, (as they have bean called by 
gentlemen,) or whether they are designed merely to Intimidate, 
or whether they do, indeed, indicate a serious intention to 
carry out the threats they contain, I express no opinion; but 
I ask of the Bouse permission to make a statement.
(Cries of hear him! hear him! no! order!).••
The question being taken, it was decided by yeas and 
nays in the affirmative: yeas 117, nays 58.
So leave was granted.
MR. ADAMS then said: I am grateful to the Bouse of the
indulgence they have granted me; and, la return, X will endeavor, 
as far as la my power, to confine myself to the particular 
object for which X requested liberty to speak, namely, to state 
to the Bouse mid to the country the position in which X stand, 
in relation to the presentation of petitions against slavery 
and the slave trade, an<$ all the other classes of petitions of 
which the Bouse had determined should be laid on the table 
without further action thereon. ...
Xt is perfectly well known to the House, and partially 
known to the country, that from the first moment that general 
resolution was adopted under the screw of the previous question, 
without allowing a word of debate, proscribing the consideratio i 
of petitions on the subject of slavery, X declare myself against 
it in as strong terns as language could supply. Believing it
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to bo unconstitutional, 1  have opposed sod resisted It from 
that day to this. But X believe it is equally well known to 
tbe Bouse, aad partially known, also, to the eouatry, that, la 
regard to petltioas for the abolition of slavery, X said, fron 
the very first moment I offered any of then, that X was not 
prepared to grant the prayer they contained. X have so declared 
repeatedly in this Bouse. Of all the anti-slavery petitions I 
have presented here, it is only those against the annexation 
of Texas (which I consider now out of the question) aad those 
which call for the prohibition of the internal slave trade bet* 
weett the States, which X have been willing to vote for. X have 
repeatedly said that X would vote against all the other, unless 
on a free and full discussion of the whole subject in this 
House I shall see that X can change ay opinion. X now distinctly 
say to this Bouse, to the country, aad to the world, that X 
have not changed ay opinion; and if the question were to be put 
this day. I WOULD VOTE AGAINST XT. X wish tas members of tke 
Anti-slavery Society and the Abolitionists, aad people of all 
descriptions, to know this.
Since the question was first agitated la this Bouse, X 
have had abundant reason to see the inconvenience and the 
injury to the whol? coin try of a slaveholding spot in which to 
hold the sessions of Congress. Were it in ay power, I would 
renave the seat of Goveraaaat to a place dicre slavery does not 
exist. As at present advised, however, X do not believe that 
would be constitutional; ... But X do say, that as for the 
abolition of slavery in the District of Colunbla, as at present 
advised, X would not (vote for it. X say again, X would not 
vote in favor of it, if the question should come up this day.
And X retain the opinion after the lapse of six years since X 
presented the first petition on the subject, notwithstanding 
all the arguments X have seen; X have read with great care all 
that is said on the abolition side of the question in their 
periodicals, journals, aad pamphlets. X have read titan all: X
have weighed and considered them well: and X have not yet seen 
reason to change my opinion. X wish them clearly to understand 
this. ...
As to ay course itself, ... X feel it a sacred duty, 
from which X may not swerve, to present each of their memorials 
separately, to name the first petitioner, the number of 
signatures, the place, aad the object of the petition, aad then 
leave It to the House to act its pleasure la regard to them. 
This Is all X have done or intend to do. ... X consider every 
petition and every petitioner entitled to respectful treatment; 
and when he charges me with any petition on any subject, X mean
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to preseat his petition separately.
Volume IX, Humber 6
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Friday February 8 , 1839
LETTER TO JOHN QUINCY ADAMS
SIR —  There are two partlea la tibia country, who are equally 
puzzled to reconcile your abhorrence of slavery, with your 
determination not to vote for its abolition in the District of 
Columbia —  the slaveholders of the South, and the abolitionists 
of the North. In your theory of human rights, the former 
understand that you agree in principle with those, who, by the 
help of God, are resolved upon subverting a foul and bloody 
system. In your unwillingness to carry that theory into 
practice, the latter perceive that you are acting in concert witfi 
all that is despotic and inhuman in the land. Too are claimed 
and rejected by both, at the same moment. If you would abandon 
your theory, the Slaveholders would cease to be alarmed; and by 
giving It a practical application, you would insure for yourself] 
the entire confidence of the abolitionists. Resolving to do 
neither, you awaken suspicion on the one hand, and to give 
annoyance on the other.
It seems that you are in bodily peril. For discharging, 
as a representative of the people, those duties which you are 
sworn to perform, you are warned that your days are numbered, 
and that you will not survive the present session. Be not 
alarmed. All danger of assassination is past. In avowing 
your unchangeable opposition to the prayer of those who are 
supplicating Congress to let the oppressed go free under its 
jurisdiction, you have avoided the pains, and will not therefore 
receive the honors of martyrdom. Sir, it is by your imprudence, 
that you have endangered your existence. Some time has elapsed 
•• sufficient, at least, to admit of a radical change in your 
views —  since you avowed your fixed determination to oppose 
the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia. In this 
interval, you have written and uttered the most scorching 
sentiments against theslave system, and all its abettors. You 
have used an abolition dialect, and allowed of no conproori.se 
with slavery. It was supposed by *our southern brethren,* that 
you were in earnest, and meant all that your language implied.
By this imprudence, you stirred up murderous feelings in their 
hearts; mid hence their threats of assassination. Your case, 
however, Is not without a precedent. There is sore than one 
instance on record, in which a lapsus linguae has subjected a 
man not only to danger, but to deatn.
Let me assure you, that, so long as you are known to
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MUrtiii your present views, with regard to tbc abolition of 
slavery In thn District, not n hair on your bond will bo bornod, 
not o drop of your blood will bo shod, by m y  southern desperado 
As flee is extinguished by the application of water, so is the 
wrath of the slaveholder appeased by the assurance that the 
lmnedlate emancipation of bis slaves Is not a religious duty*
True, by the faithful presentation of the aunerous anti-slavery 
petitions entrusted to your care, you cannot cease to give 
offense Co southern representatives —  not, Indeed, as an object 
of their dislike personally, but as a witness of the sussing 
growth of anti-slavery sentiment in tide country; but they 
will no longer glare upon you like the demons of Bodes, nor 
threaten your existence, assassins as they are in spirit* Ho, 
sir, you have no cause to apprehend bodily harm* If, when about 
to present a fresh number of abolition petitions, you are 
careful to preface die act with the statement, that you 'go 
with the South' In opposition to the prayer of the petitioners, 
rely upon it, you will be treated with civility* Especially 
had they (slaveholders) good cause to regard you as among the 
most 'fanatical' a^blitlonists, when they read the following 
sentiments, contained in a letter written by you to some of 
your constituents, pending the late election in your own district: 
'Should the people of the 12th Congressional District 
of Massachusetts again see fit to station me as their sentinel 
on the watch-tower of the nation, they will not expect from
with mliconsent, or with
AST OP ITS PARTS* Unyielding hostility against it is inter- 
wovea with every pulsation of uy heart* Resistance against it, 
feeble and inefficient as the last accOats of a falling voice 
may be, shall stlll be heard, while the power of utterance 
shall remain, and shall never cease, till die pitcher shall be 
broken at kbe fountain, the dust return to earth as it was, 
and the spirit unto God who gave it*'
This is the promise, the pledge, the dialect of an 
abolitionist* When I flint read this expression of your views,
I was constrained to believe that you would sustain the prayer 
of those who supplicate Congress to emancipate the slaves in 
the District of Columbia* I have never understood that you 
endorse the doctrine of George McDuffie and John C. Calhoun, 
that Congress is not constitutionally empowered to abolish 
slavery in the District or Territory over which it has 
exclusive jurisdiction* ... Tour language now is, 'If the question 
were to be put this day, I would vote against it* —  l*e« the
abolition of slavery. ^ 1 now say what ny opinion is, (and I 
sayTherc openly,) that the abolitionists end the anti-slavery
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Meiititi m q t take, la regard to m , d w t  couree they pleaee. * 
If, air, you had boos aa explicit la your declaratloua at the 
time your eleetioa waa peadiag, aa you ,»olr, are, a Majority 
of your oouatltuauta would have eaat their votoa for aone other 
caadidate. You have mitigated the rage of the South, aad per* 
hapa aaved your life, by theea declaratioaa; hut, maay will 
thiak, at the eoatly aacrifice of hooor aad humaaity.
X ahall have aowethlag More to aay ia aaother letter.
Youro reapectfully,
m .  LLOYD GABRISOM.
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In 1839 two wealthy Spaniards bought a group of slaves 
la Havanas. Doe Jose Hals sad Dow Pedro Moates thea set sail 
for Spate with their huaaa cargo, The slaves rose, killed the 
eaptala aid soew sailors sad turaed the ship, they thought, 
toward Africa* Xastead they sailed toward Aaerlca aad la 
Septeober the ship, the Aalsted, was captured by aa Aaerlcaa 
aaval ship aid brought late Hew London, Coaaectlcut* There the 
slaves ware held oa charges of piracy, outlay aad anrder. The 
Aadsted ease, as It becaatt kaowa, was to beeoae faaous la 
Aaerlcaa admiralty law. Joha Quincy Adaws, setting foot la a 
courtrooo for the first tlae la thirty years, becaae the counsel 
for the Hegroes*
I
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Voluue IX, Nuuber 36 Friday September 6 , 1839
IBB LOHG, LOW, BLACK SCHOONER.
The whole af the particulars copeeraiaa the Piracy. Mat lay, aad 
Murder a, w  beard tea Spanish schooner Aral steady which was 
captured oe Monday last, eed carried late See London. Conn.
... la the aoath of Juae last. Dee Jose Buis, a «e«lthy and aoblf 
Spaaiard, left his estate at Principe eed proceeded to Ravaaaa 
to buy slaves. At Havana he purchased 49 free a cargo which 
had Just arrived free the Goast of Africa. ... Besided this 
cargo, the Areistead received oe board Doe Pedro Moutes, sad 
four slaves, as passengers. Hie slaves of Senor Montez were 
free the sees cargo as those of Buis, but were all ehlldrea 
betweea the ages of 7 aad 12. ...
The sehooaer is of Baltlaoro clipper built, aad 
was called the Frieadship, which beiag Hispaaioliscd, mans 
Aeistead.
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Volume IX, Nunber 45 Friday November 8 , 1839
ANOTHER OF THE AFRICANS BEAD. We learn that another of the Africans of the Anistad diad in the Jail at Hair Sevan after a lingering illness and being wasted to a nere skeleton. The washer that have died since the Aadstad left Savanna, is, we believe, twelve, of whon four are interred in the Sew Haven buyying ground. It is to be hoped that while the survivors have the best medical aid and sufficient provisions, no death will occur for want of adequate clothing and exercise.
Headstone of Amisted captive, Riverside Cemetery, Farmington, 
Connecticut. Photographed May 1959.
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Volume XI, Number 12 Friday March 19, 1841
LETTER FROM MR. ADAMS. The following it an extract of a letter from the Hon. John Quincy Adame to the committee in New-York who have acted on behalf of the Africans of the Amietad.
WASHINGTON, March 9, 1841 
THE CAPTIVES ARE FREE.
The part of the decree of the District Court which placed them at the disposal of the United States to be sent to Africa, is REVERSED. They are to be discharged from the custody of the Marshall —  FREE.The rest of the decision of the Courts below, is affirmed.'Not unto us —  not unto us, &c. *J. Q. ADAMS
Volume XI, Number 49 Friday December 3, 1841
The thirty-five surviving Africans of the Assisted, accompanied by Rev. Messrs. Steele and Raymond, and Mrs. Raymond, missionaries to Africa, and by Mr. Wilson and wife, teachers, embarked last Wednesday morning, in the bark Gentlemen, Capt. Morris, bound to Sierra Leone, and were towed down the harbor by a steamer. They have now a fair prospect of soon being restored to their families and friends in the interior of Africa, from whom and from which they were tom by the merciless slave-trade. ...
Volusw XVI, Bunber 40
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Friday October 2, 1846
THE GREAT FAHEUIL HALL MEETING 
FOR THE PREVENTION OF ILLEGAL |
SEIZURES OF SLAVES
m m  It la thought that 8000 persons ware present, aad ovary 
eye was turaed with indignant reprobatloa upon the maa at those 
Instance the clave was takea back to slavery, —
JOHN H. PEARSON,
Merchaat, Loag Wharf,
John Quincy Adam presided* During his progress to the 
platform, which was effected with difficulty through the solid 
crowd, he was rapturously aad continually Cheered. He spoke 
briefly oa taking the chair, but, laboring as he did under 
Indisposition, his voice could not be heard beyond the platfem. 
It did not natter. His presence was an action; his look was 
a testimony.
‘V
Faneuil Hall, Adams Square, Boston, Massachusetts, photographed 
March 1960.

IVeu- tliit Place 
Repot** nil that could die of
J O H N  QUINCY A D A M S ,
Ion of John and Abigail [Smith] Adam* . 
Sixth President of line United State* ,
Born 11 July. 1707.
Amidst the Storms of civil Commotion 
He nursed the Vigor 
Which n e r r ts  a  State m ien  sand a P a trio t, 
And time Faith  
Which in tp ire s  a  Claris tins* •
For m ore  th a n  h a l f  a  C e n tu ry , 
Whenever his Country ca lled  fo r  lais L abors, 
In either H em isphere or in  any  Capacity,
He n e v e r  sp a re d  th em  in  h er Cause .
On time twenty four tlx of December, 1S14,
He lig n ed  the second T rea ty  with Great Britain, 
Whieh restored Peaee w ith in  h e r Border* .
On the tw en ty -th ird  of F eb ruary , 1848 .
He rlosed six teen  years  of eloquent Defence 
Of the Lessons o f h is Y outh ,
By dy ing  a t his Post 
In  h e r  g re a t n a t io n a l  C ouncil.
A Non, w orthy  of his Father,
A Citizen, shedding glory on his Country, 
A Scholar, ambitious to advance M ankind, 
This C hristian sought to walk hum bly 
In the S ight of has God.
side h im  lies
His P artn er fo r f if ty  Years,
L O U I S A  C A T H E R I N E ,
Daughter of Joshua and  Catherine [lYuthj Johnson 
B orn , 12 February, 1725,
M arried , 20 Ju ly  , 1707 ,
Deceased , 15 M ay, 1852. ^
Aged 77 .
Living th rough  m a n y  Vicissitudes, a n d  
Under high Responsibilities ,
As a D a u g h te r , Wife a n d  M other,
She p ro v e d  e q u a l to a ll .
Dying, she left to h e r  Fam ily a n d  her Sex 
The hlessed R em em b ran ce  
Of a  'W om an th a t  f e a r e th  th e  Lord*.
“H S R K M  I S  T H A T  S A T M V  T H U S . ©N E  S O W E T H  AND A N O TH E R  R E A P E T H . I  S E N T  YOU r< 
Y S  BESTO W ED  NO  L A B O R . O T H E R  M S N  L A B O R E D . AND  YE  A R E  E N T E R E B  IN T O  T H E IR  L A B O R S '.’
a  R E A P  T H A T  W H E R E O N
A
iwi *»f *
lutl*****"1*1*M — *■
tCpoMNnoijupMisunlitaMMi * e
« JOHN Q ^ S * * * 1-
1767 —  1848
th e  ABIGAIL PHILLIPS QUISCY CHAPTtR.OWCHTlRS 
OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION CAUSED  
THIS TABLET TO BE AFFIXED  
•  1927 f t
Tablet and crypt in the Church of the Presidents, Quincy, Massachusetts, 
photographed March 1960.
FOOTNOTES
^Albart Buafaaall Hart, Slararr aad Abelltloa 1831-1841 
Vol. XVI of Atrlcaa Hatloai A Hittary, ad. A.B. Hart (M«v 
York: Harper & Bros., 1906), p. 263.
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CONCLUSION
Not until the North can eradicate its coaplacent, 
refined sad cowled prejudice end accept the Negro as a awn, and 
the South can loose Itself frow its love/hate hysteria and
accept the Negro as a wan •• not until then can a conclusion be 
written*
To the reader who is interested in the subject of 
present day racial relations I Would recoowend "Fifth Avenue, 
Uptown" by Janes Baldwin, in the July 1960 issue of Esquire.
He states the life of the Negro in the United States today with |;
|
a hurting and understanding wore than one hundred years in the
i!
waking* I quote his conclusion:
i|
...The country will not change until it 
re-examines itself and discovers what it 
really weans by freedow* In the weantiwe, 
generations keep being born, bitterness is 
increased by inconpetence, pride and folly, 1
and the world shrinks around us*
It is a terrible, an Inexorable, law 
that one cannot deny the huwanity of another 
without diminishing one's own: in the face |
of one's victiw, one sees oneself* Walk 
through the streets of Harlan and see nhat |
we, this nation, have becowe. 1
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